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Most clinicians intuitively feel that generalization

takes place during remediation. However, empirical study of

this notion has not been widespread. The purpose of this

investigation was to examine the effect of severity of

phonological disorder on the rate of generalization, using a

specific training program designed to eliminate one

phonological process, cluster reduction. Using a within-

subject experimental design, phonological performance of six

children with phonological severity ratings of moderate or

severe was followed through initial evaluation, baseline,

generalization measurement, and follow-up evaluation. The

initial evaluation was based on analyses of a phonological

assessment instrument, and a baseline word list, as well as a

generative phonological analysis of spontaneous speech

production. Training was administered to one of the three

subjects at each severity level while the other subjects



continued in baseline. Each subject received training on the

initial /s/ plus stop clusters, /sp/ and /st/. Progress

during training was measured through the use of

generalization probes with a training criterion of 90%

correct across the two clusters across two sessions. When

one subject reached criterion, another subject then began

training. Accuracy of production on the untrained /s/ plus

stop cluster /sk/ and the control cluster /br/ were followed

during training. A one-month follow-up evaluation identical

with the initial evaluation was administered to all subjects.

Results indicated that the initial phonological disorder

severity rating could serve as a predictor of generalization

of training, with subjects in the moderate group making

greater progress than their counterparts in the severe group.

All subjects showed increases in the percentages of correct

cluster production at the follow-up. Subjects with moderate

severity ratings made the greatest increases in correct

cluster production, including /s/ plus stop clusters. Five

of the six subjects exhibited generalization of learning to

the untrained cluster, /sk/. Individual differences between-

subjects, within-groups were noted. Although not included in

the formal analysis of results, phonological performance for

one additional subject in the profound range of severity was

followed during evaluation, treatment, and follow-up.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

Development of the phonological system starts at birth

as the infant begins to learn to discriminate between sounds.

This process of development continues through approximately

age 7; at this point the child typically has a complete

phonetic inventory. Some refinement of this system occurs as

the child learns to read, write, and spell, with changes due

to new learning in morphology and semantics (Ingram, 1976).

The entire developmental process is gradual, and children of

the same age may sound quite different based on their speech

production. Although there is considerable variability from

child to child, there are definitive criteria that can be

used to establish the presence of a phonological disability.

For those children who have difficulty learning the sound

system of language, remediation may be necessary.

Traditional approaches to remediation of misartic-

ulations focused on individual phonemes (Van Riper, 1972).

Such treatment programs began with auditory or sensory-

perceptual training with discrimination activities being of

primary importance (Weiss, Gordon, & Lillywhite, 1980).

Children were first taught to produce sounds as isolated
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segments with the emphasis on improving motoric output. The

treatment process for children with multiple misarticulations

often was long and tedious.

In the early 1970' s, the field of speech-language

pathology was greatly influenced by contributions from the

field of linguistics. In the area of articulation disorders,

there was a shift in focus from traditional techniques to

consideration of the underlying system responsible for the

use of sound segments. The assumption that development of

speech was systematic and possibly rule-governed led to a new

approach in remediation (Blache, 1978; McReynolds & Bennet,

1972; Singh & Polen, 1972) . One approach involved the use of

distinctive features, based on the grouping of sounds into

classes according to common features, such as nasality or

voicing. McReynolds and Bennet (1972) developed one of the

first distinctive feature remediation approaches. Such

approaches generally used one or more target phonemes (e.g.,

/p/ and /f/) to train a given feature (e.g., the [-/+

continuant] feature) with the ultimate goal of generalization

across and within sound classes.

This early work provided the basis for later development

of remediation programs in phonology, including phonological

process approaches. Emphasis shifted from training isolated

phonemes to training entire sound classes. The assumptions

of phonological process treatment were that such remediation

programs were more efficient and that remediation involved
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rule learning (Newman, Creaghead, & Secord, 1985) . Thus,

there was a shift from phonetic to phonemic techniques with

treatment generally beginning at the meaningful word level.

Analysis techniques, borrowed from linguists and refined by

speech-language pathologists, identified the rule-governed

nature of the speech of children with phonological

disabilities. Remediation programs were developed to

eliminate phonological processes or patterns of error that

interfered with the development of adult speech (Fokes, 1982;

Hodson & Paden, 1983; Weiner, 1979, 1981) . Terms such as

phonological process and phonological rule began to be used

throughout the field. Concepts of generalization, taken from

behavior theory, became an integral part of the remediation

process.

At present, many different approaches to remediation of

phonological disorders can be found in the literature.

However, one assumption common to all approaches is that

phonological remediation results in generalization to

untrained stimuli. Training to change one sound affected by

a process or rule is intended to result in the correction of

several other individual phonemes as well (Newman, Creaghead,

& Secord, 1985). This notion that a speech sound need not be

taught in all positions, in all possible combinations, and in

all possible words forms the basis of the work concerning

generalization learning. Most clinicians intuitively feel

that generalization takes place during phonological
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remediation. However, to date, empirical study of the

efficacy of phonological remediation or of the extent of

generalization in phonological remediation is not widespread.

Thus, the purpose of this investigation is to determine

the relationship between severity of phonological disability

and generalization learning. The amount of generalization

learning for 6 subjects will be measured following

phonological remediation to reduce the occurrence of one

phonological process, reduction of consonant clusters.

Individual learning patterns will be analyzed and described.

Review of the Literature

The following review will include an overview of the

acquisition of normal and disordered phonology, phonological

treatment, and consonant cluster acquisition. A final

section will include discussion of generalization learning,

including information on facilitation and individual

differences.

Phonological Development

Underlying representation . The process of acquisition

of the sound system of any language follows a gradual and

somewhat orderly pattern with increasing precision in

articulation noted as development progresses (Stoel-Gammon &

Dunn, 1985). Children develop phonological competence in a

gradual manner as their speech production begins to

approximate that of the adult model. Thus, it has become

increasingly more important to develop a mode of discussion
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of this acquisition process, including a model of the

underlying representation of children's speech. It is this

underlying representation that provides input to

phonological rules that may be operating in a child's

speech.

At the present time, there are two major positions that

attempt to explain the nature of a child's underlying

representation. These two views represent two ends of a

continuum. The first position views the child as having an

underlying representation of words and sounds that is

identical to the adult surface form (Braine, 1974; Donegan &

Stampe, 1979; Ingram, 1974, 1976; Menn, 1978; Smith, 1973;

Stampe, 1979). A schematic representation of this view can

be seen below:

Child's Underlying Representation = Adult Surface Form
I

I

\k
Phonological Rules

I

I

Output

The primary assumption of this point of view is the

equivalence of the child's underlying representation and the

adult surface form. The child's production is simplified

due to the application of phonological rules. These rules

are present because of the child's immature articulatory

abilities. Smith (1973) suggested that children have normal

perceptual skills but that correct production was achieved



only after gradual progression through certain stages,

called "realisation rules." Donegan and Stampe (1979)

stated that a child's productions are governed by phonetic

difficulty and not by a different system of cognitive

organization or underlying representation. Macken (1984)

suggested that if this position of equal forms for adult and

child is to be supported, one must assume that the child has

apparently perfect perception and imperfect articulation.

However, studies by Broen and Strange (1980) and by Barton

(1978) determined that the child's perceptual development of

the ambient language is complete by the time the child

begins to produce phonemic contrasts. The child's

perceptual system differs from the adult system in that the

child produces all and only the contrasts perceived, and

production is based on the perception of these contrasts.

In other words, perception may sometime precede production.

Such issues have yet to be resolved. Support for the first

view of the child's underlying representations has been made

primarily through anecdotal evidence (Macken, 1980).

The second view hypothesizes that the child has his own

system independent of the ambient adult system (Dinnsen,

1984; Dinnsen & Elbert, 1984; Dinnsen, Elbert & Weismer,

1979: Macken, 1980; Maxwell & Weismer, 1982; Weismer,

Dinnsen & Elbert, 1981) . The schematic representation of

this view is as follows:



I

I

Input (Adult form)

Child's representation of adult word

Phonological rules
I

I

Child's production

Studies based on this view have described three types

of misarticulating systems and have attempted to describe

the children with these systems. The first type of child

has underlying representations similar to the ambient

language, but applies a set of phonological rules dissimilar

to that of the ambient language. The second type of child

has unique underlying representations and phonotactic

constraints (i.e., what sounds and sound sequences can

occur) , very different from the ambient language. Finally,

a third type of child could have the same number of

distinctions or contrastive phonemes as that of the ambient

system; however, the distinctions would not be the same.

Empirical evidence must be considered when attempting to

validate this second view.

Macken (1980) offered what she referred to as an

optimal model for discussing a child's underlying

representation. This model takes into account evidence from

both views. Macken proposed that the child's phonological



system may contain both correct and incorrect underlying

representations that require the application of phonological

rules for some words and perceptual encoding rules for other

words. This model is depicted below:

Input
I

I

I (perceptual encoding rules)
I

Underlying Representations

[phonological rules)

Output

In this view, the perceptual encoding rules and the

phonological rules may or may not be present in the system

of any given child. Two conditions may be noted. A sound

may enter the child's underlying representation in a

misperceived form, through the application of perceptual

encoding rules. The output would then be unlike the adult

model without the application of phonological rules.

Conversely, if there is evidence of a correct underlying

representation but the output differs from that of the

ambient language, then perceptual encoding rules would not

be evident; unique phonological (output) rules could be

identified.

Ingram (1976) proposed that the developing child is

actively perceiving, organizing, and producing speech.

Simplifications can occur on any of these three levels. The
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child may simplify the inventory of sounds and syllables in

adult words (perception), simplify the use of contrastive

sounds and syllables (organization) , or simplify the motoric

demands of sounds and syllables (production) . Ingram

suggested that a child's speech organization could be placed

on a continuum from the simplest model to the more complex.

It may not always be necessary to consider the intervening

or underlying level of a child's system but instead simply

determine the child's set of rules based on output. Such

analysis is typical of the more traditional methods of

evaluation. However, Ingram cautions that such a procedure

results in only a partial description of the child's actual

system.

Edwards and Shriberg (1983) summarized the sound system

of language in terms of covert and overt knowledge (Figure

1) . The phonological system has as its primary task the

translation of input messages into overt speech production.

The covert or underlying level of this phonological system

is made up of four types of knowledge: 1) knowledge about

which sounds are meaningful in the language, 2) knowledge

about ways in which these sounds can be sequenced in

morphemes and words, 3) knowledge of the rules for

alteration of sounds due to morphological changes, and 4)

knowledge of the rules that dictate the appropriate

allophonic variants of phonemes. In proposing this model,

Edwards and Shriberg made no claims regarding the status of
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a child's underlying representation, i.e., whether it is the

same as or different from the adult surface form. Instead,

they attempted to outline the components present in any

underlying representation, adult or child. To determine the

underlying representation, the phonologist must primarily

rely on overt speech production to determine the proposed

status of this covert component.

Phonological process . During earliest development, from

birth to 10 months, the infant develops the imitative ability

and communicates through gestures and crying. Essential

prerequisites for later phonological acquisition develop

during this early stage. The infant develops rapid

perceptual discrimination and begins babbling or sound play.

This babbling will later merge into the child's first words.

An equally important development is the child's ever-

increasing ability to imitate the sounds and gestures of

others (Ingram, 1976)

.

Between the ages of 1:0 (yearsrmonths) and 1:6, the

child begins using one-word utterances, with the development

of approximately a 50-word vocabulary by age 1:6. Ferguson

and Farwell (1975) emphasized the role of the single word in

this stage of acquisition. The child is actively acquiring a

set of lexical items as well as a phonological system.

Ferguson and Farwell suggested that acquisition of this

system may be greatly influenced by the particular words a

child produces. Early acquisition is characterized by
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variation in production, selectivity in word choice, and

regression of word forms, i.e., early productions may be more

accurate than later occurring productions. That the child

initially produces an entire word unit, basically unaware of

the individual phonemes, was suggested by Ferguson and

Farwell as one possible explanation for regression. Change

in production occurs as the child constructs an individual

phonological system and a gradual awareness evolves. As the

development of two-word utterances begins, the child

demonstrates a very active development of the phonological

system. At this time the child develops a rapidly increasing

vocabulary. As this spoken vocabulary size increases, the

child is faced with the first real need to develop an orderly

phonological system (Ingram, 1976). The use of phonological

simplification processes then becomes the primary vehicle of

organization for the developing child.

In normally developing children, the greatest use of the

phonological simplification processes first described by

Stampe (1973) occurs during the most active speech

acquisition period between 2 and 4 years of age (Dyson, 1985;

Dyson & Paden, 1983). "A phonological process is a

descriptive rule or statement which accounts for errors of

substitution, omission, or deletion" (Elbert & Gierut, 1986,

p. 26) . Edwards and Shriberg (1983) defined a phonological

process as any systematic change that affects a sound

sequence or sound class. Most definitions of phonological
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process assume that a basic form called an underlying or

phonological representation is present or stored in the

child's system and may be changed prior to output through

application of the phonological process. The resulting form

is considered the surface form or the phonetic

representation. As previously stated, the underlying

representation is also referred to as covert knowledge, and

the surface form is called overt knowledge.

Ingram (1976) suggested that phonological processes fall

into three major categories: syllable structure processes,

assimilation processes, and substitution processes. Syllable

structure processes are those that result in a simplified

syllable or word shape. For example, in a word such as cat,

the final /t/ may be deleted, resulting in the open-syllable

[kae,]. Assimilatory processes are found when one phoneme is

overly influenced by another phoneme in the word, e.g., truck

is produced as [krAk] . The substitution processes are those

that generally affect an entire class of sounds, often

involving substitution of one class for another. Common

examples include the fronting of velars to alveolars (e.g.,

A/ > /t/) and the gliding of liquids (e.g., /I/ > /w/)

(Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985)

.

Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985) summarized the results of

several longitudinal and cross-sectional studies of normally-

developing children. Several processes, including unstressed

syllable deletion, final consonant deletion, gliding, and
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cluster reduction, are present in the speech of most

children. However, two major divisions were established

based on occurrence of the phonological processes, those that

disappear by age 3 and those that persist beyond age 3.

Those that are normally eliminated by age 3 are presented

below.

1. Unstressed syllable deletion refers to the deletion of

the least stressed syllable or syllables in a word,

e.g., potato > [tefto].

2 - Deletion of final consonants occurs when the postvocalic

consonant or consonant cluster is deleted, e.g., cat

> [kae,] .

3. Doubling refers to the repetition of a target word,

usually a one-syllable word, resulting in the creation

of a multisyllabic form, e.g. , ball > [baba]

.

4. Diminutization is described as the addition of /i/ to a

target form, e.g., dog > [dagi].

5- Velar fronting refers to the substitution of an alveolar

for a velar sound, e.g., go > [dou]

.

6. Consonant assimilation is described as a harmony

process, e.g., two sounds become more alike or one sound

assumes features from the other sound. Stoel -Gammon and

Dunn (1985) listed three common patterns of consonant

assimilation: a) Labial assimilation, gum > [b/\m] ;

b) Velar assimilation, tock > [kak] ; and c) Nasal

assimilation, time > [n57m]

.
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7. Reduplication refers to the assimilation of one syllable

to another with a resulting duplicated form, e.g., water

> [wo.wa] .

8. Prevocalic voicing is described as the voicing of a

voiceless obstruent in the prevocalic position, e.g.,

tie > [dol] .

Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985) indicated that several processes

may persist beyond the age of 3, even in normal children.

However, they also stated that the processes listed below may

never occur in the speech of some children.

1. Cluster reduction refers to the simplification of a

consonant cluster by deleting one or two phonemes, e.g.,

blue > [bu] or squirrel > [w^l]

.

2. Epenthesis is defined as the insertion of an unstressed

vowel, usually in an initial cluster or after a final

voiced stop, e.g., blue > [balu] or big >

[bi ga ] .

3. Gliding refers to the substitution of a glide for a

prevocalic liquid, with /w/ usually replacing /r/ and /w/

or /j/ replacing /l/, e.g., red > [wed] and light >

[wait] or [ jSTTt] .

4. Vocalization or vowelization is defined as the

substitution of a non-/r/-colored vowel for a postvocalic

or syllabic liquid, e.g., zipper > [zipa] or table

> [teibu] .
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5. Stopping occurs when a fricative or affricate is replaced

by a stop or when a fricative is replaced by an

affricate, e.g., sun > [t/\n].

6. Depalatization refers to the substitution of an alveolar

fricative or affricate for a palatal fricative or

affricate, e.g., fish > [fis].

7. Final devoicing refers to the devoicing of a word-final

obstruent, e.g., dog > [dak].

By age 4, the child should have reasonable control over

the phonemes of English and by age 5, should match the

ambient language fairly closely (Compton, 1975) . The child

should now be trying to master those sounds of English that

are motorically difficult, e.g., /r/ and /l/, and those words

that are linguistically complex, e.g., multisyllabic words.

The period from age 4 to age 6 or 7 is marked by an

increase in the number of complex sentence structures. The

normally developing child will have completed the phonetic

inventory by this time and will have all the sounds of

English in the spoken repertoire. Any further changes in the

phonological system will usually be the result of training in

reading, writing, and spelling. The child's speech patterns

are fairly well fixed by this point in development (Ingram,

1976) .

Disordered phonological development

Descriptions of children with phonological disorders are

usually based on our knowledge of normal children (Compton,
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1975; Oiler, 1974). In fact, children with phonological

disorders often sound like normal children at earlier stages

of development (Elbert, 1983; Ingram, 1976; Stoel-Gammon &

Dunn, 1985) . Disordered phonology results when the child

fails to eliminate early simplification patterns. The child

may then add new processes or rules to deal with the

increasing linguistic complexity and with the increasing

demands for more intelligible speech. This child may then be

seen as different and not just delayed (Compton, 1975;

Ingram, 1976; Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985) . Processes may

become more complex or possibly ordered. For example, at an

early stage, a child may replace alveolar sounds with velars.

During later stages, as the child attempts to produce

fricatives, they may be replaced by alveolar stops, which are

then replaced by velar stops. It may become difficult to

determine the ordering of the phonological processes because

many of them should have been discarded in the development

from stage to stage but were instead altered in some way to

accommodate newly developed processes (Compton, 1975).

The study of speech production (overt speech) errors

would be simplified if one could make conclusions about the

underlying representation (covert speech). As previously

discussed, there are two opposing viewpoints regarding the

child's internal representation of phonology. The first

assumes that the child may have an underlying representation

identical to that of the adult model with different
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productions resulting from application of various

simplification processes (Hodson, 1980; Ingram, 1976,

Shriberg & Kwiatkowski, 1980; Stampe, 1979). In the case of

phonological disability, it then becomes necessary to assess

the child's overt speech production and determine which

simplification processes are being used. This determination

is typically made by examining a sample of speech, making

direct comparisons between the adult and child forms, and

categorizing "non-adult" productions using a set of commonly

occurring phonological processes. The second view assumes

that the child may or may not have the correct, adult

underlying representation. Instead, each child's individual

underlying representation must be determined prior to

developing any assumptions about the system. A method of

evaluation of surface forms to determine underlying

representations has been developed using the principles of

generative phonology (Gierut, 1985; Hacken, 1980; Maxwell,

1981) . Use of such analysis procedures have shown that a

child may have different underlying forms than those of

adults. Elbert and Gierut (1986) reported that the use of

generative phonological analysis is useful with children with

severe phonological disorders because such analysis provides

a profile of underlying knowledge about the child's ambient

sound system, allowing for development of individually

determined remediation targets.
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Phonological Remediation

Traditionally, remediation for children with multiple

sound errors targeted each error phoneme individually. In

most cases, the time spent in remediation was considerable

because each sound had to be trained to criterion in

isolation, words, sentences, and conversation.

Phonologically-based remediation targets an entire sound

class or word structure resulting in a more efficient use of

a training session. Targeting a word structure, such as

final consonant deletion, involves the use of several

exemplars with differing characteristics of place and manner,

in an effort to facilitate broad generalization of the

correct pattern, final consonants. By broadening the

training from correction of individual sounds to elimination

of processes, the goal of reorganization of the phonological

system can be reached more efficiently and effectively

(Newman, Creaghead, & Secord, 1985; Weiss, Gordon, &

Lillywhite, 1980)

.

Remediation typically has the primary goal of

facilitating the development of the adult phonological system

in a child with a phonological disorder. Phonological

remediation is based upon the systematic nature of phonology

and uses conceptual rather than motoric activities.

Specifically, drill or production practice is not the main

focus in this type of remediation. Instead, remediation

activities demonstrate the principle that sounds are used to
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contrast meaning (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985). Thus,

remediation is geared toward treating members of a sound

class in terms of how they are used contrastively or how they

are combined in different word structures instead of the

traditional focus on single phoneme training.

Approaches to phonological remediation are being

developed at a rapid pace in the field of speech-language

pathology. Various approaches can be found based on

differing theortical orientations. It is important to

consider the theoretical viewpoint when attempting to fully

understand or implement any training program. Phonologists

who assume the child has the same underlying form as the

adult, approach remediation differently than those who assume

the child has a unique system. Assessment and remediation

goals or techniques may often appear similar, but the choice

of training targets is different based upon the two

viewpoints. The former approach remediation from a more

traditional point of view with errors or error patterns being

the main unit of focus. The latter attempt to determine the

child's individual unique rule system and to plan targets

based on elimination or alteration of these rules.

Several different views regarding the child's underlying

system are represented in the current body of phonological

remediation literature; however, one factor appears to be

common to all remediation programs. Such programs are

designed around the "underlying organizational concept of a
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process" (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985, p. 174) . This

organizational concept refers to the focus in remediation of

changes affecting an entire sound class or word structure

rather than individual phonemes. Six general principles of

phonological remediation that apply to almost all

phonological process remediation programs, have been outlined

by Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985) .

1. Underlying factors such as auditory abilities, cognitive

and language skills, and oral motor functioning should be

considered because they may contribute to etiology.

2. Each child must be viewed as an individual.

3. When planning a remediation program, the clinician must

be aware of the normal acquisition data. Effective

remediation allows the child to follow a progressive

program that parallels gradual normal acquisition.

4. The clinician must use a broad framework of phonology

when planning treatment. By keeping the broader aspects

in mind, one does not focus on only one aspect of

remediation, overlooking or ignoring other equally

important aspects.

5. The goal of the remediation program should be to train

the child to monitor correct and incorrect responses.

The learning of this skill is essential for

generalization. Training should occur not only at the

perception and production levels, but should also attempt

to improve the child's awareness of productions.
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6. The clinician must develop an efficient method of

systematically measuring progress in the remediation

program. This measurement must include detailed analysis

prior to the initiation of therapy, periodic analysis of

the skill being trained, and probing of generalization of

newly learned behaviors.

Cluster Reduction

Of specific interest to this investigation is the

process of cluster reduction. This process is often defined

as the simplification of a consonant cluster by reducing it

to one or two phonemes, (e.g., black > [baek], string >

[sirj]) (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985). McReynolds and Elbert

(1981a) further extended the definition by including the

substitution of one or more sounds in the cluster or the

insertion of an epenthetic vowel between the consonants of

the cluster, (e.g., flower > [pwauwtf] , or blue >

[balu] ) . Examination of cluster reduction typically includes

consideration of the stages observed in the normal

development of consonant clusters. Whereas the consonant-

vowel (CV) syllable shape is the most common type in English

and usually is first acquired between the ages of 1:0 and 1:6

(Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985) , word-initial consonant clusters

(CCV, CCCV) do not emerge until about 2 years of age

(Greenlee, 1974). Although consonant clusters emerge early,

they are not completely mastered until approximately age 4:0

(Grunwell, 1982; Templin, 1957). The simplification process
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of cluster reduction may be used during the early stages in

an effort to maintain the most common syllable shape, CV

(Oiler, 1974; Smith, 1973; Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985).

It is difficult to outline discrete stages of cluster

acquisition from the first attempts to final correct

production because of the individual variation within

children and within cluster types. Studies have shown marked

differences in the order of acquisition of clusters as well

as in the rate of acquisition (Greenlee, 1973, 1974).

Greenlee (1974) suggested four stages in the acquisition of

clusters.

Stage 1. Deletion of the entire cluster

Stage 2. Reduction of the cluster to one segment

Stage 3. Substitution of one member of the cluster with

the correct number of consonants maintained

Stage 4. Correct production of the target cluster

Children with phonological disorders have particular

difficulty with consonant clusters. Stoel-Gammon and Dunn

(1985) summarized the results from several studies (Compton,

1975; Dunn & Davis, 1983; Grunwell, 1982; Hodson & Paden,

1981; McReynolds & Elbert, 1981b; Schwartz, Leonard, Folger,

& Wilcox, 1980; Shriberg & Kwiatkowski, 1980) and concluded

that children with disordered phonology had difficulty with

consonant clusters regardless of age, type of analysis, or

sampling techniques. Because normal children are also

reported to have considerable difficulty with the acquisition
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of fricatives (Ferguson, 1978) , it would be expected that

clusters containing fricatives would present particular

problems. In fact, /s/ clusters, particularly /s/ plus stop

clusters, are usually among the last clusters mastered

(Smith, 1973). Smith (1973) reported the following order of

acquisition for his son: 1) /si/, /sin/, /sn/ ; 2) /sp/, /sk/ ;

3) /st/.

Acquisition of a normal phonological system that matches

the ambient language is not an all-or-none phenomenon.

Instead, gradual acquisition occurs, with some forms produced

correctly while some errors are also present. The

suppression or disappearance of cluster reduction may be

manifested in a gradual emergence of correct forms.

Initially, all clusters may be reduced regardless of position

within the word. Later, fewer and fewer targets may be

reduced until perhaps only final clusters are reduced (Stoel-

Gammon & Dunn, 1985) . Gilbert and Purves (1977) outlined

four possible stages in consonant cluster acquisition. The

following example outlines the possible stages in the

acquisition of the /bl/ cluster.

Stage 1: blue > [bu] , one segment is deleted.

Stage 2: blue > [balu], the cluster is split by

epenthesis.

Stage 3: blue > [bl:u], the segment previously

deleted is produced, but prolonged.

Stage 4: blue > [blu], the adult form is realized.
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In some cases, the cluster is not reduced by simply

omitting one of the consonants and maintaining the other but

through substitution of a phoneme not present in the adult

form of the cluster. If the substituted phoneme has

characteristics or features of both expected phonemes, the

process is called coalescence. For example, if /sp/ becomes

/f/, the /f/ has the strident or fricative characteristics of

/s/ and the labial characteristics of /p/. Edwards and

Shriberg (1983) suggested that the process of coalescence

could be considered as a case of assimilation followed by

deletion, i.e., in /sp/, the /s/ becomes a labial fricative

because of the influence of the /p/, and then the /p/ is

omitted. Schoenfeld (1985) found coalescence to be quite

common in the speech of six phonologically disordered

children, as did Dyson and Stewart (1987) and Dyson (1979) in

the speech of 40 younger normally developing children. K.

Bliele (personal communication, November, 1987) reported a

similar finding.

Ingram (1976) described five of the most common

reduction patterns for clusters. It must be noted that the

actual form of each reduction is dependent upon the type of

cluster and its individual segments.

1. In stop plus liquid clusters, the liquid is most often

deleted and the stop is maintained, e.g., play >

[pel ] .
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2. For postvocalic clusters containing liquid plus stop, or

liquid plus nasal, the liquid is usually deleted, e.g.,

help > [hep]

.

3. In /s/ plus stop clusters, the /s/ segment is usually

deleted, e.g., stop > [tap].

4. In /s/ plus nasal clusters, the /s/ segment is usually

deleted, e.g., smoke > [mouk]

.

5. In clusters containing nasal plus obstruent, e.g., /mp/

or /nd/, the reduction occurs in one of two ways: a) if

the obstruent is voiced, it is deleted, e.g., stand

> [stain] ; b) if the obstruent is voiceless, the nasal

is deleted, e.g., pink > [pi k]

.

Generalization of Training

Generalization is the ultimate goal of any phonological

remediation program. Stokes and Baer (1977) provided an

excellent definition of generalization.

"The occurrence of relevant behavior under
different non-training conditions (i.e., across
subjects, settings, people, behaviors, and/or time)
without the scheduling of the same events in those
conditions as had been scheduled in the training
conditions. Thus, generalization may be claimed
when no extratraining manipulations are needed for
extratraining changes. " (p. 350)

Through the routine evaluation of generalization during the

remediation program, the child's changing phonological system

and the efficacy of therapy procedures can be monitored

(Rockman & Elbert, 1984)

.
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Generalization probes

Generalization is usually measured through the use of

probes. "A probe consists primarily of behavior not directly

trained and is administered at regularly scheduled intervals

throughout the course of training" (Rockman & Elbert, 1984,

p. 140) . In most cases, a small number of items will be

chosen from this probe list for training in an effort to

monitor the generalization of trained and untrained items.

Generalization probes remain constant for each administration

because the main purpose of these probes is to measure

changes in untrained behaviors across times (Rockman &

Elbert, 1984) . An additional purpose of probes is to provide

the child an opportunity to see the broad range of

possibilities for use of a given sound or segment (Elbert,

1983) . Use of such probes allows the gathering of

information about the child's changing phonological

hypotheses and covert knowledge. The probes provide access

to the child's covert or underlying phonological system by

way of the overt productions. If this covert knowledge is

not indirectly identified, it would then become necessary to

train the child on every individual utterance (Elbert, 1983)

or to simply assume that generalization would take place.

Traditionally, the assumption of generalization was made and

no effort was made to determine the child's underlying

representations of the error phonemes.
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Typically, probes are administered imitatively. Studies

have found equivalent generalization regardless of the

elicitation mode of the stimuli, imitative or spontaneous

(Rockman & Elbert, 1984) . Use of imitation on generalization

probes is often the investigator's attempt to determine the

child's "best" production.

Facilitation of generalization

It has been suggested that certain phonetic contexts

might facilitate generalization (Kent, 1982). Elbert and

McReynolds (1979) studied the effect of phonetic contexts on

the generalization of /s/. They considered a variety of

contexts, such as high and low vowels, front and back

consonants, and front and back vowels. Syllable shapes were

also examined. Their results indicated that no particular

context was more facilitating for generalization of /s/ than

any other. The children studied generalized across many

different contexts.

Studies have reported that generalization does indeed

occur across word positions (Elbert & McReynolds, 1979;

Powell & McReynolds, 1969), to novel untreated words (McLean,

1970; Mowrer, 1971), and to similar but untreated words

(Elbert, Shelton, & Arndt, 1967). In the research dealing

with across-position generalization, the results indicated

that the position of the training target within the word did

not have a significant effect on the amount of generalization

(Rockman & Elbert, 1984). In other words, the use of
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stimulus words with the target form in the initial position

is no more or less effective than the use of stimulus words

with final position targets. To date, however, no studies

have systematically considered the effect of severity of the

phonological disorder on the rate or amount of

generalization. It is not known whether children with severe

impairments will generalize more than those with less severe

phonological disorders. The generative phonological studies

(Elbert & Gierut, 1986; Gierut, 1985), which attempt to

identify a child's phonological knowledge and then base

target selection on the results, have most closely looked at

the issue of severity and generalization.

Phonological Knowledge

Phonological knowledge has been defined as an

individual's covert knowledge or competence about the sound

system of a given language. Phonological knowledge refers to

those properties of language that are idiosyncratic and often

unpredictable as well as to the rules expressing the

relationship between sound and meaning (Elbert & Gierut,

1986). Three forms of production data (Table 1) are used to

determine phonological knowledge: breadth of the distribution

of sounds, use of phonological rules, and nature of the

child's lexical representations. The breadth of the

distribution of sounds is determined by identification of the

phonetic and phonemic inventories. The distribution of

sounds in the phonemic inventory by word position and
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Table 1. Outline of phonological information necessary to
determine level of phonological knowledge.

I. Breadth of the distribution of sounds

A. Phonetic inventory

B. Phonemic inventory

II. Use of phonological rules

A. Static rules or phonotactic constraints

1. Positional constraints

2. Inventory related constraints

3. Sequential constraints

B. Dynamic rules

1. Allophonic rules

2. Neutralization rules

III. Nature of the child's lexical representations

A. Minimal pair data

B. Morphophonemic alternations
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morphemes is examined to determine if sound contrasts are

present across various positions. Phonological rules are

divided into two types, static and dynamic. Static

phonological rules may be positional, inventory related, or

sequential constraints. Dinnsen (1984) referred to the

static phonological rules as phonotactic constraints. These

rules restrict certain sounds or sequences from occurring in

the child's phonetic or phonemic inventories. For example,

dynamic rules can be either allophonic rules or

neutralization rules. These rules change sound production in

specific contexts and can either be optional or obligatory.

The nature of the child's lexical representations relies on

evidence from minimal pair data or morphophonemic

alternations.

The amount and the extent of generalization learning has

been reported to be dependent upon the child's phonological

knowledge (Elbert & Gierut, 1986) . Studies investigating the

issue of phonological knowledge have emerged during the past

five years (Dinnsen, 1984; Dinnsen & Elbert, 1984; Elbert et

al., 1984; Gierut, 1985; Maxwell & Rockman, 1984; Rockman,

1983) . Dinnsen and Elbert (1984) studied two sources of

data, generative phonological analyses and generalization

learning patterns. All subjects exhibited the surface

pattern of final consonant deletion but had different

generalization patterns following remediation. Closer

examination of the subjects revealed that performance was
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best on sounds that were phonologically known to the

subjects. In other words, "generalization learning on

'known' sounds was superior to generalization learning on

•unknown' sounds" (p. 43). In a similar study, Elbert,

Dinnsen, and Powell (1984) found the same results when the

process considered was cluster reduction. These findings led

the authors to conclude that generalization learning is

strongly influenced by a child's phonological knowledge.

Gierut (1985) brought the question of phonological

knowledge into the clinical arena with a training study

considering the relationship of phonological knowledge to

generalization. The effects of varying amounts of

phonological knowledge on generalization were investigated.

Gierut outlined four profiles what may be exhibited by a

child relative to the ambient phonological system. Any one

child may be observed to have one or more of these profiles,

depending on the child's realizations of any given target.

1. Underlying representations are like those of the ambient

language for all target morphemes.

2. Underlying representations are like those of the ambient

language for some, but not all targets.

3. Underlying representations are like those of the ambient

language for some positions, but not for others.

4. Underlying representations are unlike those of the

ambient language in all targets across all positions.
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Gierut reported that phonological knowledge could be

placed on a continuum of most to least knowledge and that

sounds that were placed on the most-knowledge end would show

the greatest amount of generalization. Two groups of

subjects were trained following opposite protocols. One

group was trained on those sounds that represented least-

knowledge and the second group received training on the

sounds about which they had most-knowledge. The training

program involved use of minimal pairs. Two general findings

were reported: 1) Generalization was greatest for those

sounds about which a child had the most knowledge; 2)

Phonological knowledge was reflected in a child's

generalization learning. The greatest amount of across the

board generalization occurred in the group that received

training in the order of least- to most-knowledge. The group

that received training from most- to least-knowledge did, in

fact, generalize to sounds about which they had most-

knowledge. However, for this group, generalization was

virtually nonexistent on the sounds about which the children

had least-knowledge. Gierut suggested that the analysis of a

child's productive phonological knowledge provides one

possible way to explain the individual differences in

generalization seen across children (Elbert & Gierut, 1986).

The Gierut (1985) study served to validate a knowledge

continuum and allowed for the development of ranking criteria

for determination of phonological knowledge. The nature of
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the underlying representation and the breadth of the

distribution of sounds are primary in ranking the sounds in a

child's phonological system. Based on her findings, Gierut

provides questions and a decision tree to assist in the

process of ranking a child's phonological knowledge of sounds

or sound classes.

In summary, the factor of phonological knowledge appears

to account for some of the individual differences seen in

generalization learning. The child's phonological knowledge

of the adult sound system can be analyzed and shown to

consistently explain differences in generalization learning

patterns (Elbert & Gierut, 1986) .

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of the present study was to examine the

effect of severity of phonological disorder on the rate of

generalization, using a specific therapeutic program designed

to eliminate one phonological process, cluster reduction.

Research Questions

The objectives of this investigation were concerned with

phonologically-disordered children and their generalization

of /s/ plus stop clusters based on the severity of the

phonological disorder. The primary research questions were

1. Will there be differences in the abount of

generalization made by subjects based on their

severity rating on the Assessment of Phonological
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Processes—Revised following an /s/ plus stop

cluster training program?

2. Will there be differences in the amount of

generalization made by the subjects based on their

phonological knowledge following the phonological

remediation program?

3. Will there be differences in the amount of

generalization made by the subjects when evaluated

one month following termination of training?

4. Can differences in amount of generalization be

explained by individual differences among children?

Significance of the study

The significance of this investigation lies in the

information to be gained regarding the effects of severity

upon generalization. The answer to the questions related to

the effect of individual differences upon generalization will

also be important to the development of remediation goals

best suited for each individual child.



CHAPTER II
METHOD

General Overview

In the present investigation, the relationship between

severity of phonological disability and generalization

learning was examined. Six subjects, with phonological

severity ratings of either moderate or severe based on the

results of the Assessment of Phonological Processes—

Revised
, (APP--R ) (Hodson, 1986) , received phonological

remediation aimed at the elimination of cluster reduction,

with specific training on the initial /s/ plus stop clusters

/sp/ and /st/. Progress during training was measured by the

use of generalization probes, with a training criterion of

90% correct across the two clusters for the production

training activities. Training was ended after each subject

met the training criterion across at least two training

sessions. Additionally, a one-month follow-up evaluation,

using the same measurements as at the pretraining

evaluation, was administered to all subjects. Descriptions

of the severity of phonological disability, phonological

knowledge, and amount of generalization for each subject and

for each group, before and after training, were then made.

Results are reported for each subject and for both groups.

36
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Research Design

The optimal research design for this investigation was

the multiple baseline across subjects design. There were

two severity groups (moderate/severe) determined by the

phonological deviancy scores on the APP—

R

. All subjects

received the same treatment on the same /s/ plus stop

consonant clusters /sp/ and /st/. Each subject served as a

control for the other subjects. To provide a within-subject

control, the cluster /br/ was followed in the generalization

probes but was not trained.

One subject from each severity group began treatment

while the other subjects remained in an extended baseline or

no treatment condition. As each subject produced 90% of the

target clusters (/sp/ and /st/) across two sessions or

completed six training sessions, a new subject began

treatment. A schematic of the design is presented below

with E representing the evaluation, X representing baseline

measurements, and T representing training:

SI
S2
S3

S4
S5
S6

E--X—X—X—T—T—T—

T

E—X--X—X—X—X—T—T—T— T— T—

T

E-X—X—X—X—X—X—X—X—X—X—X—T—T—T—T—

T

E—X— X—X—T—T—T—T—T—

T

E--X--X--X--X--X--X--X--X--X--T--T--T--T--T
E--X--X— X—X--X--X--X--X--X--X--X--T--T--T--T--T

Data analysis included in-depth descriptions of

the pretraining and follow-up status of each subject's

phonological system. Progress during the training portion

of the investigation was also considered.
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Subjects

Six children were selected from waiting list at the

University of Florida Speech and Hearing Clinic. The first

six subjects meeting all selection criteria were chosen.

All subjects

1. were between the ages of 3j_9 and 5;2 (X age = 4:2)

at the initiation of the study;

2. came from monolingual English speaking homes;

3. had normal hearing at 20 dB HL for the frequencies

250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 HZ;

4. were clear of active otitis media at the initiation

of the study (Dyson, Holmes, & Duffitt, 1987;

Paden, Novak, & Kuklinski, 1985);

5. had not been enrolled in treatment for remediation

of consonant clusters prior to the initiation of

the study;

6. had at least 70% correct production of initial

singleton stops /p/, /t/, and /k/ (Leadon, 1987) in

spontaneous speech and on the generative

phonological assessment;

7. produced the initial /s/ plus stop clusters /sp/

and /st/ with at least 80% cluster reduction as

determined by the first baseline probe (Leadon,

1987) ;

8. demonstrated language skills within normal limits

(+ 6 months) based on results of the Peabody
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Picture Vocabulary Test—Revised , ( PPVT--R ) and the

Preschool Language Scale , ( PLS )

;

9. had normal functioning of the oral speech mechanism

as shown by the results of St. Louis and Ruscello

(1980) assessment procedure;

10. had at least 25% of stridency deletion on the

strident targets from the APP—

R

and 35% of

stridency deletion in the spontaneous speech

sample; and

11. scored within the moderate or severe range on the

APP--R .

Parental Responsibility

During the first session, the parents were asked to

complete a case history form that focused on speech

development and hearing status, including history of otitis

media. Studies have indicated that children with histories

of otitis media often evidence phonological disorders that

require remediation (Paden, Novak, & Kuklinski, 1985).

Children with such histories have higher levels of deficient

patterns than same-aged peers with no histories of otitis

media (Dyson, Holmes, & Duffitt, 1987) . Children were not

excluded from the study because of histories of otitis

media. However, these data were considered as individual

learning patterns were discussed. Prior knowledge of such

histories often provides insight into specific patterns.
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At the time of the initial meeting, the purpose of the

study was outlined for the subjects' parents. Each parent

was instructed to read a letter that fully explained the

nature of the study (Appendix A), and was requested to sign

a parental consent form that gave permission for the child

to participate in the study (Appendix B) . Parents were

informed that the subjects could be withdrawn from the study

at any time. Parents were not required to participate in

any other activities during the course of the study, but

were invited to observe each session.

Assessment Instruments

Formal Assessment Instruments

The Assessment of Phonological Processes—Revised ,

(APP--R ) (Hodson, 1986) allows for the identification of

phonological processes or patterns in the child's speech.

Fifty spontaneous single-word responses are elicited through

use of pictures and objects. The APP—

R

tests all English

singleton consonants in prevocalic and postvocalic positions

and 31 consonant sequences. Patterns of error, called

deficient patterns, are identified, and frequency counts of

these patterns are calculated. The word list for the APP--R

is included in Appendix C.

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test—Revised , (PPVT

—

R)
,

(Dunn & Dunn 1981) is considered an adequate measure of

recognition or receptive vocabulary. Thus, for the purposes

of this investigation, the PPVT--R was used to measure
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receptive vocabulary only. Administration involves picture

pointing tasks, with no verbal responses required from the

child.

The Preschool Language Scale , (PLS) , (Zimmerman,

Steiner, & Pond, 1979) is a developmentally-based assessment

tool that considers two aspects of early language

development, auditory comprehension and verbal ability. The

PLS provides normative data for comparison. Administration

of the PLS results in calculation of an auditory

comprehension age, a verbal ability age, and an overall

language age. Subjects are required to complete verbal and

reasoning tasks using objects and pictures as stimuli. The

PLS is designed to evaluate children between the ages of 1-

1/2 and 7 years.

Informal Assessment Instruments

The spontaneous speech sampling involved the techniques

of storytelling and retelling, and parallel and interactive

play using toys and a picture story. The toys were general,

with a focus on no particular phoneme or class of sounds.

The story, however, included pictures designed to stimulate

production of /s/ plus consonant clusters. Speech

productions were analyzed to determine phonetic and phonemic

inventories, use of phonological rules, and use of lexical

contrasts.

The generative phonological assessment or the

"Assessment of Knowledge" was based upon the work of Gierut
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(1985), and Elbert and Gierut (1986), and was designed to

extend the analysis of a spontaneous speech sample. Three

types of analysis data are needed for this assessment

procedure: breadth of the distribution, use of phonological

rules, and nature of the child's lexical representation. To

supplement the spontaneous speech sample, a picture naming

task that samples all target English sounds in all possible

positions was developed by Gierut. Each sound is presented

in several different words, and is presented more than once

to determine consistency and variability of production.

Opportunities are presented to allow for production of

minimal pairs and morphophonemic alternations. The Gierut

protocol (1985) contains 300 single word productions.

A subset of Gierut's 300-word sample was used for this

investigation, with additional words added to assess initial

fricatives and stops, and to contrast prevocalic singleton

and cluster productions. The word list for this assessment

is included in Appendix D. Because the scope of the study

involved training /s/ clusters only, the subset was chosen

in an attempt to assess phonological knowledge of clusters

and fricative singletons. Minimal or near-minimal pairs

made up of initial clusters and singletons, such as stop/top

or s p i

n

/p i

n

, were used to assess phonological knowledge of

clusters. Additionally, the Gierut protocol involves the

use of diminutive word forms such as doggie . Many of the

words in the final compilation were not true words, but were
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used to elicit the intervocalic consonant singletons.

Examples include the following diminutive forms: glove-i

for glove , chip-i for chip and bridge-i for bridge . The

spelling of these diminutive forms remained constant, with

the /-i/ added to the end of the spelling to signal the

diminutive form.

Materials

Stories and Toys for Spontaneous Speech Sample

A storytelling task was developed using characters from

Sesame Street. The story included the /s/ plus stop

clusters /sp/, /st/, and /sk/, and other /s/ plus consonant

clusters including /si/, /sn/, and /sm/. Toys, objects, and

pictures were chosen for the spontaneous speech sample. The

main criteria for selection were that the toys be of

interest to preschool children and capable of eliciting

spontaneous speech.

Training Words

This study was designed to teach a limited number of

exemplars, six per cluster. Recent research (Elbert et al.,

1987) has indicated that generalization will occur if fewer

exemplars are utilized in training sessions than previously

assumed. Initial /sp/ and /st/ consonant cluster words were

chosen. Care was taken to control for the part of speech,

in that equal numbers of nouns and verbs were chosen for

each cluster type. The training words for this study were
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/sp/: spoon, spider, spool, spot (Nouns)

spill, spin (Verbs)

/st/: star, stamp, stick, stone (Nouns)

stand, stop (Verbs)

These words were chosen because they could be easily

demonstrated and incorporated into communication-based

activities. To reduce the influence of other stridents on

the production of /s/ plus stop clusters, no stridents other

than initial /s/ occurred in any position in the words.

Baseline and Probe Lists

Baseline lists were used to establish stability prior

to initiation of training. The words comprising the

baseline list are presented in Appendix E. Additionally,

probe lists, extracted from the baseline list, were used to

assess the generalization learning following each training

session on the /s/ plus stop clusters, /sp/ and /st/.

Probes were used to evaluate the production of the following

phonemes and positions

1. untrained words with the trained targets, initial

/sp/ and /st/ clusters;

2. words with initial untrained /sk/ consonant

clusters

;

3. words containing other initial untrained /s/ plus

consonant clusters, /sn/, /sm/, /si/;

4. words containing initial untrained strident
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singletons, /f/, /v/, /a/, /z/,
/J/, /5/, /tjV, and

/d*/; and

5. words containing the untrained control cluster,

initial /br/.

In an attempt to control for phonetic complexity, only-

one strident consonant per word was allowed whenever

possible. Distractors were included so subjects were not

aware of test stimuli, i.e., words that did not contain /s/

clusters or strident singletons were included in the probe

lists (Winner & Elbert, 1986) . These distractors included

words containing the control cluster /br/ to further

strengthen the within-subject control for the multiple

baseline across subjects design. No reinforcement was given

during this imitative task. The subject were directed to

"Say these words after me."

Measurement Procedures

Baseline Measurements

Prior to the initiation of treatment, a 172-word

baseline probe was administered to each subject. The word

list for the baseline is found in Appendix E. This baseline

measurement was continued until stability was achieved. For

purposes of this investigation, stability was defined as

greater than 80% of cluster reduction for the target cluster

stimuli, and greater than 30% of stridency deletion on the

singleton stimuli. Further, subjects were required to

demonstrate no more than 10% overall improvement in cluster
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production, and no more than 30% overall improvement in

strident productions during the baseline measurements to be

included in the study. Words with the following contexts

were chosen

1. /sp/ and /st/ clusters

2. /sk/ clusters

3. /s/ plus consonant clusters

4. fricative singletons

5. /br/ clusters

For each administration of the baseline probes, the order of

presentation was varied. Imitation of the targets were

elicited in the context of a game.

Generalization Measurements

Generalization measurements were administered following

each training session. The generalization probes consisted

of randomly chosen words from the baseline list, with six

different lists generated containing words from each of the

following word-initial contexts.

Context Number

1. Untrained words containing initial 8

/sp/ and /st/ clusters

2. Untrained words containing initial 4

/sk/ clusters

3. Untrained words containing initial 12

/si/, /sn/, and /sm/ clusters
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4. Untrained words containing initial 28

strident singletons

5. Untrained words containing initial

/br/ clusters 8

Total 60

The generalization probes were presented in the context

of a game, with imitated responses elicited by the examiner

requesting that the subject, "Say these words after me." No

reinforcement for correct or incorrect production was given

during the administration of the probes. Subjects received

reinforcement of completion of different sections of the

probes. Distractor words that did not contain initial /s/

clusters or fricatives were included in the probes. The

word list for the generalization probes is found in the

Appendix E.

Training Procedures

Each training session had two phases.

Phase 1: Production Training. The subject was given

auditory, visual and tactile cues to facilitate

the correct production of /s/ plus stop clusters

in the initial position of words. Drill-play

activities then required the child to use the

target words in the context of a game. Each

session included an incorporation of the target

words into a communicatively meaningful activity.

Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985) emphasize the
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necessity of incorporating conceptually-based

activities into the entire phonological

remediation program. When communication

breakdowns occur due to the child's production

errors, the child must then become aware of the

error and attempt to revise the underlying

concept. Use of such activities provide the

opportunity for the child to observe the

communicative impact of correct forms.

Phase 2: Generalization Probe. The generalization probe

described above was administered.

Transcription and Organization of Data

Baseline and generalization measurements were audio-

taped for later transcription using an Sharp RT-10BK

cassette tape recorder and a Realistic PZM, Model 33-1090B

microphone. The productions from each subject were

transcribed on-line, as well as audio-taped for later

transcription.

To determine accuracy of the phonetic transcriptions,

two listeners, trained and experienced in the transcription

of disordered speech, independently transcribed each

utterance, and then compared transcriptions for agreement

following the procedures outlined by Shriberg, Kwiatkwoski,

and Hoffman (1984) . For those segments not agreed upon,

consensus was established by replaying the audiotape no more

than three times. During each replay, each listener was
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directed to attempt to hear the other's transcription, and

also to confirm her own transcription. If agreement was not

reached at this point, the application of one of 17

consensus rules described by Shriberg, Kwiatkowski, and

Hoffman (1984) was made. To determine the reliability of

the transcription, a portion of the consensus transcriptions

(5% of the total) was selected, and a percentage of

agreement was calculated. The percentage of listener

agreement for this investigation was 91%.

Analysis of the Data

The three formal assessment instruments were scored

following the procedures outlined by the authors of each

tool (Dunn & Dunn, 1981; Hodson, 1986; Zimmerman, Steiner, &

Pond, 1979). To assure consistency of the examiner's

scoring, one-fourth of the test forms were randomly selected

and rescored by another speech-language pathologist

experienced in assessment. Reliability was 100% for the

rescoring of the PPVT--R and the PLS and was 98% for the

APP—

R

.

Cluster productions from the spontaneous speech sample,

and the baseline and generalization measurements were scored

using a correct versus incorrect dichotomy. A percentage of

correct production for each cluster and each initial

strident singleton was calculated.
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Computer Coding

The generative phonology assessment, spontaneous speech

sample, baseline probes, and generalization measurements

were coded and sorted for analysis using the Programs to

Examine Phonetic and Phonologic Evaluation Records ,

( PEPPER ) , (Shriberg, 1986). The PEPPER is a computer

software program for use with IBM or IBM compatible

computers. The PEPPER allows for a detailed phonetic,

phonologic and prosodic examination of speech. PEPPER uses

analysis programs called Pepdata that can be performed on

group or individual data. The Pepdata Analyses Programs

include analysis of: 1) Structural Statistics including

word types, average words per utterance, and type token

percentages; 2) Phoneme Analysis for consonants and vowels;

3) Feature Analysis for consonant and vowels; 4) Item

Analysis; 5) Phonetic Analysis: Percentage of Consonants

Correct; 6) Phonetic Analysis: Percentage of Consonants

Correct Split; 7) NPA Summary Analysis; 8) NPA: Percentage

of Occurrence Summary (POS) ; 9) NPA: Word Lists.

The data or utterances are entered onto the PEPFILE in

three basic forms, the X, Y, and Z lines. The English

orthography gloss is entered on the X line. This represents

what the examiner thought the child meant to say. Line Y

contains the transcription of the intended utterance. Use

of broad or narrow transcription is left up to the

discretion of the examiner. Finally, the Z line represents
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the transcription of the child's productions. The use of

PEPPER in the research environment is considered one the

strengths of this analysis program. It is an efficient way

to collect and analyze a large speech sample in great

detail. The PEPPER provides the researcher with a variety

of analyses that can be carried out with great speed (Dyson,

1987) .

Data Analysis

Question 1: The effect of severity on generalization

following cluster training . Data from the APP—

R

(Hodson,

1986) , the generalization measurement probes, and the

follow-up sample were used to answer Question 1. The APP--R

was used for assignment of subjects into the two severity

groups. For each subject, an individual inspection of the

probes was made, and any patterns of generalization

described.

If severity is, in fact, related to generalization

learning, the subjects with the severity rating of moderate

should have higher scores on the generalization probes than

the severe group. However, if severity is not related to

this learning, all subjects should be expected to perform

similarly on the probes. Further, if generalization across-

clusters does occur, not only would it be expected that the

/s/ plus stop clusters, /sp/, /st/, and /sk/ would show

generalization to untrained stimuli, but the other untrained

/s/ plus consonant clusters would show generalization as
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well. The greatest generalization within-cluster s ,

excluding untrained /sp/ and /st/ stimuli, would be expected

to occur on untrained /sk/ words because it is the most

closely related by manner of production. The only

difference in /sp/, /st/, and /sk/ is the place of

production of the stop consonant.

Question 2; The effect of phonological knowledge on

generalization following cluster training . To determine

the relationship between generalization and phonological

knowledge, data from the generative phonological assessment

and the generalization probes were used. Profiles of

phonological knowledge for each subject were described with

comparison of pretraining and follow-up knowledge. No

formal statistical procedures were used, instead inspection

of the data served to describe subject profiles. Based on

the Gierut (1985) findings, it was expected that those

subjects with least-knowledge should generalize to a broader

extent. As outlined in Question 1, similar across-cluster

and within-cluster generalization profiles would be

expected.

Question 3: The effect of severity on generalization

one month following cluster training . To answer Question 3,

pretraining and follow-up data for each subject were

compared. Follow-up samples included productions from the

readministration of the APP--R , the generative phonological

assessment, and the generalization measurements. A
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comparison of performance on the phonological knowledge

continuum was made for each subject.

All subjects would be expected to show improved

generalization scores at the one-month follow-up because the

literature strongly supports the gradual nature of

generalization. The reorganization of the phonological

system is not simply an all-or-none phenomenon, rather a

gradual sifting through of old patterns and productions and

replacing them with the newer, more correct forms. Ingram

(1976; 1983) suggested that the child is reorganizing the

phonological system, and this restructuring does not occur

across the board, but is gradual and may not be evident for

several months. If severity is related to generalization,

the moderate group should show greater improvement in

production of clusters in the one-month follow-up than the

severe group. Given the gradual nature of generalization

learning (Dyson & Leadon, 1988; Ingram, 1976) , it would be

expected that there would be significant improvement in

cluster production from the pretraining evaluation to the

one-month follow-up. If within-cluster generalization

occurred during the one-month interim, the words containing

untrained /s/ plus stop clusters, including /sk/, should

show improved production. If across-cluster generalization,

occurred, the untrained /s/ plus consonant clusters should

be produced more accurately at the follow-up evaluation than

at the initial baseline.
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Question 4: The effect of individual differences on

the amount of generalization learning . Profiles for each

subject were prepared including all assessment data,

behavioral observations, and training performance. In-depth

descriptions of the performance of each subject over time

will be presented.



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

Overview

The purpose of the present study was to examine the

effect of severity of phonological disorder on the rate of

generalization, using a specific therapeutic program designed

to reduce the occurrence of one phonological process, cluster

reduction. This purpose was addressed specifically by

measuring the generalization patterns of two groups of

phonologically disordered children during training of /s/

plus stop clusters. The primary research questions were:

1. Will there be a difference in the amount of general-

ization made by the subjects based on their severity rating

on tne Assessment of Phonological Processes—Revised follow-

ing an /s/ plus stop cluster training program?

2. Will there be differences in the amount of general-

ization made by the subjects based on their phonolgical

knowledge following the phonological remediation program?

3. Will there be differences in the amount of general-

ization when evaluated one month following termination of

training?

4. Can differences in the amount of generalization be

explained by individual differences among children?

55
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The research design chosen for this project was a

multiple baseline across subjects design. Children at two

levels of severity based on the Phonological Deviancy Scores

from the APP--R were included. The two groups represented

the severity levels of moderate and severe. All subjects

were trained to produce initial /sp/ and /st/ words. To

provide a within-subject control, the initial cluster /br/

was followed in the generalization probes but was not

trained.

One subject from each severity level began treatment

while the other subjects remained in an extended baseline, or

the no-treatment condition. As each subject generalized at

least 50% of the target clusters (/sp/ and /st/ only) during

the production drills across two sessions, or had completed

six training sessions, a new subject began treatment. The

research design is summarized in Table 2.

The results of the investigation are presented by

severity level with Group I representing the subjects with

moderate severity levels and Group II, the subjects with

severe levels. For each subject, case history information is

presented, as are language and hearing functioning levels.

The phonological analyses were completed on four sets of

data, the initial evaluation, the baseline measurements, the

generalization probes (during training), and the follow-up

evaluation. Following the presentation of results for each

individual subject within a severity group, a brief summary
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of the performance of all subjects within that group will be

presented. Finally, any group trends or individual

differences across all subjects will be discussed.

Group 1; Moderate

Subject 1

Background information

Subject 1, Jordan, was aged 4 years, months at the

beginning of the study. He was the product of an

unremarkable pregnancy, and all developmental milestones were

within the normal range. Jordan was the youngest of two

children, with a sister two years older.

Test performance

On the PLS , Jordan achieved an auditory comprehension

and verbal ability age of 4:6 (year s:months) for an overall

language age of 4:6. On the PPVT—

R

, Jordan achieved an age

equivalency of 4:0. Thus, language skills were within normal

limits. Pure tone audiometric screening revealed normal

thresholds. Tympanometry was not conducted because Jordan

had bilateral tympanic tubes that had been in place for about

one year. Upon examination by a certified audiologist, it

was determined that the tubes were patent. Initial

evaluation results are summarized in Table 3.

On the APP--R , Jordan achieved a phonological deviancy

score of 34, placing him in the moderate range of severity.

A detailed summary of the pretraining performance of Subject

1 on the APP--R can be found in the second column of Table 4.
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Table 4. Phonological analysis summary based on results from
the Assessment of Phonological Processes -- Revised for
Subject 1.

Basic Phonological Processes
% of Occurrence

Pretraining Follow-up

Phonological Omissions
Syllable Reductions
Consonant Sequence Reduction
Consonant Singleton Omissions
Prevocalic
Postvocalic

Class Deficiencies
Str idents
Velar Obstruents
Liquid (1)
Liquid (r,2f)

Nasals
Glides

11
40

18

30
14
91
29
11
50

11
30

7

26
5

82
33

20

Total

Mean

Age Points (CA of 4:0 = 5)

Phonological Deviancy Score

Severity Rating

294

29

5

3 4

MODERATE

212

21

5

26

MODERATE
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The percentage of occurrence of consonant sequence reduction

(including consonant clusters) was 40%, representing the

largest percentage in the phonological omission category.

Liquid /l/ made up the largest percentage of the class

deficiencies at 91%.

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic inventory . The phonetic inventory (phones used

at least twice correctly or incorrectly in any environment)

was determined following the procedures outlined by Grunwell

(1988). Marginal phones were those that occurred only one

time, and are enclosed in parentheses in Table 5. Jordan's

phonetic inventory (Table 5) showed a full repertoire of

nasals and stops, including the glottal stop /?/. All

fricatives, except /8/, /%/ , and /j/ were present, although

/h/ was marginal. The two affricates, /tf / and /ds/, were

represented, as were the glides /w/ and /j/. The liquid /l/

was present in Jordan's inventory, but /r/ had only marginal

representation.

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons . The

singleton realizations of Subject 1 will be described briefly

by manner-of-articulation class. The order of presentation

will be fricatives, stops, affricates, nasals, liquids, and

glides. Phonological rule statements and accompanying

examples for Subject 1 are presented in Appendix F.

Stopping was a common process in Jordan's treatment of

fricatives (Table 6) , with stops replacing initial /f/, /v/,
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Table 6. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of the
fricatives for Subject 1.

Phoneme Position

o- h

Initial Intervocalic Final

b <•>-' bw v s-^> b v >~-> b

?
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/0/, and /%/ . The fricatives /s/ and /<"/ were produced

correctly in all positions, and /f/ and /z/ were produced

correctly in the intervocalic and final positions. Also,

there was one occurrence of correct /f/ in the initial

position. Initial ft/ and /9/ were replaced by [b] . Initial

/z/ was realized as [z~ s] (either [z] or [s] ) . The

fricative /v/ was realized as [b —• bw] initially, and /%/ was

replaced by [d] initially. Initial /h/ was realized

correctly in some examples and omitted (0) in others. There

were no examples of intervocalic /h/ in the data set. The

voiced fricative /v/ was realized as [v ~ b] in the

intervocalic and final positions. The palatal fricative /*/

was replaced by the glottal stop intervocalically . The

fricative /9/ was replaced by the fricative /f/ in the final

position. The phoneme /% / was replaced by the stop /d/ in

the intervocalic position, just as in the initial

real ization.

The phonetic realizations of the stop and affricate

classes at the pretraining sample are presented in Table 7.

The stops /p/, /b/, and /d/ were produced correctly in all

positions. The stop /t/ had correct realizations in all

positions, however, in the intervocalic position, the correct

target alternated with [?] . The velar /k/ was produced

correctly in the intervocalic and final positions. The

initial realization of /k/ was an alternation between /k/ and

/g/. The voiced velar /g/ was produced correctly in the
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Table 7. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of the
stops and affricates for Subject 1.

k~ g

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

% 5 *> *5
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initial and final positions. The realization in the

intervocalic position was [d] , however, there was only one

example and the stimulus item was unfamiliar to the subject.

The word Ziggy was produced as [sidi]. The affricates had

examples of correct productions in all positions. However,

initial and intervocalic /tJV and initial /dg/ alternated

with /(*/ resulting in deaf f r ication.

Jordan's phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids,

and glides are presented in Table 8. The nasals were

produced correctly in all positions. The only intervocalic

representation of /m/ was in the environment of abutting

consonants and was not considered in the analysis. It was,

however, produced correctly, e.g., shampoo > [dae-mbu].

The process of gliding was evidenced in the production of

initial liquids. Liquid /l/ was produced correctly in the

final position, but was replaced by the labial glide /w/ in

the initial position. In the intervocalic position, liquid

/!/ was realized as [l~d], (either [1] or [d] ) . Liquid /r/

was replaced by [w] in the initial position and omitted in

the intervocalic position. However, because there was only

one possible occurrence of liquid /r/ in the intervocalic

position, this realization remains unclear. The glide /w/

was realized correctly in the initial position and was

replaced by the stop /d/ in the intervocalic position.

Whereas, intervocalic /j/ was realized correctly, initial /j/

had the alternating form of [j~-^].
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Table 8. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of the
nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 1.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

1 *w d
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Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . The only-

clusters Jordan produced for cluster targets in the

pretraining sample were [sw] for /si/ and [br] and [bw] for

/br/. The first column of Table 9 summarizes Jordan's

performance on words containing clusters in the adult model.

The /s/ plus stop clusters were all reduced to the expected

stop. The /s/ plus liquid cluster was realized as [s sw]

.

The nasal cluster /sn/ was realized as [n~b~'0], with /sin/

realized as [m~b]. Two correct productions of /br/ (two

occurrences of break > [breTk] ) were evidenced, although

[bw] served as the most frequent realization. Of the 181

initial consonant clusters expected in the pretraining

sample, 33% were produced as clusters, either correct or

incorrect. Examples of Jordan's cluster attempts are

presented in Appendix F.

Homonyms . Subject 1 produced homonyms for 14% of the

pretraining sample set. Intelligibility was only moderately

affected by this process of homonymy.

Phonological knowledge . A continuum of phonological

knowledge for Subject 1 is presented in Table 10. Phonemes

realized correctly in all positions were considered adult-

like, and were assigned knowledge Type 1. The Type 1

phonemes from Jordan's sample were /s/, /C / , /p/, /b/, /d/,

/m/, /n/, and /rj / . The Type 2 phonemes were /z/, /t/, /k/,

/d^/, and /w/ , due to the application of optional rules.

Type 3 knowledge is characterized by some correct examples in



Table 9. Cluster realizations for Subject 1 at the
pretraining and follow-up evaluations.

69

Pretraining Follow-up

sp > p

st > t

sp > sp — p

st > St — t

sk > k sk > sk ~ k

si > sw —- s si > Sl'-' sw /— s

sn > n <—
' b sn > sn

sm > m — b sra > sm —- m

br > bw -^ br br > bw —' br
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Table 10. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 1 at
the pretraining evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

m n

p b d g
Most Type 1 s r

Knowledge

t k

Type 2 z

w

Type 3 f h

]

Type 4

Type 5 v
1

Least Type 6 3 9^
Knowledge r
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all positions, but not for all morphemes. Jordan's Type 3

phonemes were ft/, /h/, /tJY, and /j/. The phonemes /v/ and

/l/ were assigned Type 5 phonological knowledge, with some

correct examples in at least one position, but not for all

morphemes. Finally, those phonemes not in his phonetic

inventory, i.e., /j/, /e/, /ft/, and /r/ were considered Type

6 or non-adult-like.

Baseline measurements

Jordan's performance across time, beginning with the

pretraining evaluation, and including the baseline

measurements, the probe measurements, and the follow-up

evaluation, is presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4. The

percentages of correct cluster production and the percentages

of correct initial strident singletons are presented in

Figure 2. Performance on the specific training clusters /sp/

and /st/, as well as /sk/ and /br/ is presented in Figure 3.

The percentage of actual cluster production, either correct

or incorrect, and the percentage of stridency, including

clusters, are presented in Figure 4. Actual cluster prod-

uction is calculated by totaling the number of words that

should have been produced with clusters, and dividing this

total into the total number of these words a given subject

produced with clusters, whether correct or incorrect. For

example, the word break produced as [bwel k] would be counted

as a cluster even though the cluster was not produced

correctly because two consonants were present in the
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prevocalic position. The percentage of stridency is based on

the number of those initial consonants that should have been

stridents, including /s/ clusters, that were actually

produced as strident consonants, whether or not the strident

was correct. For example, the word shake produced as [seTk]

would be counted as a strident even though the strident was

not the correct target. To be counted as an occurrence of

stridency production, the phoneme that replaces the target

strident must also be a strident.

For Subject 1, three baseline measures were made prior

to the initiation of training. Performance remained stable

across all three baseline measures. The percentage of

correct consonant production remained below 2% for the three

measurements (Figure 2). Additionally, the percentage of

initial strident singletons (Figure 2) produced correctly did

not fluctuate significantly, with 54%, 48% and 54% observed

over the three baselines respectively.

No /s/ plus stop clusters (Figure 3) were produced

correctly in any of the three baseline measurements. Two

correct productions of the control cluster /br/ were produced

in Baseline 3 only (Figure 3) . No other correct productions

were observed across the baselines. Finally, percentages for

overall cluster production (either correct or incorrect) and

the feature of stridency (including clusters) were computed

and are presented in Figure 4. Changes in either of these

measures could reflect changes in the child's phonological
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system not measured by a correct/incorrect dichotomy.

Cluster production, correct or incorrect, (Figure 4) remained

stable across the three baseline measurements. The

percentage of stridency (Figure 4) for those initial

consonants that should have been stridents, including /s/

clusters, also remained stable.

Probe measurements

Criterion for termination of training was reached at the

fourth session. As seen in Figure 2, overall correct cluster

production increased from in Probe 1 to 25% in Probe 4

(Figure 2). Correct strident singleton production, presented

in Figure 2, remained stable at 36% correct across all

probes.

Generalization to 50% of the target /sp/ and /st/

clusters in untrained words occurred after the second

training session (Figure 3) . Percentage of correct cluster

production of /sp/ and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ are presented in

Figure 3. An increase in the correct production of /sp/ and

/st/ clusters from at Probe 1 to 50% by Probe 4 was

evidenced. Correct production of the /sk/ cluster was stable

at 25% from Probe 2 to Probe 4. The control cluster /br/ was

not produced correctly in Probes 1, 2, and 4, but a temporary

jump to 25% correct occurred in Probe 3.

As seen in Figure 4, actual cluster production, either

correct or incorrect, increased from an initial level of 31%

in Probe 1 to 66% in Probes 3 and 4. The percentage of
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stridency (Figure 4) for those initial consonants that should

have been strident, including /s/ clusters increased from 46%

at Probe 1 to 72% at Probe 4 with a temporary rise at Probe 2

to 77%.

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Test performance . As indicated in Table 4, improvement

was noted in the APP—

R

scores between the pretraining

evaluation and the final administration, some two months

later. During the pretraining evaluation, Jordan had a

phonological deviancy score of 34 compared to a final

phonological deviancy score of 26. Both scores are within

the moderate range (20-39)

.

Consonant sequence reduction remained the highest

phonological omission at 30%, compared to a pretraining

percentage of 40. Liquid /l/ deficiencies remained the most

frequently occurring class deficiency at 82%. A slight

regression from 29% to 33% was observed for liquid /r,^/.

Improvements were noted in the glides, with a change in

percentage of occurrence of glide deficiencies from 50% to

20%.

Phonetic inventory . The final phonetic inventory (Table

11) had changed from the initial inventory only by the

addition of /h/ and /r/. In the initial inventory, both

phonemes had marginal.

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons . Phono-

logical rules and accompanying examples are presented in
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Appendix F. Examples are included only for those real-

izations that differ from the adult model. Jordan's follow-

up phonetic realizations of fricatives are presented in Table

12. At the follow-up, /s/ and /?/ were still produced

correctly in all positions. The phoneme /z/ was produced

correctly in all positions, although a morpheme-based rule

was operating for words containing zip in the base, with the

cluster /sw/ appearing in this context, e.g., zip >

[swip]
. The labial fricatives /f/ and /v/ were realized

correctly in the intervocalic and final positions. In the

initial position, overgeneral ization of the /s/ plus stop

clusters accounted for some realizations of these phonemes,

with /f/ realized as [sp~>p.—- b] and /v/ as [sp ~ b] . The

realizations of /9/ and /%/ were the same as at the

pretraining sample (fricative replaced by a stop) with one

exception. Final /8/ was realized as [f~t] at the follow-

up compared with /f/ only at the pretraining sample.

The phonetic realizations of the stops and affricates

are presented in Table 13. The stops /p/ , /b/, /d/, /k/, and

/g/ were produced correctly in all positions at the follow-up

(Table 13) . Initial and intervocalic /t/ were also produced

correctly. Overgeneralization accounted for the initial

position examples of /t/ and /d/, with one example of /t/

replaced by [st] , and one example of /d/ replaced by [sd]

.

These examples were not included in the phonetic realization

due to their limited occurrence. Final /t/ was realized as
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Table 12. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
fricatives for Subject 1.

Phoneme Position

sp >~> b

Initial Intervocalic Final

sp ~-> b ^ p

S I I

3 1

f — t
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Table 13. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
stops and affricates for Subject 1.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

t ~ k

*5 j~tf dj ~ tf ^ ~ tj"
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[t~k]. However, the realization of /t/ as [k] appeared to

be context-specific occurring only in the environment of

[sCV #], e.g., state > [steik]. The affricate /tf / was

realized as
[

J~
-—

' tj~ ] in all three positions, as was initial

/&$/. Intervocalic and final /d^ / were realized as

[<±5~tT]. Although only two examples were found in the

sample, the realization of intervocalic and final /dz/ as

[tj ] could be morpheme-specific occurring only in the words

br idge-i and bridge .

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides are presented in Table 14. The nasals were produced

correctly in all positions. Realizations for liquid /l/ in

the initial and final positions were the same as in the

pretraining sample, [w] in the initial position, and [1] for

the final target. However, by the follow-up, the

intervocalic /l/ was realized correctly instead of as

[l<-s-d]. The emergence of liquid /r/ was evidenced in the

initial realization of [w~ r] . Intervocalic /r/ continued

to be omitted, although there was only one occurrence in the

sample, with zero produced as [zio]. The realizations of the

glides (Table 14) remained the same as those in the pre-

training sample.

Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . By the

follow-up evaluation, Subject 1 was producing significantly

more correct clusters than at the pretraining. A summary of

the cluster realizations at the pretraining and follow-up
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Table 14. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 1.

Phoneme " Position

j -v>

Initial Intervocalic Final
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evaluations for Subject 1 can be found in Table 9. Percent-

age of correct clusters, presented in Figure 2, went from a

pretraining level of 6% to 55% at the follow-up. A summary

of correct productions at the follow-up for /sp/ and /st/,

/sk/, and /br/ is found in Figure 3. The /s/ plus stop

clusters were still produced correctly in some examples and

were reduced to the expected stops in others. Correct

production of the target /sp/ and /st/ clusters was 59%,

compared with the pretraining level of 0. For /sk/, 57% were

produced correctly by the follow-up, with no correct

productions observed in the pretraining sample. The control

cluster /br/, although produced correctly in some examples,

alternated with [bw] and [spw] . The latter cluster prod-

uction may be attributed to overgeneralization of training.

The percentage of correct production for /br/ went from the

pretraining level of 10% to 19% at the follow-up. Correct

production of the target /si/ alternated with [sw] and [s]

.

The cluster /sn/ was produced correctly in all examples. For

the nasal cluster /sm/, the correct realization was evidenced

in some examples, with the target reduced to the nasal [m] in

other examples. Percentage of actual cluster production

(correct or incorrect) went from 33% to 76% by the follow-up

(Figure 4). Examples of Jordan's cluster attempts can be

found in Appendix F.

Homonyms . Subject 1 produced homonyms for 10% of the

follow-up sample words compared with 14% in the pretraining
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sample. Intelligibility was only mildly affected by this

process of homonymy.

Phonological knowledge . From the pretraining sample

until the follow-up, positive changes in the phonological

continuum were evidenced (Table 15). Phonemes moving to Type

1, correct, adult-like knowledge included /h/, which moved

from Type 3 phonological knowledge, and /k/, which moved from

Type 2 phonological knowledge. The glide /j/ moved from Type

3 to Type 2 at the follow-up. The phonemes /v/ and /l/

changed from Type 5 to Type 4, and /r/ changed from Type 6 to

Type 5. Other changes included the phoneme /f/ moving from

Type 3 to Type 4, and /dj/ moving from Type 2 to Type 4.

Performance summary for Subject 1

For Subject 1, there was a considerable increase in the

percentage of correct clusters from the pretraining level of

6% to 55% at the follow-up evaluation. There was a

concurrent increase in actual cluster production (either

correct or incorrect) from 33% at the pretraining sample to

76% at the follow-up. The production of the target clusters

/sp/ and /st/ showed gains of 59% correct at the follow-up

compared to correct at the pretraining evaluation. The

untrained /s/ plus stop cluster /sk/ went from to 57% over

the course of the study. As expected, the control cluster

changed less dramatically from 10% to 19%. No significant

changes occurred in the percentage of occurrence production

of correct strident singletons with 18% correct at the
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Table 15. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 1 at
the follow-up evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

m n t]

p b d k g
Most Type 1 s f h

Knowledge

t

Type 2 z

J

Type 3

Type 4 f v

1 w

Type 5

Least Type 6 3 8 1>

Knowledge
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pretraining sample and 17% at the follow-up. However,

production of the feature of stridency for strident targets

(including /s/ clusters) did increase from 44% to 77%.

Subject 1 did demonstrate positive change following

training. There was generalization of /s/ plus stop clusters

as a class as evidenced by the increase in correct /sk/

production. Additionally, increases in correct production of

other /s/ plus consonant clusters were noted with correct

productions of /si/, /sn/, and /sm/. An increase in

stridency did occur following the training, due in part to

the improvement in /s/ plus consonant clusters.

Slight changes were observed in phonological knowledge

from the pretraining sample to the follow-up. Positive

changes occurred in the realizations of the fricatives /v/

and /h/, with /v/ moving from Type 5 to Type 4, and /h/

moving from Type 3 to Type 1. Changes were also noted in the

stop /k/, changing from Type 2 to Type 1, and glide /j/,

changing from Type 3 to Type 2. The phonemes ,/f/, /<£/, and

/w/ moved toward the least-knowledge end of the continuum at

the follow-up, with all assigned Type 4 phonological

knowledge

.

In summary, Subject 1 did produce more clusters, and the

feature of stridency did appear to generalize. There was not

a significant change in severity level reported on the APP--R

because Subject 1 scored in the moderate range for both

administrations. However, the phonological deviancy scores



did change, with 34 reported at the pretraining administra-

tion and 26 at the follow-up administration. The changes

that occurred in the phonological system of Subject 1 can be

attributed to the effect of training /s/ plus stop clusters.

Subject 2

Background information

Subject 2, Don, was aged 3 years, 10 months at the

beginning of the study. He was the product of an

unremarkable pregnancy, and all developmental milestones were

within the normal range. Don was the oldest of two children,

with an 18 month old brother.

Test performance

On the PLS, Don achieved an auditory comprehension age

of 4:0 (yearsrmonths) and a verbal ability age of 3:7-1/2 for

an overall language age of 3:9-3/4. On the PPVT--R, Don

achieved an age equivalency of 4:1. Thus, language skills

were within normal limits. Pure tone audiometric screening

revealed normal thresholds. Tympanometry revealed some

negative pressure at the time of the first meeting. Don's

mother reported that he had had a cold during the previous

week. Tympanometry was repeated at the second meeting, and

normal curves were present. Initial evaluation results are

summarized in Table 3.

On the APP--R , Don achieved a phonological deviancy

score of 34, placing him in the moderate range of severity.

A detailed summary of the pretraining performance of Subject
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2 on the APP

—

r can be found in Table 16. The percentage of

occurrence of consonant sequence reduction (including

consonant clusters) was 63%, representing the largest

percentage in the phonological omission category. Post-

vocalic consonant singleton omission was the second most

frequently occurring phonological omission at 45%.

Stridents, liquid /r,37, and nasals made up the largest

percentage of the class deficiencies with 58%, 57%, and 47%,

respectively.

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic inventory . Don's phonetic inventory (Table 17)

contained all three nasal consonants in all positions. All

stops occurred in the initial position; however, /d/ did not

occur in the intervocalic position and /p/, /t/, /k/, and /?/

were the only final stops. Subject 2 had all fricatives in

the initial position. Only /v/, /jy, and /h/ occurred in the

intervocalic position and /s/, /z/, and /x/ were the only

final fricatives occurring in the inventory. The affricates

and glides occurred in the initial and intervocalic

positions, and the liquid /l/ occurred in all positions.

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons . The

singleton realizations of Subject 2 will be described briefly

by manner-of-articulation class. The order of presentation

will be fricatives, stops, affricates, nasals, liquids, and

glides. Due to the application of phonological processes in

context-specific situations, the descriptions for Subject 2
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Table 16. Phonological analysis summary based on results
from the Assessment of Phonological Pr ocesses — Revised for
Subject 2.

"

Basic Phonological Processes

Phonological Omissions
Syllable Reductions
Consonant Sequence Reduction
Consonant Singleton Omissions
Prevocalic
Postvocalic

Class Deficiencies
Stridents
Velar Obstruents
Liquid (1)
Liquid (r,3)
Nasals
Glides

% of Occurrence
Pretraining Follow-up

5

63

2

45

58
27
9

57
47
30

63

2

87

63
41
13
29
47
40

Total

Mean

Phonological Deviancy Score

Severity Rating

343

34

32

MODERATE

386

39

39

MODERATE
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will be based on position rather than individual phonemes.

Phonological rule statements and accompanying examples are

presented in Appendix G. Don's phonetic realizations of

fricatives are summarized in Table 18. In the initial

position, Subject 2 had two correct realizations, /[/ and

/h/. The phoneme /f/ was realized as [f—' f w] , and /v/ as

[v— w~ f ,— bw] . For the alveolar fricatives /s/ and /z/,

the realizations were [s—'j] and [z— 3~ ^ ] , respectively.

The phoneme /8/ was replaced by [t£ ] , although there was only

one example of initial /Q/ in the sample. The correct

realization of /V alternated with the stop [d] in the

initial position. For Subject 2, two processes were

evidenced in the intervocalic and final positions of most

fricatives. For the intervocalic position, gliding was

common, occurring in all targets with intervocalic

realizations. This glide production alternated with other

realizations in the intervocalic position in the case of /["/.

Intervocalically,
/J/ was realized as the glide [w] or was

omitted (0). Additionally, there was one occurrence of

correct /v/ production in the intervocalic position; however,

it was not considered in the analysis. In the final

position, final consonant deletion occurred in all targets.

For final /s/ and /9/, the fricatives were replaced by [?] or

omitted. Additionally, one occurrence of final /s/ and /z/

was evidenced in the sample set.
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Table 18. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations ofthe fricatives for Subject 2.

Phoneme
"

Position

^

f r^ fW

v ~< w s-^j bw <~^ f

d~^

s
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All stops (Table 19) were produced correctly in the

initial position. The phonemes /b/, /k/, and /g/ were also

realized correctly in the intervocalic position. As with the

fricatives, gliding occurred in the intervocalic realizations

of the stops /p/, /t/, and /d/. Intervocalic /p/ and /t/ had

one occurrence of the correct targets. This was the only

possible occurrence of intervocalic /t/. The /d/ phoneme was

replaced by the glide only. Final consonant deletion was

evidenced in the realization of all final stops, serving as

the sole realization for the voiced stops. The voiceless

stop /p/ had the realization of [0~ p] , with /t/ realized as

[0~ ? ~ x] , and /k/ as [$~ ? -

—

• x-^ k] .

The affricates (Table 19) were produced correctly in the

initial position, with /tj / also produced correctly in the

intervocalic position. The realization of intervocalic /<*/

was unclear with three phonemes [d^— j~~ w] represented, as

well as the omission of intervocalic /dj/. Final consonant

deletion was also an active process for affricate production,

with the final affricates omitted.

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides for Subject 2 are presented in Table 20. The nasals

/m/ and /n/ were produced correctly in the initial positions.

Intervocalic /n/ and /g/ wers replaced by the glide [w] , with

final /n/ realized as
[fl~ n] . There was one occurrence of

correct /n/ in the intervocalic position. In the final

position, /m/ was omitted and final /n/ was produced
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Table 19. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the stops and affricates for Subject 2.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

-v- p

f f f

dj dj dz -— f ~ w

? «« k
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Table 20. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 2.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

j -^ w

<- n

^ n

l-N^w^->j 1^ v^
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correctly in some examples and omitted in others. The

realization of final /rj/ was [0~-rj~ n] . Liquid /l/ was

produced correctly in the initial position. Correct

realization of /!/ also occurred in the intervocalic and

final positions, although intervocalic /l/ alternated with

the glides [w^j]. The target was also vowelized or omitted

in the final position. The liquid /r/ was replaced by the

glide /w/ in the initial and intervocalic positions. The

glide /w/ was produced correctly in the initial and

intervocalic positions. The palatal glide /j/ was realized

as [j-^w^*^] in the initial position, and was replaced by

/w/ in the intervocalic position.

Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . The only

clusters Don produced for pretraining cluster targets in the

pretraining sample were [si] and [si] for /si/, and [bw] and

[br] for /br/. The phonetic realizations of the consonant

clusters for Subject 2 are presented in Table 21. As shown in

Figure 5, 17% of all clusters occurring in the sample were

produced correctly. The /s/ plus stop clusters were all

reduced to the expected stops. Stridency was evident in the

/s/ plus liquid and /s/ plus nasal clusters, with /si/

realized as [si ~ si~j ] , /sn/ as [f—s], and /sm/ as

[f -^- j"~ m] . The control cluster /br/ was realized as [bw] ,

although there was one correct production of /br/ in the

sample. There was also one example of [b] replacing /br/.

Examples of the cluster attempts are presented in Appendix G.



Table 21. Cluster realizations for Subject 2 at the
pretraining and follow-up evaluations.

98

Pretraining Follow-up

sp > p

st > t

sk > k

si > si~ si ~|

sn — > £ ~j s

sm > f —- | —. m

br > bw^> br

sp > p ^> sp

st > st~t

sk > k —'Sk

si > si

sn > n .—- f" ^-^ s /-w sn

sm > n -—' f -— sm

br > br ^-/ bw
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Homonyms . Subject 2 produced homonyms for 39% of the

pretraining sample set. This percentage resulted in

significant interference with overall intelligibility, and

can be attributed in part, to the processes of gliding and

final consonant deletion.

Phonological knowledge . A continuum of phonological

knowledge for Subject 2 is presented in Table 22. Phonemes

realized correctly in all positions were considered adult-

like, and were assigned knowledge Type 1. The Type 1

phonemes from Don's sample were /h/ and /w/. Don's Type 3

phonemes were /p/, /k/, /n/, and /l/, with some examples

correct in all positions, but not for all morphemes. The

phonemes /]"/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /g/, /tf/, /<% / and /m/ were

assigned Type 4 phonological knowledge. Type 5 phonological

knowledge is characterized by some correct examples in at

least one position, but not for all morphemes. Don's Type 5

phonemes were /£/ , /v/, /s/, /z/, /&/, /tj/, and /j/.

Finally, the phonemes not in Don's phonetic inventory, i.e.,

/^/, /9/ and /r/, were considered Type 6 or non-adult-like.

Baseline measurements

Don's performance across time, beginning with the

pretraining sample and including all measures through the

follow-up, is presented in Figures 5, 6, and 7. For Subject

2, five baseline measurements were taken prior to the

initiation of training. Performance remained stable for all

baseline measures. As indicated in Figure 5, Don produced
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Table 22. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 2 at
the pretraining evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum ~" Type Phonemes

Most Type 1 h
Knowledge w

Type 2

n
Type 3 p k

1

m
b t d g

Type 4 J

q %

Type 5 f v s z 2>

J

Least Type 6 3
Knowledge r
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correct clusters during each baseline measurement with a

range of 9% to 11%. The percentage of initial strident

singletons produced correctly increased from 66% at Probe 1

to 74% at Probe 5. The highest percentage of correct

production of the strident singletons occurred in Baseline 4,

with 94% of these singletons produced correctly (Figure 5)

.

Percentages of correct production for the clusters /sp/

and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ are presented in Figure 6. No /s/

plus stop clusters were produced correctly during any of the

baseline measurements. The control cluster /br/ was produced

sporadically, with a range of to 28%. Finally, percentages

for overall actual cluster production (either correct or

incorrect) and the feature of stridency (including clusters)

were computed, and are presented in Figure 7. Changes in

either of these measures could reflect changes in the child's

phonological system not measured by the correct/incorrect

dichotomy. Cluster production (correct or incorrect)

remained stable across the five baseline measurements. The

percentage of stridency for those initial consonants that

should have been stridents, including /s/ clusters, also

remained stable.

Probe measurements

Subject 2 had six training sessions before criterion for

termination was met. As shown in Figure 5, correct cluster

production increased from 13% in Probe 1 to 50% at the sixth

and final probe. Further, correct production of the initial
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strident singletons (Figure 6) was above 50% on all probes,

with a high of 85% at Probes 1 and 3 and a low of 64% at

Probe 2.

The percentages of accuracy for the specific clusters

/sp/ and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ are presented in Figure 6. An

increase in the correct production of /sp/ and /st/ clusters

was observed across the probes, moving from at Probe 1 to

88% at Probe 6; however, performance fluctuated widely. The

/s/ plus stop cluster /sk/ did not emerge until Probe 5, with

50% observed for Probe 5 and 75% correct for the sixth and

final probe. Correct production of /br/ occurred in Probes

2, 5 and 6 with 50%, 25%, and 50% correct, respectively.

The summary of performance for stridency and cluster

production can be found in Figure 7. The percentage of

stridency present for those initial consonants that should

have been strident, including /s/ clusters, evidenced

increases from a 75% level in Probe 1 to 92% by Probe 6.

Additionally, percentage of actual cluster production

(correct or incorrect) was high in Probe 5 at 84% and low in

Probe 1 at 38%. Steady increases were observed over time.

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Test performance . As indicated in Table 16, a regression

was noted on the APP—

R

scores from the pretraining

evaluation until the final administration, some two months

later. During the initial evaluation, Don had a phonological

deviancy score of 34 compared to a final phonological
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deviancy score of 39. Both scores are within the moderate

range, however.

Postvocalic consonant singleton omissions replaced

consonant sequence reduction as the most frequently occurring

phonological omission, with an increase from a pretraining

level of 45% to 87% at the follow-up. Consonant sequence

reduction remained at 63%. Stridents remained the most

frequently occurring class deficiency at 63%, compared to the

pretraining level of 58%. Increases in percentage of

occurrence were also observed for velar obstruents, liquid

/l/, and glides. Improvements were noted in the liquid

A,3Y, with a change in percentage of occurrence of liquid

/r,57 deficiencies from 57% to 29%. The percentage of

occurrence of nasal class deficiencies remained the same at

47%.

Phonetic inventory . The phonetic inventory for Subject

2 had changed from the pretraining sample in two ways. The

fricative /%/ , absent in the pretraining sample, was marginal

by the time of the follow-up. Additionally, the velar

fricative /x/ was no longer present in the phonetic

inventory. All other aspects remained constant. The

phonetic inventory at the follow-up evaluation for Subject 2

can be found in Table 23.

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons . Phono-

logical rules and accompanying examples are presented in

Appendix G. Examples are included only for those real-
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izations that differ from the adult model. Much change had

occurred in the realizations of the fricatives by Subject 2

at the time of the follow-up (Table 24) . As before, no

single fricative was realized correctly in all positions.

The phonemes /f/, /v/, /z/, /j/ f /h/ and /%/ were produced

correctly in the initial position. For initial /s/ and /V,
the realizations remained the same as at the pretraining

evaluation, [s~J] for /s/ and [-*a~ d] for /V- Gliding

continued to be evidenced in all intervocalic realizations,

with the exception of /8/ and /$/ . No examples of /9/

involving singletons were observed, and intervocalic /W was

replaced by [f] . Intervocalic /f/ was replaced by the glide

[w]
; the intervocalic /v/ maintained the same realization as

at the pretraining evaluation, [w.—- v] . The emergence of

stridency was noted in the production of the intervocalic

alveolar fricatives. The fricative /s/ had changed its

pretraining intervocalic realization of [w] by the addition

of several phonemes, [w — s — z — j- ~ b]. Intervocalic /z/

was realized as [w<~ z ~_/ ^ ] compared to [w] only at the

pretraining evaluation. Additionally, final consonant

deletion continued as an active process for Subject 2.

Omissions of the targets occurred with all the final

fricatives. Single examples of correct production for final

/f/ and /s/ were evidenced in the data set.

The realizations for initial stops (Table 25) remained

the same as that of the pretraining sample with all produced
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Table 24. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
fricatives for Subject 2.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

T>~d

w — s — z J~b

I J S~ w
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Table 25. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
stops and affricates for Subject 2.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

p —~> b —,? ^ p

k~g ?~ k

t/~ g~| 0-7

$ % 03—3
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correctly. The process of gliding had decreased in frequency

by the follow-up. The voiced phonemes /b/ and /g/ were

produced correctly in the intervocalic position. For

intervocalic /p/, the realization was [p~ b] , and there was

no change from the pretraining sample for intervocalic /t/,

with /t/ replaced by [w] . For /k/, the realization in the

intervocalic position was [k g] . As with the fricative

class, final consonant deletion was evidenced in the

realization of the stops. The voiced stops were always

omitted in the final position. For /p/ and /k/, the targets

were produced correctly, omitted, or replaced by [?]. For

the phoneme /t/, the target was omitted or alternated with

[?], with no correct productions noted. Changes were noted

in Don's realizations of the affricate class (Table 25),

although considerable variation was still evident. The

correct production of the initial affricates continued to the

follow-up evaluation. However, intervocalic /tf / changed

from a correct realization to [tf-w g ~- ? ] . Final /tf/

continued to be omitted, but by the follow-up, the glottal

stop replaced /tj" / in some examples. Intervocalic /6W
changed from [d^J"~^w~^] to [daj^ 5 ] , and final /dz/

continued to be omitted.

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides are presented in Table 26. The labial nasal /m/ was

produced correctly in the initial and intervocalic positions,

and the velar /n/ was produced correctly in the medial
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Table 26. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 2.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

—' m

j ~ dj — dj

n ~-

1-0
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position. In the final position, /m/ was produced correctly

in some examples and omitted in others. The alveolar nasal

/n/ was realized correctly in the initial position and in

some examples in the final position, although final consonant

deletion was also noted for final /n/. The intervocalic /n/

was realized as [n~w — g] . The velar /n/ was omitted in

the final position. Changes were evidenced for the

realizations of liquid /l/. Whereas initial /l/ remained the

same with correct productions, intervocalic /l/ changed from

[l^rw-w j] to [1] only. Final /l/ moved from [l — V^^] to

[1

—

'P] , with the absence of vowelization of /l/ by the

follow-up. The realization of /r/ in the initial and

intervocalic positions remained the same, with the glide /w/

replacing the target. The glide /w/ was correctly produced

in the initial and intervocalic positions, as in the

pretraining sample. For initial /j/, the realization had

become
[ j — dj ~^ 0] compared to a pretraining realization of

[ j ~- w-w$] . Intervocalic /j/ changed from [w] to [d*> ] .

Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . The

summary of Don's cluster realizations at the follow-up is

presented in Table 21. By the follow-up, Subject 2 was

producing more correct clusters (Figure 5) . The percentage

of correct cluster production went from a pretraining level

of 17% to 31% at the follow-up. Performance on the clusters

/sp/ and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ is presented in Figure 6. The

/s/ plus stop clusters were produced correctly in some
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examples, and were reduced to the expected stop in others.

The control cluster /br/ alternated with [bw] at the follow-

up, with 42% produced correctly compared to a pretraining

level of 5%. By the follow-up, /si/ was produced correctly

in all examples. The /s/ plus nasal clusters were realized

correctly in some examples, and alternated with [n ~-> C s]

in the case of /sn/, and with [m] in the case of /sm/. The

percentage of cluster production, correct or incorrect,

(Figure 7) was 42% up from a pretraining level of 33%.

Examples of Don's cluster attempts are presented in Appendix

G.

Homonyms . Subject 2 produced homonyms for 37% of the

follow-up sample set compared with 39% at the pretraining

evaluation. Intelligibility remained affected by this large

proportion of homonymy. Final consonant deletion and gliding

of intervocalic consonants remained active processes by the

follow-up.

Phonological knowledge . From the pretraining sample

until the follow-up evaluation, changes had occurred in the

phonological knowledge continuum (Table 27) . All phonemes

showing change moved toward the most-knowledge end of the

continuum. The phoneme /m/ moved from Type 4 to Type 2 and

/l/ from Type 3 to Type 2 at the follow-up. The fricative

/s/ was assigned Type 3 phonological knowledge at the follow-

up. Three phonemes, /f/, /v/, and /q/, changed from Type 5

to Type 3. Finally, /0/ moved from Type 6 to Type 4.
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Table 27. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 2 at
the follow-up evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

Most Type 1 h
Knowledge w

m
Type 2 1

n

P k
Type 3 s

•3

b t d g
Type 4 f v 9 J

* <%

Type 5 s %

J

Least Type 6 3
Knowledge r
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Performance summary for Subject 2

Subject 2 did show changes in performance over the

course of training. However, the changes were slight in most

instances. Correct cluster production increased from a

pretraining level of 17% to 31% by the follow-up. Slight

increases occurred in the level of overall cluster production

(either correct or incorrect) from 33% to 42%. Whereas some

correct /s/ plus stop clusters were evidenced by the follow-

up, the increase was negligible. For the training targets

/sp/ and /st/, there was an increase from to 6%. The

untrained /sk/ increased from to 4% by the follow-up. The

production of correct strident singletons increased from 75%

to 91%. Additionally, the feature of stridency changed from

the pretraining level of 61% to 69% at the follow-up. This

slight increase was due in part to the low percentage levels

for /s/ plus consonant clusters.

Several changes were evidenced in the phonological

knowledge continuum between the pretraining evaluation and

the follow-up sample. The fricatives /s/, /f/, /v/, and /9/

showed positive changes, moving toward the most-knowledge end

of the continuum. Additionally, /m/ and /I/ were assigned

Type 2 phonological knowledge by the follow-up, compared to

Type 4 knowledge for /m/ and Type 3 for /l/ at the

pretraining sample.

The scores from the APP--R changed slightly, with a

pretraining phonological deviancy score of 34 and a follow-up
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score of 37. This decrease in performance was due in part to

increased occurrence of postvocalic consonant singleton

omissions

.

Although Subject 2 did make changes that could be

attributed to the training of /s/ plus stop clusters, the

changes were slight. The cluster /si/ was the only /s/ plus

consonant cluster produced correctly in all examples by the

follow-up.

Subject 3

Background information

Subject 3, Andy, was aged 3 years, 9 months at the

beginning of the study. He was the product of a difficult

birth. Medical reports indicated that Andy was born with the

umbilical cord wrapped around him. However, all develop-

mental milestones, with the exception of speech and language,

were within normal limits. Speech and language milestones

were somewhat delayed, with babbling reported at 1-1/2 years,

first words at 2 years, and word combinations at 2-1/2 years.

Andy has a history of colds and middle ear infections

beginning shortly after birth. Pressure equalization tubes

were placed in Andy's ears in 1986, and his adenoids were

removed the same year. The tubes were not in place at the

time of the study. Andy is the oldest of two children, with

a younger brother, 10 months of age. Andy's mother was also

expecting a third child at the time of the study.
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Test performance . On the PLS, Andy achieved an auditory

comprehension age of 4:1-1/2 (year s rmonths) and a verbal

ability age of 3:6 for an overall language age of 3:9-3/4.

On the PPVT—

R

, Andy achieved an age equivalency of 3:6.

Thus, language skills were within normal limits. Pure tone

audiometric screening revealed normal thresholds. Tympano-

metry also revealed normal middle ear functioning. Initial

evaluation results are summarized in Table 3.

On the APP—

R

, Andy achieved a phonological deviancy

score of 20, placing him in the moderate range of severity.

A detailed summary of the pretraining performance for Subject

3 the APP--R can be found in Table 28. The percentage of

occurrence of consonant sequence reduction (including cluster

reduction) was 28%, representing the largest percentage in

the phonological omission category. Liquid /l/ deficiencies

made up the largest percentage of the class deficiencies with

82% occurrence.

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic inventory . Andy's phonetic inventory (Table

29) included the full complement of stops, nasals, glides,

liquids, and affricates. All fricatives were present, with

the exceptions of /8/, /%/, and /j/ that were marginal.

Phonetic realizations for consonant singletons . The

singleton realizations of Subject 3 will be described briefly

by manner-of-articulation class. Phonological rule state-

ments and the accompanying examples for each sound are
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Table 28. Phonological analysis summary based on results
?
r

,

0m the Assessment of Phonological Proce sses -- Revised forSuoject 3. —

Basic Phonological Processes

Phonological Omissions
Syllable Reductions
Consonant Sequence Reduction
Consonant Singleton Omissions
Prevocalic
Postvocalic

Class Deficiencies
Stridents
Velar Obstruents
Liquid (1)
Liquid (r,aT)
Nasals
Glides

% of Occurrence
Pretraining Follow-up

11
28

5

6

19
14
82
10
16
10

12
9

73

11

Total

Mean

Phonological Deviancy Score

Severity Rating

201

20

20

MODERATE

128

13

13

MILD
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presented in Appendix H. The phonetic realizations of the

pretraining fricatives are presented in Table 30. The

fricatives /£/ , /v/, /s/, and /z/ were produced correctly in

all positions. The phoneme /h/ was produced correctly in the

initial position, and /j/ was produced correctly in the

intervocalic position. No productions in other positions

occurred in the sample for these two targets. The palatal

fricative
/J/

was realized as [j^ s] in all three positions.

The phoneme /%/ was realized as [g] in the initial position

and [f~^ 9] in the final position. Finally, /$/ was replaced

by /d/ in the initial and intervocalic positions. No word

productions containing /8/ in the intervocalic position or

A/ in the final position were evidenced.

All stops (Table 31), affricates (Table 31), and nasals

(Table 32) were produced correctly in all positions. Addi-

tionally, the glides /w/ and /j/ (Table 32) were produced

correctly in the initial and intervocalic positions. The

phonetic realizations of the pretraining liquids are

presented in Table 32. Liquid /r/ was produced correctly in

the initial and intervocalic positions, as was liquid /l/ in

the intervocalic and final positions. In the initial

position, the process of gliding was evidenced, with liquid

/!/ replaced by the glide /w/

.

Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . Andy's

phonetic realizations of the clusters at the pretraining are

presented in Table 33. The clusters Andy produced for
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Table 30. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the fricatives for Subject 3.

I s

3

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final
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Table 31. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the stops and affricates for Subject 3.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

f f <* *

% % <*5 <§
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Table 32. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 3.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final
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Table 33. Cluster realizations for Subject 3 at the
pretraining and follow-up evaluations.

Pretraining Follow-up

sp — > p

st > t

sk > k

si > sw— s

sp > sp ~ p

st > st — t

sk > sk'-' k

si > sw

sn > sw -~ s a w sn > sw

sin > s a w.—< sw sm > sw,—> sm

br > br br > br —> sbr
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cluster targets in the pretraining sample were [sw] for /si/,

/sn/ and /sm/, and [br] for /br/. The /s/ plus stop clusters

were reduced to the expected stops. The control cluster /br/

was produced with 96% accuracy, and therefore, provided

little control for this subject. In addition, an epenthetic

/a/ was inserted between /s/ and /w/ as realizations for

/si/, /sn/, and /sm/. Of the expected 169 initial consonant

clusters in the pretraining sample, 33% were produced as

clusters, either correct or incorrect. Examples of Andy's

cluster productions are presented in Appendix H.

Homonyms . Subject 3 produced homonyms for 9% of the

pretraining sample set. Intelligibility was not adversely

affected by the process of homonymy.

Phonological knowledge . A continuum of phonological

knowledge for Subject 3 is presented in Table 34. Most

phonemes were considered adult-like, and were assigned Type 1

phonological knowledge. These included all stops, glides,

affricates, and nasals, as well as the liquid /r/, and all

the fricatives with the exception of /["/, /9/, and /&/. The

fricative /[*/ was placed in the Type 3 category, with some

correct productions in all positions, but not for all

morphemes. Liquid /l/ was placed in the Type 4 category,

corresponding to adult-like representations in some word

positions for all target morphemes, with some positional

constraints evidenced. The phoneme /9/ was assigned Type 5

phonological knowledge, with some correct productions in the
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Table 34. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 3 at
the pretraining evaluation.

Continuum
Phonological Knowledge

Type Phonemes

Most
Knowledge

Type 1

m n

p b t d k g
f v s z z h

tf d3

w j r

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Least
Knowledge

Type 6
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final position, but not for all morphemes. Finally, the

lingual-dental fricative /%/ did not occur in Andy's

inventory, and was considered Type 6, non-adult-like.

Baseline measurements

The performance of Subject 3 on cluster production and

stridency is illustrated in Figures 8, 9, and 10. For

Subject 3, 11 baseline measurements were made prior to

initiation of training. Performance remained stable for all

baseline measures. As indicated in Figure 8, correct cluster

production remained stable over all baseline measures with a

range of 17% to 19%. Additionally, the correct production of

initial strident singletons (Figure 8) remained stable with

one exception. Whereas the range of correctly produced

strident singletons was 90% to 99% for most probes, there was

a temporary drop at Probe 2 to 87%.

Performance summaries for the clusters /sp/ and /st/,

/sk/, and /br/ are presented in Figure ?. The /s/ plus stop

targets /sp/ and /st/ had three occurrences of correct

production, one at the second, the fifth, and the seventh

baselines, with 3% correct at each of baselines. No other

correct productions of /s/ plus stop clusters were evidenced.

The /br/ control cluster was correctly realized in all words

from Baseline 2 until the end of training.

Percentages for overall cluster production (either

correct or incorrect) and the feature of stridency (including

clusters) were computed and are presented in Figure 10.
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Overall cluster production increased from 27% to 43% at the

eleventh and final probe. The percentage of stridency for

those initial consonants that should have been produced as

stridents, including /s/ clusters, remained stable across the

eleven baselines.

Probe Measurements

Criterion for termination of the training of the target

/sp/ and /st/ clusters was reached after the fifth training

session. As indicated in Figure 8, increases in correct

cluster production resulting from the correct production of

/s/ plus stop clusters were offset by the decrease in

accuracy of the control cluster /br/. Correct production of

initial strident singletons (Figure 8) dropped with a low of

68% at Probe 5 and a high of 86% at Probe 1.

Performance measures for correct cluster production of

the targets /sp/ and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ during this period

are presented in Figure 9. There was an increase in correct

production of the /sp/ and /st/ targets from 50% at Probe 1

to 100% correct at the fifth and final probe. The other /s/

plus stop cluster /sk/, also showed an increase from 25% at

the initial probe to 75% by Probe 5. An interesting change

in /br/ occurred during the course of training, with a drop

in correct production from an initial 100% at Probe 1 to 25%

at Probe 5 that could be attributed to overgeneral ization of

training. Target words containing /br/ were produced with an

added initial /s/, e.g., break was realized as [sbrelk].
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Andy's performance on overall cluster production and

overall stridency is presented in Figure 10. The percentage

of actual cluster production increased from 78% at Probe 1 to

97% at the fifth and final probe. Little change was seen in

the feature of stridency across the probes.

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Test performance . As indicated in Table 28, improvement

in the APP—

R

scores was observed between the pretraining

phonological deviancy score of 20 and the follow-up

phonological deviancy score of 13. The increase in the score

moved Andy from the moderate (20-39) to mild (1-19) range of

severity. Consonant sequence reduction and liquid /l/

deficiencies continued to represent the highest percentages

of occurrence. However, both had dropped by the follow-up

evaluation.

Phonetic inventory . The only changes in Andy's phonetic

inventory (Table 35) from pretraining to the follow-up

evaluation were in the status of the fricatives /6/ and /$/.

These phonemes were marginal in the pretraining inventory,

but were present completely in the follow-up sample.

Phonetic realizations for consonant singletons . Phono-

logical rule statements and accompanying examples for Subject

3 are presented in Appendix H. The phonetic realizations of

the fricatives at the follow-up are presented in Table 36.

No changes were evidenced in the realizations of /v/, /s/,

/z/, /h/, or /j/ at the time of the follow-up. These
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Table 36. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
fricatives for Subject 3.

f — sf

d ~*

Phoneme Position"
*

Initial Intervocalic Final

3 3
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phonemes were produced correctly in all positions. Initial

A/ was produced correctly in some examples, and was produced

with /s/ preceding the fricative /f/ in other examples. This

change should be considered an artifact of training, i.e.,

overgeneralization of the /s/ plus stop cluster. The phoneme

/J/
had the same realization in the initial and final

position as present at the pretraining sample, [r~-s].

However, by the follow-up, /[/ was correctly realized in the

intervocalic position. The fricative /8/ was correctly

realized in all positions; however, in the final position,

/8/ alternated with /f/. This final position realization of

/%/ was the same in the pretraining sample. The voiced /%/

target alternated with /d/ in the initial position, and was

realized as /d/ only intervocalically

.

Andy's phonetic realizations of the stops and affricates

are presented in Table 37. There was no change in /p/, /b/,

A/, /k/, or /g/ from the pretraining sample to the follow-

up with all phonemes produced correctly in all positions.

The phoneme /d/ was produced correctly in the initial and

intervocalic positions. However, the realization of final

/d/ had changed from /d/ only to the realization of either

the correct production or the omission of the target. This

final position change represented the only change for the

stop class of consonants. At the pretraining sample, the

affricates were produced correctly in all positions.

However, by the follow-up, changes had occurred in this sound
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Table 37. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
stops and affricates for Subject 3.

Phoneme Position
"

—

Initial Intervocalic Final

d —' <j>

tf tj-~> stf tf y

*5 d5~' sd
5 <% <%
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class (Table 37) . Intervocalic and final affricates were

produced correctly as in the pretraining sample. However,

the initial realizations changed by the addition of /stf / and

/sdj/ to the /tJV and /dj / targets, respectively. This

should be considered overgeneralization of training of /s/

plus stop clusters.

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides are presented in Table 38. Realizations of the nasals

were the same as at the pretraining sample. Liquid /r/ was

produced correctly in the initial and intervocalic positions,

as at the pretraining evaluation. Liquid /l/ showed no

change in the initial and final positions, but the

intervocalic position changed from the pretraining real-

ization of /l/ to a follow-up realization of [w^ 1] . Real-

izations of the glides were the same as that of the pre-

training sample.

Phonetic realizations for consonant clusters . Andy's

cluster realizations at the follow-up are presented in Table

33. Whereas the only correct target cluster production at

the pretraining evaluation was /br/, many more correct

clusters were produced at the follow-up (Figure 8) . The

percentage of occurrence for correct clusters changed from a

pretraining level of 19% to 53% at the follow-up. Perform-

ance at the follow-up evaluation on the clusters /sp/ and

/st/, /sk/, and /br/ can be found in Figure 9. The /s/ plus

stop clusters were still reduced to the expected stop.
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Table 38. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 3.

Phoneme "~ Position

Initial Intervocalic Final
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However, these stops also alternated with the correct cluster

forms. The targets /sp/ and /st/ moved from correct at the

pretraining sample to 67% at the follow-up. For /sk/, the

follow-up level was 64% compared with the pretraining level

of 0. Overgeneralization accounted for the change in /br/.

At the pretraining level, /br/ was correctly realized, but by

the follow-up, /br/ was realized as [br sbr] with 77%

correct. The /si/ cluster was realized as /sw/ as compared

to [sw^saw] in the pretraining sample. The cluster /sn/

was replaced by [sw] and the cluster /sm/ was realized as

[sm~sw]. The percentage of cluster production (correct or

incorrect) changed from a pretraining level of 33% to 82% by

the follow-up (Figure 10). Examples of cluster productions

at the follow-up can be found in Appendix H.

Homonyms . Subject 3 produced homonyms for 3% of the

follow-up sample set compared to 9% at the pretraining

evaluation. Production of homonyms did not interfere with

intelligibility.

Phonologi cal knowledge . From the pretraining sample

until the follow-up evaluation, considerable change had

occurred in the knowledge continuum (Table 39) . Three

fricatives /f/, /e/, and /%/ showed change. The phoneme /f/

changed from a correct realization, Type 1 knowledge, at the

pretraining evaluation to Type 2 because of the presence of

an optional rule in the initial position. The lingual-dental

fricative /%/ was added to Andy's inventory at the follow-up
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Table 39. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 3 at
the follow-up evaluation.

Continuum
Phonological Knowledge

Type Phonemes

Most
Knowledge

Type 1

m n 9
p b t k g
v s z ^ h
w j r

Type 2

d

f e

dj tf

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Least
Knowledge

Type 6
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and was placed in the Type 5 category. The voiceless /Q/

,

was assigned Type 2 knowledge at the follow-up, moving from

Type 5 at the pretraining. Some change was evident for /d/,

the only stop with realizations differing from pretraining to

the follow-up. The /d/ phoneme moved from Type 1 to Type 2

phonological knowledge because of an optional final consonant

deletion rule. Finally, the affricates moved from correct

realization, Type 1 knowledge, at the time of the pretraining

evaluation, to Type 2 knowledge due to overgeneral ization of

training.

Performance summary for Subject 3

For Subject 3, the percentage of correct clusters

increased significantly from the pretraining level of 19% to

53% by the follow-up. The production of clusters (either

correct or incorrect) increased from 33% to 82%. The trained

/s/ plus stop clusters /sp/ and /st/ were produced correctly

67% of the time by the follow-up, compared with no correct

productions at the pretraining sample. The untrained /sk/

cluster moved from correct to 64% at the final evaluation.

The control cluster /br/ had decreased in accuracy by the

follow-up due to an overgeneralization of the stridency

feature. The percentage of correct initial stridents

decreased from 94% to 87% by the follow-up. However, the

feature of stridency increased across the sample, with

clusters included from 65% to 88%.
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Some changes were noted in the phonological continuum

between the pretraining sample and the follow-up. The

phonemes /f/, /d/ , /tf / , and /dj / moved from Type 1, correct,

to Type 2, due to overgeneralization of training. This over-

generalization resulted in the application of optional rules.

The lingual-dental fricatives had moved toward the most-

knowledge end of the continuum, with /0/ changing from Type 5

to Type 2 knowledge, and /%/ changing from Type 6 to Type 5

knowledge

.

The phonological deviancy scores from the APP--R for

Subject 3 improved from the pretraining level of 20 to 13 by

the follow-up. At the pretraining evaluation, Subject 3 was

in the high moderate category and by the follow-up, was in

the mild severity range.

The phonological system of Subject 3 did undergo changes

over the course of training. The changes in cluster prod-

uction, particularly the /s/ plus stop clusters, can be

attributed to the training. It appears that the feature of

stridency did generalize to untrained productions because of

the increase in correct production of /s/ plus consonant

clusters. An interesting artifact of the training is the

decrease in accuracy of the cluster /br/ because of the

addition of the strident phoneme /s/ to the initial position.

Performance Summary for Group 1: Moderate

Increases in the production of correct clusters were

evidenced by all three subjects with a range of 31% to 55%.
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This reflects increases of between 13% and 49%. Whereas

Subjects 1 and 3 demonstrated significant increases in the

production of /s/ plus stop clusters (with increases of

between 59% and 67%) , Subject 2 did not show these large

increases in correct productions. For Subject 2, the /sp/

and /st/ clusters were produced with 6% accuracy (up 6% from

the pretraining sample) , and /sk/ was produced with 4%

accuracy (up 4% from the pretraining sample)

.

In summary, all three subjects in Group 1 showed

increases for the target parameters, /s/ plus consonant

cluster production and stridency. Differences in the

proportion of correct productions were evidenced across the

three subjects. However, it can be stated that there was a

positive response to the training across the three subjects

as evidenced by generalization measures.

Group 2: Severe

Subject 4

Background information

Subject 4, Polly, was aged 4 years, 6 months at the

beginning of the study. She was the product of a difficult

birth, with her mother on medication for diabetes during the

pregnancy. Polly was born with congenital cataracts, and had

corrective surgery for this problem in 1984. She presently

wears corrective contact lenses or glasses. Her corrected

vision is within normal limits. All developmental milestones

were within the normal range, with the exception of speech.
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Polly is the youngest of two children, with one sister four

years older.

Test performance

On the PLS, Polly achieved an auditory comprehension age

of 4:10-1/2 (years:months) and verbal ability age of 4:7-1/2

for an overall language age of 4:9. On the PPVT—R, Polly

achieved an age equivalency of 4:6. Thus, language skills

were within normal limits. Pure tone audiometric screening

revealed normal thresholds with one exception, 25 dB at 4000

Hz. Tympanometry revealed normal middle ear functioning.

Initial evaluation results are summarized in Table 3.

On the APP—

R

, Polly achieved a phonological deviancy

score of 41, placing her in the severe range (40-59) . A

detailed summary of performance for Subject 4 on the APP--R

can be found in Table 40. The percentage of occurrence of

consonant sequence reduction (including consonant clusters)

was 85%, representing the largest percentage in the

phonological omission category. Stridents, liquid /r,57, and

liquid /l/ made up the largest percentage of the class

deficiencies with 67%, 55%, and 100%, respectively.

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic inventory . Polly's phonetic inventory (Table

41) included the full repertoire of nasals, stops,

affricates, and glides. Alveolar fricatives were present, as

well as the palatal fricative /[ / and the glottal fricative

/h/. Marginal phones included the fricatives /f/, /v/, and
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Table 40. Phonological analysis summary based on results
from the Assessment of Phonological Processes — Revised for
Subject 4.

Basic Phonological Processes

Phonological Omissions
Syllable Reductions
Consonant Sequence Reduction
Consonant Singleton Omissions

Prevocalic
Postvocalic

Class Deficiencies
Stridents
Velar Obstruents
Liquid (1)
Liquid (r,3)
Nasals
Glides

% of Occurrence
Pretraining Follow-up

67
9

55
100
16
20

5

30

53
5

55
95
11
30

Total

Mean

Age Points (CA of 4:0 = 5)

Phonological Deviancy Score

Severity Rating

362

36

5

41

SEVERE

334

34

5

39

MODERATE
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/%/. Finally, the liquid /!/ was present in Polly's

inventory, but liquid /r/ was not.

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons . The

singleton realizations of Subject 4 will be described briefly

by manner-of-articulation class. Phonological rule

statements and accompanying examples are presented in

Appendix I. Fricative realizations (Table 42) were most

frequently affected by stopping to a homorganic stop, or

gliding to /j/. The fricatives were often correct; however,

stopping of fricatives occurred in the realizations of /f/

and /v/ in the initial, intervocalic, and final positions,

/e/ in the initial and final positions, and /V in the

initial position. Gliding was evidenced in the initial

realizations of /s/, /z/, and /f/. Additionally, initial /s/

and /z/ had some examples of correct production in all

positions. However, initial /s/ alternated with [j sj] and

final /s/ alternated with [?] . Initial and intervocalic /z/

alternated with [j] . Final /z/ alternated with [f] or was

omitted. The realizations for initial /f/ were [j-~-l C] l with

intervocalic and final /C/ realized as [s~>f]. Finally,

initial /h/ and intervocalic /$/ were both produced

correctly

.

Phonetic realizations of the stops and affricates are

presented in Table 43. The stops /b/ , /d/, /k/, and /g/ were

produced correctly in all positions, as were /p/ in the final

position and /t/ in the initial position. A voicing contrast
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Table 42. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the fricatives for Subject 4.

Phoneme ~
' Position

5

p~>b

Initial Intervocalic Final

b^ t f ^p

j ~ S /-—
' S j S s~?

j r^> z Z ~> 2 Z. tf~f

3 %
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Table 43. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the stops and affricates for Subject 4.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

p —» b p -v, b

t — d t — gs

1 t J

<% d z s ~ tj~ j
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was not present in the realizations of initial and

intervocalic /p/ that were realized as [p^b]. Intervocalic

/t/ was realized as [t~d] and final /t/ was either produced

correctly or omitted. Polly had different realizations for

each of the affricates (Table 43) , although there were

parallel productions of the initial affricates. The

voiceless affricate /tf / was realized as the closest stop /t/

in the initial position with the same process of

deaffrication occurring for initial /dj/. Intervocalic /tf/

was replaced by the glide [j] or by [?j]. Final /tf/ became

[f] . For intervocalic /<%/, the realization was [z] and

final /dj/ had the realization of [s — tf — C] .

Polly's phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids,

and glides at the pretraining are presented in Table 44. The

alveolar nasal /n/ was produced correctly in all positions.

The labial /m/ was realized correctly in the initial

position, and as [m~n~0] in the final position. The

sample data did not contain examples of singleton /m/ in the

intervocalic position. Final /q/ was realized correctly, and

was replaced by [k] in the intervocalic position. Liquid /l/

was produced correctly in all positions. Gliding was

evidenced in the realization of liquid /r/ with /w/ replacing

the target phoneme in the initial and intervocalic position.

The glides /w/ and /j/ were produced correctly in the initial

and intervocalic positions (Table 44)

.
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Table 44. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 4.

Phoneme Position
~~

Initial Intervocalic Final

•-' n ~ ft
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Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . The

cluster realizations for Subject 4 are presented in Table 45.

The only cluster Polly produced for cluster targets in the

pretraining sample was one correct production of the /si/

target. Therefore, the occurrence of correct cluster

production was stable at or near 0. The /s/ plus stop

clusters were all reduced to the expected stop. In addition,

/sp/ was replaced by the voiced labial stop /b/ in some

examples. This corresponds to Polly's realization of

singleton /p/, [p~^b]. The control cluster /br/ was reduced

to the expected stop. The /s/ plus liquid cluster /si/ was

usually replaced by /l/, although one correct /si/ production

was evidenced. The /s/ plus nasal clusters /sn/ and /sm/

were reduced to the expected nasal. Examples of Polly's

cluster attempts are presented in Appendix I.

Homonyms . Subject 4 produced homonyms for 26% of the

pretraining sample. Intelligibility was significantly

affected by the process of homonymy. The phonological

process of stopping contributed to this loss of contrasts.

Phonological knowledge . A continuum of phonological

knowledge for Subject 4 is presented in Table 46. Phonemes

realized correctly in all positions were considered adult-

like, and were assigned knowledge Type 1. The Type 1

phonemes from Polly's sample were /h/ , /b/ , /d/, /k/, /g/,

/n/, /l/, /w/, and /j/. The fricatives /s/, /z/, and /f/

were placed in Type 3 category along with the stops /p/ and
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Table 45. Cluster realizations for Subject 4 at the
pretraining and follow-up evaluations.

Pretraining Follow-up

sp > p.—. b sp > p.— sp

st > t st > t ~ st

sk > k sk > k ~> sk

si > l^sl si > 1

sn > n sn > n

sm > m sir. > m

br > b br > b
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Table 46. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 4 at
the pretraining evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

n
b d k g

Most Type 1 h
Knowledge w j 1

Type 2

m

P t

Type 3 s z £

Type 4

Type 5

Least Type 6 f v
Knowledge tf ^
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/t/ and the nasal /m/. Type 3 phonological knowledge is

characterized by correct production of some, but not all

morphemes in all positions. The phonemes /%/ and M/ were

considered Type 4 phonological knowledge, characterized by

the presence of positional constraints with correct

production of the target in at least one position. Those

phonemes not in Polly's phonetic inventory were considered

Type 6 or non-adult-like. These included /f/, /v/, /*/, /Q/

,

/tf/, /dj/, and /r/.

Baseline measurements

Polly's performance across time, beginning with the

pretraining evaluation through the follow-up, is illustrated

in Figures 11, 12, and 13. Three baseline measurements were

made prior to the initiation of training. Polly was the

first subject to receive therapy in the severe group.

Performance on correct cluster production (Figure 11)

remained stable for all baseline measures. The percentage of

initial strident singletons (Figure 11) produced correctly

did not fluctuate significantly with a range of 3% to 7%

observed across the baselines. No /s/ plus stop clusters or

control clusters, (br) , were produced correctly during any of

the measurements (Figure 12).

The percentages for overall cluster production (either

correct or incorrect) and the feature of stridency (including

clusters) were computed and are presented in Figure 13.

Overall cluster production remained stable across the three
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baseline measurements, with only 1% actual cluster production

in Baseline 1. The percentage of stridency for those initial

consonants that should have been stridents, including /s/

clusters, also remained stable, with 3%, 2%, and 5% evidenced

over the three baselines.

Probe measurements

Criterion for termination of training occurred at the

sixth training session. Performance on correct cluster

production (Figure 11) increased from the baseline levels.

Sporadic performance on correct cluster production was

observed, with low of at the Probe 5 and a high of 28% at

Probe 4. No significant changes were seen in the production

of the initial strident singletons across the probes with a

range of 5% to 17% (Figure 11). Performance measures for

/sp/ and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ during this period are

presented in Figure 12. It can be seen that there were no

correct productions of the control cluster /br/ over the

course of training. There was some change, however, in the

target clusters /sp/ and /st/ from 38% correct in Probe 1 to

50% correct by the sixth and final probe. Drops in

percentage correct were seen in Probe 3 (25%) and Probe 5

(0). The /s/ plus stop cluster /sk/ evidenced an increase

from correct in Probe 1 to 50% correct by Probe 6.

However, the feature of stridency (Figure 13) for those

initial consonants that should have been produced as

stridents, including consonant clusters, increased from a
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baseline of 5% to 46% at Probe 2 and 40% by the sixth and

final probe. Overall cluster production (correct or

incorrect) was sporadic over the course of training with a

high of 34% at Probe 4 and a low of 6% at Probe 5 (Figure

13) .

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Test performance . As indicated in Table 40, improvement

was noted in the APP--R scores between the pretraining

evaluation and the final sample, some two months later.

During the initial evaluation, Polly had a phonological

deviancy score of 41 compared to a follow-up phonological

deviancy score of 39. The former score was in the severe

range and the latter in the moderate range.

Consonant sequence reduction remained the highest

phonological omission at 80% compared with a pretraining

percentage of 85%. No changes were noted in percentage of

occurrence for liquid /l/ deficiencies (55%) . Stridents,

liquid /l/, and liquid /r ,37 remained the most frequently

occurring class deficiencies. The percentage of occurrence

of liquid /r,37 deficiencies dropped from 100% to 95%.

Additionally, improvements were noted in the strident class,

with a change in percentage of occurrence of strident

deficiencies from 67% to 53%.

Phonetic inventory . The phonetic inventory for Subject

4 had changed from the pretraining sample to the follow-up

sample in the fricative class only. The fricatives /f/ and
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/JV had been added to the inventory with /v/ remaining

marginal. All other aspects remained constant. The phonetic

inventory at the follow-up evaluation for Subject 4 can be

found in Table 47.

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons . Phono-

logical rules and accompanying examples are presented in

Appendix I. Limited changes were noted in Polly's

realizations of the fricatives at the follow-up (Table 48).

The labial fricative /f/ had the same realization as at the

pretraining. The phoneme /v/ continued to be replaced by the

voiced labial stop [b] in all positions. The realizations

for /s/ and /z/ in the initial and intervocalic positions

remained the same as the pretraining sample. Final /s/ and

/z/ were produced correctly by the follow-up sample. For the

initial palatal fricative /C / , the realization had changed by

the addition of /dj / to the follow-up realization, making it

[jW j — 3j] , intervocalic
/J"/

was produced correctly at the

follow-up, and no change was evidenced for the realization of

final /j"/. By the follow-up, /h/ was correctly realized in

the initial and intervocalic positions. The realizations of

initial /9/ and /fc/ did not change from the pretraining

sample to the follow-up. However, the intervocalic /0/ was

realized as [f] (no examples in this context at the

pretraining sample) and final /8/ as [s—-> p] compared to

[f~P] at the pretraining evaluation. Intervocalic /*/ was

replaced by the stop [d]

.
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Table 48. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of thfricatives for Subject 4.

164

e

Phoneme Position

b~ t

s ]— s~ sj s

z
J ~ z j~ z

3

Initial Intervocalic Final

b~ p

s ~p
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The phonetic realizations of the stops and affricates

are summarized in Table 49. The stops /b/, /d/ , A/, and /g/

were produced correctly in all positions as at the

pretraining sample. Additionally, /t/ was produced correctly

in the initial, intervocalic, and final positions. By the

follow-up, the voicing contrast was emerging, with the

phoneme /p/ produced correctly in the intervocalic and final

position, and realized as [p~b] in the initial position.

By the follow-up, changes were noted in Polly's realization

of the affricates (Table 49). In the initial position, the

cognate alveolar stop was added to the realizations for /tf /

and /dj/. Initial /tf / and /dz / were realized as [t'—- d] at

the follow-up, compared with [t] only for /tf/, and fd] only

for /%/ at the pretraining sample. For the intervocalic

positions, the realization of /t / was [? j ~-/ ?r r^ tf , - t] ,

and the realization of /dz, / was [ 3— dz, ] . Final /tf*/ was

realized as [rT~<tr~t] and final /dz,/ as [C^ d$— 5].

Thus, Polly's approach to affricate production appeared to be

in an active process of reorganization with unclear

realizations in the intervocalic and final positions.

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides are presented in Table 50. The nasals /m/ and /n/

were produced correctly in all positions. The velar /ri/ was

produced correctly in the intervocalic position compared to

the pretraining realization of [k] . Final M/ was realized

as [r\~'0] at the follow-up compared to correct production at
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Table 49. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
stops and affricates for Subject 4.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

p~b

t ~-> d

d — t

?j ~ tf ~ ?J
— t ?j — tf~ t
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Table 50. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 4.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

rj^jjf
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the pretraining. Realizations of the liquids and glides were

the same as those in the pretraining sample.

Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . The

cluster realizations of Subject 4 at the follow-up are

presented in Table 45. By the follow-up evaluation, Polly

was producing more correct clusters than at the pretraining

(Figure 11) . Percentage of correct clusters went from a

pretraining level of 1% to 6% at the follow-up. The /s/ plus

stop target clusters /sp/ and /st/ (Figure 12) increased in

percentage correct by the follow-up. At the pretraining

evaluation, no correct /sp/ or /st/ target words were

produced compared with 21% correct at the follow-up. The

/sk/ cluster (Figure 12) went from correct at the

pretraining evaluation to 3% at the follow-up. The control

cluster /br/ (Figure 12) was not produced correctly at the

follow-up evaluation, but was replaced by the expected stop

(just as at the pretraining evaluation) . There were no

changes in the realizations of /si/, /sn/, or /sm/ by the

follow-up. The one correct /si/ production evidenced in the

pretraining sample was not present in the follow-up sample.

Cluster production (either correct or incorrect) had

increased from 1% at the pretraining evaluation to 6% at the

follow-up (Figure 13). Examples of Polly's cluster attempts

are presented in Appendix I.

Homonyms . Subject 4 produced homonyms for 20% of the

follow-up sample compared to 26% at the pretraining
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evaluation. Intelligibility remained affected by the

homonymy, and stopping of fricatives remained an active

process.

Phonological knowledge . From the pretraining sample

until the follow-up, changes had occurred in the phonological

knowledge continuum. A detailed summary can be found in

Table 51. The affricates /tf / and /d^ / moved from Type 6 to

Type 5. The alveolar stop /t/ had changed from Type 4 to

Type 1, correct, by the follow-up, as had the nasal /m/. The

glide /j/ was realized correctly at the pretraining sample,

and was considered Type 1 phonological knowledge. However,

by the follow-up sample, this phoneme had changed to Type 4

phonological knowledge.

Performance summary for Subject 4

Subject 4 demonstrated a very slight increase in the

production of correct clusters from the pretraining level of

1% to 6% at the follow-up. Polly was producing clusters with

22% accuracy at the sixth and final probe, but this level was

not maintained in the period between the final probe and the

follow-up testing. The correct production of the trained

/sp/ and /st/ clusters was 21% by the final evaluation

compared with no correct productions at the pretraining

sample. The untrained /sk/ cluster was not produced

correctly in the pretraining sample, but the percentage of

occurrence by the follow-up was 3%. No significant changes

occurred in the correct production of initial strident Table
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Table 51. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 4 atthe follow-up evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge

Type 4

Continuum Type Phonemes

m n
b t d k gMost Type 1 z n

Knowledge £ ^

Type 2 p
J

Type 3

Type 5 t£ d^

Least Type 6 f v 9 *b
Knowledge

r
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initial strident singletons over the course of the

investigation. Finally, the feature of stridency did

increase from 5% to 13% by the follow-up, due in part to the

increased accuracy of the /s/ plus consonant clusters.

Only slight improvements were noted in the phonological

knowledge continuum from the pretraining to follow-up

samples. The affricates /tf / and /d^/ moved from Type 6 to

Type 5 knowledge at the follow-up. The fricatives, with the

exception of /^/ , did not change in placement on the

continuum over the course of the study. A slight improvement

in phonological deviancy scores as measured by the APP--R was

evidenced. Subject 4 had a phonological deviancy score of 41

at the pretraining evaluation compared with a follow-up score

of 39. This improvement changed Polly's severity rating from

severe (40-59) to moderate (20-39)

.

In summary, it appears that the training of /sp/ and

/st/ clusters resulted in phonological change in the

production of these clusters. However, generalization to

untrained clusters was slight, with only 3% of the untrained

/sk/ clusters produced correctly. Additionally, the training

did not appear to have a significant effect on the general-

ization of the strident feature.

Subject 5

Background information

Subject 5, Bobby, was aged 4 years, 4 months at the

beginning of the study. Developmental history was incomplete
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because Bobby had been adopted at age 3 by his present

parents. His adoptive mother reported concern about Bobby's

speech at the time of the adoption. Bobby was the fourth

child in a family of five children, with ages 12, 8, 6, 4,

and 2-1/2. He was enrolled in daily preschool at the time of

the study.

Test performance . On the PLS , Bobby achieved an

auditory comprehension age of 5:0 (year s :months) and verbal

ability age of 5:3 for an overall language age of 5:1-1/2.

On the PPVT--R , Bobby achieved an age equivalency of 5:3.

Thus, language skills were within normal limits. Pure tone

audiometric screening revealed normal thresholds.

Tympanometry indicated normal middle ear functioning.

Initial evaluation results are summarized in Table 3.

On the APP--R , Bobby achieved a phonological deviancy

score of 45, placing him in the severe range. A detailed

summary of the performance of Subject 5 on the APP--R can be

found in Table 52. The percentage of occurrence of consonant

sequence reduction, including consonant clusters, was 50%,

representing the largest percentage in the phonological

omission category. Liquid /r,$/, stridents, and liquid /l/

made up the largest percentage of the class deficiencies with

100%, 98%, and 81%, respectively.

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic inventory . Bobby's pretraining phonetic

inventory (Table 53) included the full repertoire of nasals,
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Table 52. Phonological analysis summary based on results
from the Assessment of Phonological Processes -- Revised for
Subject 5. "

'

Basic Phonological Processes

Phonological Omissions
Syllable Reductions
Consonant Sequence Reduction
Consonant Singleton Omissions

Prevocalic
Postvocalic

Class Deficiencies
Str idents
Velar Obstruents
Liquid (1)
Liquid (r ,3)
Nasals
Glides

% of Occurrence
Pretraining Follow-up

5

50

7

3

98
36
81

100

20

5

45

5

6

74
45
73
90

20

Total

Mean

Age Points (CA of 4:0 = 5)

Phonological Deviancy Score

Severity Rating

400

40

5

45

SEVERE

363

36

5

41

SEVERE
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glides and stops, with the glottal stop /?/ also evidenced.

Labial and alveolar fricatives were present, as well as the

glottal fricative /h/. The voiced affricates /dz/ and /&?/

were present in the inventory; however, /tf / was not

evidenced. Finally, the liquid /l/ was present in Bobby's

inventory, but /r/ was not.

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons . The

singleton realizations of Subject 5 will be described briefly

by raanner-of-articulation class. Phonological rule state-

ments and accompanying examples are presented in Appendix J.

Subject 5 demonstrated a consistent pattern of stopping of

fricatives (Table 54) . Stops replaced fricatives in all

positions with the exception of initial /h/ that was realized

as [0~ h] . Whereas, some fricatives, /f/, /v/, /s/, and

/h/, were occasionally observed in initial position in some

examples, intervocalic fricatives were always realized as

labial or alveolar stops. The stops were homorganic with the

fricatives they replaced and had the same voicing as the

target labial and alveolar fricatives. The correct

production of /f/ alternated with [p -^ b] in the initial

position and with [p] only in the final position. For /v/,

the initial and intervocalic realization was [d] . As with

final /f/, the correct realization of final /v/ alternated

with the homorganic stop [b] . The lingual-dental fricatives

were replaced by stops in all examples. The alveolar

fricatives /s/ and /z/ were replaced by the expected
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Table 54. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the fricatives for Subject 5.

Phoneme Position

t —* d

Initial Intervocalic Final

b~p~f p p^f

I d d~t

3 d

h fi~s h

d ~j6

d —-t
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homorganic stops in all positions. The stop /d/ alternated

with [t] in the initial position for /s/. Additionally,

final /z/ was omitted in some examples. The stop /d/

replaced /jy in all positions; however, for intervocalic and

final /jy , the [d] production alternated with [t] .

The summary of Bobby's stop and affricate realizations

are presented in Table 55. The stops /p/, /b/ , and /t/ were

realized correctly in all positions, as were /d/ and /g/ in

the initial and intervocalic positions. Final /d/ was

produced correctly in some examples and omitted in others.

The phoneme /k/ alternated with [g] in the initial position

for the target /k/, and was replaced by [t] in the

intervocalic position. Both final /g/ and /k/ alternated

with the alveolar stops /d/ and /t/, with the voicing

contrasts maintained. Deaf f r ication was common in the

realizations of /t£ / and /<% / (Table 55) in all positions

with only two correct productions of /d^ / noted across the

data sets.

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides for Subject 5 are presented in Table 56. The labial

and alveolar nasals were realized correctly in all positions.

There was only one example for the intervocalic /n/ , and the

realization was [n] . Three forms made up the realization for

final /rj/, [ rj -^ n] and omission of the final velar nasal.

Gliding was a common process in the realizations of liquid

/!/ and /r/ (Table 56) occurring in the initial and
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Table 55. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the stops and affricates for Subject 5.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

d — jtf

k —• g t t — k

g "-' d

d~- t t ~- k t — k

<% d — t d — d5
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Table 56. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 5.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

— n —

1 — w 1 — — V
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intervocalic positions, with /w/ replacing the liquids. For

liquid /l/, there were also some correct productions of the

target in the intervocalic and final positions. Final

position liquid /l/ was also vowelized or omitted. The

glides /w/ and /j/ (Table 56) were realized correctly in the

initial and intervocalic positions.

Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . Bobby's

phonetic realizations of the clusters can be found in Table

57. Correct cluster production occurred for only 2% of the

pretraining sample. The only clusters Bobby produced for

cluster targets in the pretraining sample were [dw] and [tw]

for /si/, and [bw] and [fw] for /br/. The /s/ plus stop

clusters were all reduced to the expected stop. Overall

cluster production (either correct or incorrect) occurred 29%

of the time in the pretraining sample. Examples of Bobby's

cluster attempts at the pretraining evaluation can be found

in Appendix J.

Homonyms . Subject 5 produced homonyms for 27% of the

pretraining sample set. Intelligibility was adversely

affected by this homonymy. The phonological process of

stopping contributed to this loss of contrasts.

Phonological knowledge . A continuum of phonological

knowledge for Subject 5 is presented in Table 58. Phonemes

realized correctly in all positions were considered adult-

like, and were assigned knowledge Type 1. The Type 1

phonemes from Bobby's sample were /p/ , /b/ , /m/, /w/, and
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Table 57. Cluster realizations for Subject 5 at the
pretraining and follow-up evaluations.

Pretraining Follow-up

sp > p sp > p^/f

st > t st > t ~< st

sk > k sk > k — sk

si > dw ~ tw si > tw

sn > n sn > n^sn

sin > m sra > in

br > bw-~fw br > f w ~-< bw
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Table 58. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 5 at
the pretraining evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

m n

P b
Most Type 1 w j

Knowledge

Type 2 t d g

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5 f v h

1

Least Type 6 8 s z 'S ^ 3
Knowledge tj
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/j/. The stops /t/, /d/, and /g/ were assigned Type 2

phonological knowledge because of the application of optional

rules. The velar stop /k/ was assigned Type 3 phonological

knowledge, with some correct productions in all positions,

but not for all morphemes. The Type 5 phonemes were those

that had correct productions in at least one position, but

not for all morphemes. Bobby's Type 5 phonemes were /f/,

/v/, /h/, /%/, /rj/, and /l/. Finally, those phonemes not in

Bobby's phonetic inventory, i.e., /s/, /z/, /jy, /^/ , /9/,

/Vf /If /# and /r/, were considered Type 6, non-adult-like.

Baseline measurements

Bobby's performance across time beginning with the

pretraining evaluation, and including the baseline

measurements, the probe measurements, and the follow-up

evaluation, is illustrated in Figures 14, 15, and 16. For

Subject 5, nine baseline measurements were made prior to the

initiation of training. Performance remained stable for all

baseline measures, with only 1% correct cluster production

noted in Baseline 1 (Figure 14). The percentage of initial

strident singletons (Figure 14) produced correctly did not

fluctuate significantly with the range from 1% to 10%

observed across the baselines. No /s/ plus stop clusters or

control clusters, (br), were produced correctly during any of

the measurements (Figure 14). Finally, percentages for

overall cluster production (either correct or incorrect) and

the feature of stridency (including clusters) were computed
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and are presented in Figure 16. The percentage of occurrence

for cluster productions (either correct or incorrect) remain-

ed stable with a range of 24% to 27%. Production of strident

phonemes did not follow a consistent pattern with a low of 4%

evidenced at Baseline 4 and a high of 27% at Baseline 6.

Probe measurements

Criterion for termination of the training of /sp/ and

/st/ clusters was reached at the fifth training session.

Correct cluster production (Figure 15) steadily increased

from a low of at Probe 1 to a high of 68% by the fifth and

final probe. No significant changes can be seen in the

production of correct strident singletons (Figure 15) . The

range was 3% to 11% across the probes. Performance measures

for the clusters /sp/ and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ during this

period are presented in Figure 14. It can be seen that there

were no correct productions of the control cluster /br/ over

the course of training. There was some change, however, in

the target clusters /sp/ and /st/ from no correct productions

in Probe 1 to 100% correct by the fifth and final probe. A

temporary drop occurred during Probe 3 from 75% correct in

Probe 2 to 25% correct in the third probe. Steady increases

in correct production of the /sk/ cluster can be seen from

Probe 1 to Probe 5 with a final correct production of 75% in

Probe 5.

The percentage of stridency (Figure 16) for those

initial consonants that should have been produced as
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stridents, including /s/ clusters, increased from 8% at Probe

1 to 100% by Probe 6. An interesting increase in actual

cluster production occurred during the course of training and

is presented in Figure 16. There was an increase from an

initial cluster occurrence of 25% in Probe 1 to a 100%

cluster occurrence in Probe 5.

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Test performance . As indicated in Table 52, slight

improvement was noted in the APP--R scores between the

pretraining evaluation and the final administration, some two

months later. During the initial evaluation, Bobby had a

phonological deviancy score of 45 compared to a final

phonological deviancy score of 41. Both scores are within

the severe range.

Consonant sequence reduction remained the highest

phonological omission at 45% compared with a pretraining

percentage of 50. Improvements were noted in liquid /r,37,

with a change in percentage of occurrence of liquid /r,3y

deficiencies from 100% to 90%. Liquid /t,$/, stridents, and

liquid /I/ remained the most frequently occurring class

deficiencies. Improvements were noted in the strident class,

with a change from 98% to 74%. Additionally, percentage of

occurrence of liquid /!/ deficiencies dropped from 81% to

73%.

Phonetic inventory . The phonetic inventory (Table 59)

for Subject 5 had changed from the pretraining sample to the
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follow-up sample in several ways. The fricatives /0/, /["/,

and /x/ had been added as marginal phones. Whereas the

affricate /dz/ was not present in the follow-up inventory,

the standard English affricate /tf / appeared. All other

aspects remained constant.

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons . Phono-

logical rule statements and accompanying examples are

presented in Appendix J. Subject 5 appeared to be in the

process of altering his realization of fricatives by the

follow-up evaluation (Table 60) . The emergence of stridency

was evidenced in the follow-up realizations of /f/ and /v/.

The initial /f/ realization was [f — p] , and the realization

of intervocalic /f/ had expanded to [ f ~~> v— p] . Final /f/

maintained the same realization. The /v/ phoneme was

produced correctly in all positions at the time of the

follow-up. The lingual-dental fricative /8/ had the same

realization in the initial position, [t], as at the

pretraining. Final /6/ changed from the stop [p] to [f-—' t]

at the follow-up, and intervocalic /9/ was replaced by [f]

.

No changes were noted in the realizations of initial and

intervocalic /V with both replaced by the stop [d] .

Additionally, the feature of stridency appeared to be

emerging in Bobby's realization of /[*/. The cluster [st] was

produced for
/J"/

in the initial position along with [t-—'d].

Intervocalic /jV was replaced by [tf ] , [dj], or [d] , and

final /r / was replaced by [d] only. No change was noted in
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Table 60. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
fricatives for Subject 5.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

f — b f ^> p ~, v f ~p

d ^ t

f ~ t

0~' d

t ~d ~ st d~tf~ C5

h~
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the realization of intervocalic /j/ (replaced by [d]
) , or

initial /h/ (realized as [h~' 0] ) .

By the follow-up evaluation, much change had occurred in

the realizations of the stop phonemes (Table 61) . At the

pretraining evaluation, /p/, /b/, and /t/ were realized

correctly in all positions. However, by the follow-up

sample, some additional phonemes emerged in the realizations.

The /p/ phoneme was realized as [p— f ] in all positions.

Initial and intervocalic /b/ were produced correctly,

however, word final /b/ had no clear realization, with six

different variations evidenced. Of these six different

variations, only two occurred more than once. Although /t/

was produced correctly in the initial and final positions,

the correct production alternated with [d] in the inter-

vocalic position. Final /d/ was realized as [d~-n-—'0],

whereas initial and intervocalic /d/ were produced correctly.

The velar stops, /k/ and /g/ were produced correctly in the

initial positions. However, the intervocalic /k/ was

replaced by [t], and final [k] was realized as [t~-'k.—-d].

Intervocalic and final /g/ were replaced by the alveolar stop

[d] .

The realizations of the affricates (Table 61) had

changed from the pretraining sample by the addition of

phonemes. Examples of /tf / and /dj/ replaced by alveolar

stops occurred in all positions. The realizations of initial

/tf / and /dj/ remained the same as at the pretraining sample.
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Table 61. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
stops and affricates for Subject 5.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

p^f p~ f p ~ f

t ^ a

b —' v^ m^-' n .— d -

—

• $

d — n

t <-' k -w d

f t — d t~tf

*l
d — t d — t ~ v d ~ t
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The affricate /tJV emerged in the intervocalic position,

although it alternated with [t] . Final /if / had changed from

a realization of [t— k] to [t] only. At the follow-up, the

correct production of /dj/ was no longer evidenced, with the

pretraining realization of [d~d5] changed to [d — t'— v] .

Final /d^/ changed from [d] only to the alternation of [d]

and [t] , with some examples of the target also omitted.

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides are presented in Table 62. The realizations of all

nasals remained the same as those in the pretraining sample

with the exception of final /*/ . Final /n/ was produced

correctly at the follow-up. The liquids and glides remained

the same from the pretraining to the follow-up evaluation

(Table 62) .

Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . Bobby's

phonetic realizations of the clusters at the follow-up are

presented in Table 57. By the follow-up evaluation, Subject

5 was producing slightly more correct clusters than at the

pretraining. Percentage of correct clusters (Figure 14) went

from a pretraining level of 2% to 5% at the follow-up.

Performance on the clusters /sp/ and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ can

be found in Figure 15. Some stridency was added to the

realization of /sp/ in the form of [f ] . This production

could be considered a coalescence of the stridency feature of

/s/ and the labial place feature of /p/. The /st/ cluster

was realized correctly in some examples, and as [t] in
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Table 62. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 5.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

l^w 1 ^ ~/ v
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others. Only 2% of the target clusters /sp/ and /st/ were

produced correctly (Figure 15) . There was one example of

/sk/ realized correctly, with the remainder realized as /k/.

At the time of the pretraining evaluation, there was one

correct production of /br/. By the follow-up, no correct

realizations were evidenced (Figure 15) . The cluster /si/

changed from a realization of [dw^—• tw] to [tw] only. The

/s/ plus nasal clusters remained essentially the same across

evaluations, with the exception of one correct production of

/sn/ at the follow-up evaluation. Percentage of overall

cluster occurrence (either correct or incorrect) was 34%, up

slightly from the pretraining level of 29%. Examples of

Bobby's cluster attempts at the follow-up can be found in

Appendix J.

Homonyms . Subject 5 produced homonyms for 23% of the

follow-up sample compared with 27% at the pretraining

evaluation. Intelligibility remained affected, and stopping

of fricatives remained an active process for Subject 5.

Phonological knowledge . From the pretraining sample

until the follow-up evaluation, considerable change had

occurred in the phonological continuum (Table 63) . The

fricative /v/ changed from Type 5 to Type 1, correct and

adult-like. The voiceless cognate /£/ moved from Type 5 to

Type 3 at the follow-up. The phonemes, ,/W and /l/,

changed from Type 5 to Type 4. The affricate /tf/, not

present in the pretraining inventory, was assigned Type 5
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Table 63. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 5 at
the follow-up evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

m n
Most Type 1 v

Knowledge w j

Type 2 t d

p b k

Type 3 f

r)

Type 4 g
1

Type 5 h

Least Type 6 9 s ^ f 3Knowledge r
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knowledge at the follow-up. Finally, three phonemes changed

in the phonological assignment with movement toward the

least-knowledge end of the continuum. The stops /p/ and /b/

moved from Type 1, correct, adult-like, to Type 3 knowledge.

Also, the stop /g/ changed from Type 2 to Type 4 knowledge by

the follow-up.

Performance summary for Subject 5

Subject 5 was producing slightly more correct clusters

by the follow-up sample, 5% compared to a pretraining level

of 2%. Additionally, the occurrence of actual cluster

productions (either correct or incorrect) also increased from

29% to 34% by the follow-up evaluation. The changes in the

trained /sp/ and /st/ clusters were negligible, with no

correct productions in the pretraining sample and only 2%

produced correctly at the follow-up. The untrained /sk/

cluster had a higher proportion of correct productions by the

follow-up, with 4% present compared to at the pretraining

sample. The correct production of initial strident

singletons increased from 5% to 30%, and the feature of

stridency (including clusters) increased from 4% to 22%.

Bobby's speech samples were different from the

pretraining evaluation to the follow-up. Some reorganization

or change was evidenced in the addition of phonemes and

marginal phonemes to the final phonetic inventory. Changes

occurred in fricative productions over time, with the

emergence of /f/ in the intervocalic position. The phoneme
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/v/ had emerged completely by the time of the follow-up

evaluation. The alveolar fricatives /s/ and /z/ underwent

considerable change. It appeared that Subject 5 was in a

process of experimentation with these phonemes, as evidenced

by the final consonant realizations that included six

different realizations for /s/ and five for /z/.

Slight changes in the phonological continuum were

observed for the fricatives /f/ and /v/, and the affricate

/tf/. The /v/ phoneme moved from Type 5 to Type 1 knowledge;

/f/ moved from Type 5 to Type 3; and /tf / moved from Type 6

to Type 5. Other changes involved movement toward the least-

knowledge end of the continuum for /p/, /b/, and /g/.

Subject 5 remained in the severe category for both

administrations of the APP--R , with a pretraining phono-

logical deviancy score of 45 compared with a follow-up score

of 41. Consonant sequence reduction remained the most

frequently occurring phonological omission. It would appear

that Bobby's phonological system was in the process of

reorganization by the follow-up sample. It is questionable,

however, that the training on the /s/ plus stop target

clusters had any significant effect on the child's overall

system.

Subject 6

Background information

Subject 6, John, was aged 4 years, 6 months at the

beginning of the study. He was the product of an
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unremarkable pregnancy, and all developmental milestones were

within the normal range. John is the youngest of two

children, with a brother three years older. John's brother

was reported to have had a speech problem that was resolved

with no intervention. At the time of the study, John was

enrolled in a daily preschool program.

Test performance

On the PLS , John achieved an auditory comprehension age

of 5:9 (years:months) and verbal ability age of 6:1-1/2 for

an overall language age of 5:1-1/2. On the PPVT--R, John

achieved an age equivalency of 5:5. Thus, language skills

were above his chronological age. Pure tone audiometric

screening revealed normal thresholds, and tympanometry

indicated normal middle ear functioning. Initial evaluation

results are summarized in Table 3.

On the APP--R , John achieved a phonological deviancy

score of 55, placing him in the severe range. A detailed

summary of the pretraining performance of Subject 6 on the

APP—

R

can be found in Table 64. The percentage of occur-

rence of consonant sequence reduction, including consonant

clusters, was 125%, representing the largest percentage in

the phonological omission category. A percentage of

occurrence above 100% is possible because the test instru-

ment is based on the reduction of consonant sequences to one

element (Hodson, 1986). In John's case, entire consonant

sequences were omitted. Stridents, liquid /r ,$/ , liquid ,/!/,
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Table 64. Phonological analysis summary based on results
from the Assessment of Phonological Processes -- Revised for
Subject 6~. ~~

Basic Phonological Processes
% of Occurrence

Pretraining Follow-up

Phonological Omissions
Syllable Reductions
Consonant Sequence Reduction
Consonant Singleton Omissions
Prevocalic
Postvocalic

Class Deficiencies
Stridents
Velar Obstruents
Liquid (1)
Liquid (r,2f)

Nasals
Glides

125

25
26

79
14
82
86
11
50

65

16
23

62
9

27
86
11
20

Total

Mean

Age Points (CA of 4:0 = 5)

Phonological Deviancy Score

Severity Rating

498

50

5

55

SEVERE

288

29

5

34

MODERATE
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and glides made up the largest percentage of the class

deficiencies with 79%, 86%, 82%, and 50%, respectively.

Initial phonological evaluation

Phonetic inventory . John's pretraining phonetic

inventory (Table 65) included the full complement of nasals,

stops, affricates, and glides. All fricatives were present,

with the exceptions of the lingual-dental fricatives /8/ and

/%/ , with A/ being marginal, and /0/ absent from the

inventory

.

Phonetic realizations of singleton consonants . The

singleton realizations of Subject 6 will be described briefly

by manner-of-articulation class. Phonological rule state-

ments and accompanying examples are presented in Appendix K.

Subject 6 evidenced patterns of omission and glottal replace-

ment in his production of fricatives (Table 66) . The labial

fricatives ft/ and /v/ were produced correctly in all

positions. However, initial /v/ was omitted in some

examples. The realizations of the alveolar fricatives were

unclear. Initial /s/ was realized as [jZ$ ~> f ^ 3 ^ s] , with

intervocalic and final /s/ realized as [7-~' 0~f]. The

replacement of /s/ with [f] occurred in a morpheme-specific

context, with the words icy and ice produced as [cTif 1 ] and

[oif
] , respectively. The final /z/ realization paralleled

that of the final /s/ with the realization of [0~ 7.—' z] .

Initial /z/ was realized as [-z^ dz -—' —> 2] , and

intervocalic /z/ was omitted in all target words. Omission
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Table 66. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the fricatives for Subject 6.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

V V-—'
<f>

v v

9 p —' ?
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of the palatal /C / was evidenced in all positions. However,

some examples containing initial /("/ were produced correctly,

and some examples containing intervocalic and final /("/ were

replaced by [?] . The glottal fricative /h/ was realized

correctly in the initial position. Initial and intervocalic

/6/ were omitted, and examples of /9/ replaced by [?] were

evidenced in the intervocalic position. For /"%/ , the initial

position was realized as [d~ 0] , and intervocalic /%/ was

replaced by the glottal stop /?/.

The phonetic realizations of the stops and affricates

are presented in Table 67. The stops /p/, /b/, /k/, and /g/

were produced correctly in all positions, as were /t/ and /d/

in the initial and intervocalic positions. In the final

position, /t/ and /d/ were produced correctly in some

examples but were omitted in others. Additionally, final /t/

alternated with [?]. As with the fricatives, glottal

replacement and consonant omissions were active in John's

affricate realizations (Table 67). These realizations were

unclear. Initial /tf / had four different representations,

[f^ tf
—

• t — 0] , with intervocalic /tf/ / realized as [ ?•—-' f] ,

and final /tf / as [0~~' 7~ |~ ] . Initial /d* / was realized as

[cU ~ f.—» d] , and intervocalic and final /dx/ as [ 7~^ 0] •

A summary of John's phonetic realizations of the nasals,

liquids, and glides at the pretraining evaluation are

presented in Table 68. For Subject 6, the labial and

alveolar nasals were produced correctly in all positions.
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Table 67. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the stops and affricates for Subject 6.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

t~?

d ~0

d ^'""l — d ? ^ ?~0
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Table 68. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 6.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

•0~ n

1 ~ v-'
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The intervocalic and final /Vj/ were produced correctly,

although final M/ also alternated with [n] . The liquid /l/

was produced correctly in the initial and intervocalic

positions. In the final position, the target was produced

correctly, vowelized or omitted. The liquid /r/ was replaced

by the glide [w] in the initial and intervocalic positions.

The glides /w/ and /j/ were produced correctly in the initial

and intervocalic positions (Table 68)

.

Phonetic realizations of consonant clusters . Cluster

production was infrequent in John's pretraining sample. The

cluster realizations at the pretraining sample are presented

in Table 69. One correct production of /sp/ was evidenced,

and [fw] and [bw] were produced for the control cluster /br/.

The /s/ plus stop clusters were reduced to the expected

stops. The control cluster /br/ was realized as

[0~ f — b —' fw— bw] . The /si/ cluster was realized as

[0~f]. The /s/ plus nasal clusters /sn/ and /sm/ were

realized as
[0~J"] and [0~'f~m], respectively. Examples

of John's cluster attempts can be found in Appendix K.

Homonyms . Subject 6 produced homonyms for 17% of the

pretraining sample set. Intelligibility was moderately

affected by the loss of contrasts. The processes of omission

and glottal replacement attributed to the homonymy.

Phonological knowledge . A continuum of phonological

knowledge for Subject 6 is presented in Table 70. Phonemes

realized correctly in all positions were considered adult-



Table 69. Cluster realizations for Subject 6 at the
pretraining and follow-up evaluations.

209

Pretraining Follow-up

sp > p >~- sp

st > t

sp > p

st > t

sk > k sk > k

si > 0~ f^ s si > 0~s

sn > 0~
J" sn >

sm > 0~ f ,—-m sm >

br > >—> f ^ b -—' fw —' bw br > bw —-b
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Table 70. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 6 at
the pretraining evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

m n

P b k g
Most Type 1 h

Knowledge w j

d
Type 2 v

1

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5 s j

Least Type 6 f 9 T> z
Knowledge r
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like, and were assigned knowledge Type 1. The Type 1

phonemes from John's sample were /h/, /p/, /b/, /k/, /g/,

/m/, /n/, /w/, and /j/. Because of the application of

optional rules, /v/, /d/, /q/, and /l/ were assigned Type 2

phonological knowledge. The stop /t/ was assigned Type 3

knowledge, characterized by some productions correct in all

positions, but not for all morphemes. The fricatives /s/ and

/j/ and the affricates /tf / and /dz,/ were assigned Type 5

phonological knowledge. These targets were produced

correctly in at least one position, but not for all

morphemes. Finally, the phonemes not in John's inventory,

i.e., /f/, /z/, /jA /9/ 1 /"%/ , and /r/, were considered Type

6 or non-adult-like.

Baseline measurements

John's performance across time, beginning with the

pretraining evaluation through the follow-up sample, is

illustrated in Figures 17, 18, and 19. Eleven baseline

measures were made prior to initiation of training for

Subject 6. Performance remained stable for all baseline

measures. During the baseline, correct cluster production

(Figure 17) was evidenced in Baseline 1 only, with 1%

occurrence. The percentage of initial strident singletons

produced correctly did not increase significantly, with the

range from 50% to 64% observed across the baselines. One

correct /sp/ production was evidenced in Baseline 1. There-

after, no /s/ plus stop clusters (Figure 18 ) were produced
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correctly. There were no instances of correct production of

the control cluster /br/ (Figure 18)

.

Finally, percentages for overall consonant cluster

production (either correct or incorrect) and the feature of

stridency (including clusters) were computed and are

presented in Figure 19. Overall cluster production remained

stable with a high of 5% evidenced at Baselines 1 and 11.

The percentage of stridency for those initial consonants that

should have been produced as stridents, including /s/

clusters, also remained stable.

Probe measurements

Criterion for termination of training of the /sp/ and

/st/ clusters occurred at the fifth training session. No

significant changes in correct cluster production (Figure 17)

were observed over the course of the generalization measures,

with 3% correct observed at Probe 2. Additionally, the

correct production of initial strident singletons (Figure 17)

did not change significantly. Performance measures for the

clusters /sp/ and /st/, /sk/, and /br/ during this period are

presented in Figure 18. There were no correct productions of

the control cluster /br/ or the untrained cluster /sk/ over

the course of training. No significant change occurred in

the productions of the /s/ plus stop cluster targets /sp/ and

/st/, with the only correct productions occurring in Probe 2

(13%). However, the feature of stridency (Figure 19),

including /s/ clusters, did show increases during the probe
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measurements with a final level of 68% at Probe 5. Overall

cluster production (Figure 19) also increased from the

baseline levels with 22% occurrence by Probe 5.

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Test performance . As indicated in Table 64,

improvements were noted in the APP--R scores from the

pretraining evaluation until the final administration, some

two months later. During the initial evaluation, John had a

phonological deviancy score of 55 compared to a follow-up

phonological deviancy score of 37. The former score was

within the severe range (40-59) and the latter in the

moderate range (20-39)

.

Consonant sequence reduction remained the highest

phonological omission at 65%, compared to a pretraining

percentage of 125%. Glide deficiencies improved from 50% to

20% at the follow-up. Stridents, liquid /l/, and liquid

/r ,$/ remained the most frequently occurring class

deficiencies. However, improvements were noted, with

strident deficiencies dropping from 79% to 62%, and liquid

/!/ dropping from 82% to 27%. The percentage of occurrence

for liquid /r ,$/ deficiencies remained the same at 86%.

Phonetic inventory . One change in the fricative class

was noted in John's phonetic inventory (Table 71) at the time

of the follow-up sample. The phoneme /%/ was present in the

inventory, changing from its earlier marginal form. All

other aspects remained the same.
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Phonetic realizations of singleton consonants . Phono-

logical rule statements and accompanying examples are

presented in Appendix K. Examples are included only for the

realizations that differ from the adult model. By the

follow-up evaluation, an increase in the feature of stridency

was noted for the fricatives (Table 72) . The labial

fricatives /f/ and /v/ were produced correctly in all

positions by the follow-up. The fricative /8/ was omitted in

the initial and final positions, and did not occur in the

data set in the intervocalic position. The phoneme /£/ was

realized as [d-—-%] in the initial position, and was replaced

by the glottal stop in the intervocalic position. Initial

/s/ was omitted, with intervocalic /s/ either omitted or

replaced by the glottal stop at the follow-up. Final /s/ was

either produced correctly, omitted, or replaced by the

glottal stop. For /z/, the initial realization was

[0~ dj -w ^ ] . Intervocalic /z/ continued to be omitted, and

final /z/ was either produced correctly or omitted. The

affricate /tf/ was introduced to the realization of the

palatal fricative /C / , with [
j"—- tf ] produced in all

positions; however /f/ alternated with [?] and [tf ] in the

final position. The phoneme /h/ was produced correctly in

the initial position.

The phonetic realizations of the stops and affricates

are presented in Table 73. The stops were produced correctly

in all three positions. Omission, deaf f r ication, and glottal
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Table 72. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
fricatives for Subject 6.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

s ? ~ 7^s^0

z <-~ ojj — 3 (Z^ .—/ z

3 ^
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Table 73. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
stops and affricates for Subject 6.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

c$ 03 ^5-^3 ^^ 1"
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replacement observed in the pretraining realizations of the

affricates were absent from the follow-up (Table 73) . The

affricate /tj" / was produced correctly in all positions. The

voiced cognate /dj/ was produced correctly in all positions,

although /dj / alternated with /j/ intervocalically and with

/tf / finally.

John's phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides are presented in Table 74. By the follow-up, the

nasals were correctly realized in all positions. Liquid /l/

showed no change in the initial and intervocalic positions,

with correct productions observed in these positions.

However, the realization in the final position changed from

[1- — v] to [l—'V] only. There was no change in liquid

A/ from the pretraining sample to the follow-up. Realiz-

ations of the glides (Table 74) were the same as that of the

pretraining sample.

Phonological realizations of consonant clusters . By the

follow-up evaluation, the greatest change was a collapse of

the number of different phonemes included in the realiz-

ations. A summary of cluster realizations at the follow-up

evaluation can be found in Table 69. Percentage of correct

clusters (Figure 17) went from a pretraining level of 1% to

4% at the follow-up. The /s/ plus stop clusters (Figure 13)

were replaced by the expected stops. No correct productions

of these targets were observed. The control cluster /br/ was

replaced by the expected stop or the cluster [bw] with no
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Table 74. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 6.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

1 — V
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correct productions evidenced. The /si/ cluster was either

reduced to the fricative [s] or omitted completely.

Additionally, the /s/ plus nasal clusters were completely

omitted by the follow-up sample. The percentage of overall

cluster production (either correct or incorrect) changed from

a pretraining level of 3% to 21% by the follow-up sample

(Figure 19). Examples of John's cluster attempts can be

found in Appendix K.

Homonyms . Subject 6 produced homonyms for 13% of the

follow-up sample compared with 17% at the pretraining

evaluation. Intelligibility remained significantly affected.

The process of consonant sequence omission contributed to the

loss of contrasts.

Phonological knowledge . Positive changes had occurred

in the phonological knowledge continuum from the pretraining

sample until the follow-up evaluation for Subject 6. A

detailed summary can be found in Table 75. The fricative /f/

moved from Type 6 phonological knowledge to Type 1, correct

adult-like, and /v/ moved from Type 2 to Type 1. The phoneme

/J/
moved from Type 5 to Type 3, with some correct

productions in all positions, but not for all morphemes. All

stops were Type 1 by the follow-up. The affricate /€ / was

realized correctly at the follow-up and moved from Type 5 to

Type 1 knowledge. The voiced cognate /d^/ moved from Type 5

to Type 3. The nasal /n/ changed from Type 2 to Type 1

phonological knowledge by the follow-up.
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Table 75. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 6 at
the follow-up evaluation.

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

m n

p b t d k g
Most Type 1 f v h

Knowledge tj*

w j

J

<*5

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5 >% s z

Least Type 6 ^ 5
Knowledge r
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Performance summary for Subject 6

Subject 6 did not show significant increases in the

correct production of clusters, moving from a pretraining

level of 1% to only 4% by the follow-up. The occurrence of

cluster production (either correct or incorrect) increased

from 3% to 21%. There was no change in production of /sp/,

/st/, /sk/, or /br/ clusters, with no correct productions at

the pretraining or follow-up samples. The correct production

of initial strident singletons increased from 49% to 73% over

the course of the investigation. No such increases were

observed for the feature of stridency because of the

inclusion of the /s/ plus consonant clusters.

Several changes were evidenced in the phonological

knowledge continuum for Subject 6 over the course of the

study. There was movement toward the correct adult target

for the phonemes ft/, /v/, /z/,
/J/,

and /%/ . The stops were

all categorized as Type 1 knowledge by the follow-up. The

fricatives /f/ and /v/ were realized correctly by the follow-

up. The palatal /C / moved from Type 5 to type 3. The

phonemes /z/ and /%/ changed from Type 6 to Type 5 at the

follow-up.

Considerable change occurred in the phonological

deviancy scores derived from the APP--R . John had a follow-

up score of 37 compared to the pretraining score of 55. He

had moved from the severe to the moderate category by the

follow-up.
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It is evident from the data that the phonological system

of Subject 6 was in the process of change. These changes

appeared to be in the direction of correct, adult-like

realizations. However, the production of clusters remained a

significant problem for Subject 6. Thus, it is hypothesized

that while the treatment did not have a direct result on the

production of clusters, phonological remediation did serve to

facilitate changes in John's production of singletons,

particularly strident fricatives.

Performance summary for Group 2: Severe

All subjects in Group 2 showed a slight increase in

correct cluster production. The range of correct cluster

production for Subjects 4, 5, and 6 was 4% to 6%. Subjects 4

and 5 showed increases in the production of the target

clusters /sp/ and /st/ with percentages of 21% and 2%,

respectively. Some generalization to the untrained /sk/

cluster was observed for Subjects 4 and 5; however, the

percentage correct was below 5%. Subject 6 did not

demonstrate significant changes in his production of

consonant clusters.

There appeared to be some generalization of the strident

feature for all subjects, although the type of generalization

differed across the subjects. Subject 4 had a slight

increase in the production of stridency, with the inclusion

of /s/ plus consonant clusters. For Subject 5, increases in

correct initial strident singletons, as well as overall
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stridency, were evidenced. Subject 6 had significant

increases in the production of initial strident singletons

with a final percentage of 73. Thus, changes did occur in

the speech samples of these three subjects. However, the

extent and breadth of the changes were not as great as the

Group 1 subjects.

Summary of Results

Question 1: The effect of severity on generalization

following cluster training . Based on the results of the

individual phonological assessments, it does appear that the

severity rating from the APP--R could have been used as a

predictor of generalization of training for the elimination

of cluster reduction. The subjects with moderate severity

levels evidenced greater generalization than the subjects

with severe ratings. Of the six subjects, only one, Subject

2, had a lower phonological deviancy score at the follow-up

than at the pretraining evaluation. This subject also had

low levels of correct production of the training clusters

/sp/ and /st/ (6%) and the untrained cluster /sk/ (4%)

.

However, other subjects, Subjects 5 and 6, had equally low or

lower levels of correct production of these clusters. Thus,

the use of severity as a gauge of possible amounts of

generalization may serve as a gross estimate of progress,

with subjects with moderate severity ratings making greater

progress than their counterparts with severe ratings.
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Question 2: The effect of phonological knowledge on

generalization following cluster training . Changes in the

phonological knowledge continua did occur for all six

subjects. Each subject showed change in at least 5 different

phonemes, with a range of 5 to 9 phonemes changing from the

pretraining sample to the follow-up evaluation. However, the

changes were mixed, with most of the phonemes evidencing

change moving toward the most-knowledge end of the continuum

(73% of the total sample). However, no clear patterns were

observed. Those subjects in the moderate group that showed

the greatest amount of generalization of training did not

show the greatest change in the phonological knowledge

continua.

Thus, it did not appear that an analysis of phonological

knowledge provided insight into a given subject's progress in

the training program, or served as a predictor of general-

ization in the training of /s/ plus stop clusters. Given

that the remediation targets were chosen irrespective of the

placement of the individual phonemes on the phonological

knowledge continuum, the actual function of the continuum may

have been bypassed.

Question 3: The effect of severity on generalization

one month following cluster training . All subjects showed

increases in correct productions at the follow-up evaluation.

These increases were evidenced differently for each subject,

but the increases did occur for the /s/ plus stop clusters
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and for the overall stridency feature. Subjects 1, 2, and 3

had the greatest increases in correct production for both

correct cluster production and /s/ plus stop cluster

production.

All subjects with the exception of Subject 6 did exhibit

generalization of the /s/ plus stop training to untrained

stimuli. Increases in the correct production of /sk/ were

observed in Subjects 1 through 5. All subjects showed

increased production of correct clusters by the follow-up

indicating a generalization of the consonant cluster form in

the initial position. For the feature of stridency, Subjects

2, 5, and 6 evidenced increased production of correct initial

stridents. For Subjects 1 and 4, there were drops of only 1%

for each. Subject 3, however, moved from a pretraining

accuracy level for initial strident singletons of 94% to 87%

by the follow-up.

Thus, a broad statement can be made regarding

generalization. All subjects involved in a remediation

program for /s/ plus stop clusters demonstrated general-

ization of the trained stimuli to untrained stimuli. The

generalization occurred on two parameters, cluster production

and stridency. However, one broad statement can not be made

regarding the amount of generalization or the breadth of

generalization. Each subject followed an individual pattern

of learning with differing levels of accuracy across the

course of the investigation.
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Question 4: The effect of individual differences on the

amount of generalization . Whereas individual differences

were observed among the subjects, no specific differences can

be attributed to the success or failure of a given child to

generalize the trained stimuli. However, some interesting

observations should be made about the subjects.

For Subject 2, the process of final consonant deletion

may have interfered with progress on the training clusters.

Although the training involved initial consonants, Subject 2

may not have been ready to begin work on these targets. More

success may have occurred if elimination of final consonant

deletion was targeted prior to work on consonant clusters.

Subject 3 was inattentive during many sessions over the

course of the study. It was necessary to allow several

breaks during any one session. This inattentiveness may have

hindered his overall progress. He responded correctly during

the training portion of each session, but was not able to

maintain the correct productions for the generalization

probes. Also, these correct productions were not

incorporated into his phonological system.

Subjects 4 and 5 evidenced a significant amount of

stopping of fricatives at the beginning of the investigation.

It is hypothesized that this pattern would hinder progress on

the target /s/ plus stop clusters. The stopping of

fricatives and affricates may serve to make to phonological

system more resistent to change in the feature of stridency.
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There were increases in the production of stridency during

training for both subjects. However, by the follow-up, the

percentage of stridency had dropped close to the pretraining

levels. Training on the [+ continuant] feature prior to

training /s/ plus stop clusters may have resulted in more

positive changes.

Subject 6 appeared to be highly stimulable, with changes

in production noted across the baselines based on auditory

input only. After hearing the production, Subject 6 would

produce given phonemes correctly. However, in spontaneous

productions, these same phonemes were produced incorrectly.

It appeared that Subject 6 was a highly auditory learner.

However, his improved productions during probe measurements

were not reflected in the follow-up percentages. This

suggests that the changes were not incorporated in his

phonological system.



SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Overview

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the

relationship between severity of phonological disability and

generalization in preschool children. Two severity groups,

moderate and severe, were determined through the adminis-

tration of the APP—

R

. The single-subject research design

chosen for this investigation was the multiple baseline

across subject design. All subjects within a given severity

level served as controls for the other subjects at that

level. One subject from each of the two severity groups

received training while the remaining subjects were followed

in baseline. Following baseline measurements, training of

the /s/ plus stop clusters /sp/ and /st/ was initiated.

Generalization probes which included untrained /sp/ and /st/

clusters, as well as /sk/ clusters and initial strident

singletons, were administered following each training

session. Additionally, a control cluster /br/ was followed

as an additional within-subject controlling factor.

Additional Subject

Through the University of Florida Speech and Hearing

Clinic, an additional subject was available. Study of this

child was initiated because his phonological disorder was in

the profound range of severity based on the results of the

232
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APP--R . Although he was not considered in analysis of the

results, he completed the identical training as the other six

subjects. The results for Subject 7 are presented in the

same format as those in the formal results section.

Subject 7

Background information

Subject 7, Eric, was aged 5 years, 1 month at the

beginning of the study. He was the product of an unremark-

able pregnancy, and all developmental milestones were within

the normal range. Eric's parents first noticed his speech

problem when he was about age three. He is the youngest of

two children, with a sister four years older. At the time of

the study, Eric was enrolled in a daily preschool program.

Test performance

On the PLS , Eric achieved an auditory comprehension age

of 5:10-1/2 (years:months) and verbal ability age of 5:3 for

an overall language age of 5:8-1/4. On the PPVT--R , Eric

achieved an age equivalency of 5:1. Thus, language skills

were within normal limits. Pure tone audiometric screening

revealed normal thresholds. Tympanometry also revealed

normal middle ear functioning. Initial evaluation results

are summarized in Table 3.

On the APP--R , Eric achieved a phonological deviancy

score of 77, placing him in the profound range (60 or above)

of severity. A detailed summary of his performance on the

APP—

R

can be found in Table 76. Five points were added to
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Table 75. Phonological analysis summary based on results
from the Assessment of Phonological Processes -- Revised for
Subject 7.

% of Occurrence
Basic Phonological Processes Pretraining Follow-up

Phonological Omissions
Syllable Reductions 5 21
Consonant Sequence Reduction 103 98
Consonant Singleton Omissions

Prevocalic
Postvocalic 65 65

Class Deficiencies
Stridents 93 8i
Velar Obstruents 91 100
Liquid (1) 91 91
Liquid (r,S) 100 100
Nasals 11 o
Glides 60 50

Total 619 606

Mean 6 2 61

Age Points (CA of 5:0 = 10) 10 10

Additional Points (Backing > 5) 5 5

Phonological Deviancy Score 77 76

Severity Rating PROFOUND PROFOUND
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his phonological deviancy score due to the presence of 5 or

more occasions of backing (Hodson, 1986) . The percentage of

occurrence of consonant sequence reduction, including

consonant clusters, was 103%, representing the largest

percentage in the phonological omission category.

Postvocalic singleton omission was also a frequently

occurring process at 65%. All class deficiencies, with the

exception of the nasal class, were frequently occurring. The

liquid /r, 3V class had a percentage of occurrence of 100%,

with stridents at 93%, velar obstruents and liquid /l/ at

91%, and glides at 60%.

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic inventory . The full complement of nasals,

stops, affricates, and glides were present in Eric's

pretraining phonetic inventory (Table 77) . The glottal stop

was also present. The fricatives /v/, /%/ , /z/, /C/ , and /h/

were evidenced, as was liquid /l/.

Phonetic realizations for consonant singletons . The

singleton realizations of Subject 7 will be described briefly

by manner-of-articulation class. Phonological rule state-

ments and accompanying examples are presented in Appendix L.

Due to the application of of phonological processes in

context-specific situations, the descriptions of Subject 7

will be based on position rather than individual phonemes.

Eric's approach to fricatives was consistent and rule-

governed. The phonetic realizations of the fricatives are
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presented in Table 78. Word initial voiceless fricatives

were produced as [h] , although /C / became [t] on two

occasions. The word initial voiced fricatives were more

variable, but typically, these targets were produced as a

glide, homorganic stop, or in the case of /v/, occasionally

the correct fricative. All intervocalic fricatives were

affected by reduplication of the initial syllable. The

consonant beginning the second syllable was identical with

the consonant beginning the first syllable. For example, the

word coughing was realized as [toto] , shovel as [hAhA],

fishing as [hi hi ] , and feather as [hehe.] . Word final

fricatives were either omitted or replaced by [?] or both.

In two examples, word final /s/ was replaced by [M.

Eric's phonetic realizations of the stops and affricates

are presented in Table 79. Whereas some correct productions

were observed in some positions, no single stop or affricate

was realized correctly in all positions. The labial and

alveolar stops were produced correctly in the initial

position. Fronting of velars was observed in the initial

realizations of /k/ and /g/, with /k/ replaced by [t] , and

/g/ replaced by [d] . The affricates in the initial position

were produced correctly in some examples and reduced to the

expected stop in others. Only /p/ and /b/ appeared correctly

in the intervocalic position. Other stops and affricates

were affected by the reduplication of the initial syllable.

Word final stops were often correct, but also alternated with
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Table 78. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the fricatives for Subject 7.

Phoneme Position

d^S

Initial Intervocalic Final

reduplication ? ~ jtf

w ~ v r>~ b reduplication

0~i

h reduplication -
—

' ?—'

J

w -—' j ~ d reduplication

h ~- t reduplication ? —'

1
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Table 79. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the stops and affricates for Subject 7.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

P P ~ ?

b

reduplication ?-^-/ t-^

reduplication
(j>

reduplication ? »- k

~

reduplication ~ g

tf t ~ tj" reduplication

d} d — djj *

Mote: [*] denotes insufficient evidence to determine
realization.
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[?], or were omitted, or both. Voiced final stops and both

affricates were always omitted or replaced by the glottal

stop.

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides at the pretraining evaluation are presented in Table

80. The labial and alveolar nasals were produced correctly

in all positions, although the intervocalic nasals had no

singleton examples. Final M/ was produced correctly or

omitted. Liquid /l/ and /r/ (Table 80) were replaced by the

glide /w/ in the initial position, as was intervocalic /r/.

Inter-vocalic /!/ was affected by reduplication of the

initial syllable. Final /l/ was produced correctly in some

examples, and omitted or vowelized in other examples. The

glides were correct in the initial position, but

reduplication precluded the determination of the intervocalic

realizations.

Cluster realizations for consonant clusters . The only

clusters occurring in Eric's pretraining sample for the

target clusters were two instances of [bw] for /br/. A

summary of cluster realizations for Subject 7 can be found in

Table 81. Eric's realizations of clusters appeared to

involve ordered rules. The /sp/ cluster was usually reduced

to the expected stop [p] , sometimes with voicing added ( [b] )

.

A parallel realization was evidenced for /st/, with the

cluster reduced to the expected stops [t] or fd] . An ordered

phonological rule appeared to be operating in the realization
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Table 80. Summary of pretraining phonetic realizations of
the nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 7.

Phoneme ' Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

reduplication

reduplication n

1~

reduplication 1 —' ~- v
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Table 81. Cluster realizations for Subject 7 at the
pretraining and follow-up evaluations.

Pr etraining Follow-up

sp > p — b sp > sp — p

st > t st > st ~' t

sk > d ~ k sk > st ^ t ~ d

si > h si > h '—' s:h ~ s

sn > n sn > sn^ n

sm > m sm > sin ^-> m

br > b ~ bw br > sp~ b
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of /k/ which became [d~ k] . There were two possible paths

for the realization of /sk/ as [d] . One possibility involves

the fronting of the velar /k/, resulting in the cluster [st]

that was then reduced to [d] as described above. The second

path involves first, the reduction of the cluster to the

expected stop [k] , followed by the fronting of the velar to

[d] . Further, the /si/ cluster was realized as [h] that may

be explained by the application of two ordered rules. The

cluster may be reduced to the fricative [s] that is then

replaced by [h] . The /s/ plus nasal stops were reduced to

the expected nasal. The examples of Eric's cluster attempts

are presented in Appendix L.

Homonyms . Subject 7 produced homonyms for 46% of the

pretraining sample set. Intelligibility was severely

affected by this loss of contrasts. Eric's speech was

essentially unintelligible to a naive listener if the topic

was not shared.

Phonological knowledge . A continuum of phonological

knowledge for Subject 7 is presented in Table 82. Phonemes

realized correctly in all positions were considered adult-

like, and were assigned knowledge Type 1. The Type 1

phonemes from Eric's sample were /h/, /m/, /n/, /w/, and /j/.

The phonemes /p/ and /n/ were assigned Type 3 knowledge that

is characterized by some correct examples in all positions,

but not for all morphemes. The stops /b/ and /d/ were

assigned Type 4 phonological knowledge. Type 5 phonological
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Table 82. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 7 at
the pretraining evaluation.

Continuum
Phonological Knowledge

Type ^

~

Phonemes

Most
Knowledge

Type 1

m n

h

w j

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4 b d

Type 5

t k g
v

Least
Knowledge

Type 6 f

5
s z J
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knowledge is evidenced by some correct productions in at

least one position, but not for all morphemes. The phonemes

/v/, A/', /t/, /k/, /g/, /t£ /, and /l/ were assigned Type 5

knowledge. Finally, those phonemes not in Eric's phonetic

inventory, i.e, /f/,/s/, /z/,
/J/, /9/, /05/, and /r/, were

considered type 6 or non-adult-like.

Baseline measurements

Because Subject 7 was the only child with a phonological

deviancy score in the profound range, only three baseline

measurements were taken prior to the initiation of training.

Eric's performance across time, beginning with the pre-

training evaluation, and including the baseline measurements,

the probe measurements, and the follow-up evaluation, is

presented in Figures 20, 21, and 22. Performance remained

stable for all baseline measures. During the baseline

measurements, no correct clusters were produced (Figure 20).

The percentage of initial strident singletons produced

correctly did not fluctuate significantly with a range of 1%

to 9% observed across the baselines (Figure 20)

.

Additionally, no /s/ plus stop clusters or control clusters

were produced correctly during any of the measurements

(Figure 21). Finally, percentage for overall consonant

cluster production (either correct or incorrect) and the

feature of stridency (including clusters) were computed and

are presented in Figure 22. Changes in either of these

measures could reflect changes in the child's phonological
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system not measured by the correct/incorrect dichotomy.

Overall cluster production remained stable, with 1% correct

for the first two baselines, and no clusters evidenced in the

third baseline. The percentage of stridency for those

initial consonants that should have been produced as

stridents, including /s/ clusters, also remained stable at 1%

across the three baselines.

Probe measurements

Criteria for discontinuing treatment was reached at the

sixth training session. Increases in correct cluster

production (Figure 20) were noted with a low of 11% at Probe

1 and a high of 50% at Probe 5. The percentage of correct

cluster production at the sixth and final probe was 39%. No

significant changes were observed in the correct production

of strident singletons with a range of to 11% across the

probes (Figure 20) . It should be noted that the highest

percentage (14%) occurred at the last probe. It can be seen

that there were no correct productions of the control cluster

/br/ over the course of training (Figure 21) . There was

change, however, in the target clusters, /sp/ and /st/

(Figure 21) from 25% correct in Probe 1 to 86% correct at the

fourth, fifth, and sixth probes. No correct productions of

/sk/ were evidenced over the course of training (Figure 21),

primarily because /sk/ was replaced by [st]

.

However, there was a significant increase in the feature

of stridency (Figure 22) from 8% at Probe 1 to 79% at Probe
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6. An interesting increase in overall cluster production

(Figure 22) occurred during the course of training. There

was an increase from 13% cluster occurrence in Probe 1 to

75% cluster occurrence in Probe 6.

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Test performance . As indicated in Table 76, a slight

improvement in performance on the APP--R was observed between

the pretraining level and the final evaluation, some two

months later. During the initial evaluation, Eric had a

phonological deviancy score of 77 compared to a final

phonological deviancy score of 76. Both scores are within

the profound range (60 or above)

.

Consonant sequence reduction and postvocalic consonant

singleton omissions remained the highest phonological

omissions with 98% and 65%, respectively. Whereas a drop in

the percentage of occurrence of consonant sequence reduction

from 103% to 98% was observed, the occurrence of postvocalic

consonant singleton omissions remained the same at 65%. No

changes were evidenced for the liquid /I/ and /r,37 class

deficiencies. However, increases in velar obstruent class

deficiencies were noted. Strident and glide class

deficiencies decreased from the pretraining evaluation to the

follow-up.

Phonetic inventory . The phonetic inventory for Subject

7 had changed from the pretraining sample to the follow-up

sample (Table 83) in several ways. Most changes were noted
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in the fricative class, with /f/ and /s/ added to the final

phonetic inventory and /v/ changing to a marginal phone.

Whereas the sounds /8/ and /z/ were present in the

pretraining phonetic inventory, they were not present by the

follow-up. The affricate /tf/, present in the pretraining

phonetic inventory was only a marginal phone in the follow-up

sample. All other aspects remained constant.

Phonetic realizations for consonant singletons . Phono-

logical rule statements and accompanying examples are

presented in Appendix L. The phonetic realizations of the

fricatives are presented in Table 84. The voiceless

fricatives continued to be produced as [hj in the initial

position. However, some overgeneral ization was evidenced in

the addition of [s] before the [h] . Although not occurring

in the realization of /8/ and /h/ , this overgeneral ization

did occur for all other voiceless fricatives. There were

also two instances of initial /[/ produced correctly. At the

pretraining evaluation, the voiced fricative /v/ was either

replaced by the glide [w] or reduced to the homorganic stop.

By the follow-up, /v/ was still replaced by [w] in some

examples. However, some correct productions were present, as

well as overgeneralization evidenced by the addition of [s]

before the [w] . In most instances, initial /z/ was replaced

by the homorganic stop. However, overgeneralization by the

addition of [s] to the earlier used glide, or by the addition

of a whole /s/ plus stop cluster was observed. For example,
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Table 84. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of th«fricatives for Subject 7.

Phoneme " ~
Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

n —
'
s:h reduplication ?

sw~ w—
' b reduplication rf

h 1 ~->

s h~s:h reduplication s~

z sw~d~st~h reduplication

\
h~s:h reduplication ?
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the word zoo was produced as [swu] , and zip was produced as

[stip]. As at the pretraining, the process of reduplication

affected the intervocalic fricatives, precluding the

determination of these realizations. The word final voiced

fricatives were omitted in all instances. Word final

voiceless fricatives /f/ and /C / were replaced by the glottal

stop. The most change in the final position occurred in the

realization of final /s/. This phoneme was either omitted,

replaced by the glottal stop, or produced correctly. There

were six instances of correct production of /s/ in the final

position.

The phonetic realizations of the stops and affricates

are presented in Table 85. By the follow-up evaluation, much

change had occurred in the realizations of the stop phonemes

(Table 85). Overgeneral ization of /s/ clusters could account

for the changes in initial /p/ , /b/ , and /k/. Initial /p/

and /b/ were produced correctly in some examples and were

produced with an additional [s] in others, e.g., pig was

produced as [spi ] , and boats was produced as [sbCu] . The

velar fronting rule, affecting /k/, was also evidenced at the

follow-up. The phoneme /k/ was fronted to the [t] in some

examples and was produced as [st] in others. Initial /t/ and

/d/ were produced correctly. Eric had an interesting

context-specific rule operating for some examples containing

intervocalic /t/. The /t/ was produced correctly in the

environment of abutting consonants when the target followed
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Table 85 Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of th«stops and affricates for Subject 7.

Phoneme
"

"

Position

Initial Intervocalic

t — st

P ~-' sp p— m

b r-> sb

Final

0~ b

reduplication ~ t ~- ?

reduplication "p ^
—

- <^ -— j^

*} fc reduplication p

d3j st~d~dj reduplication #

Note: [*] denotes insufficient evidence to determine
realiza tion.
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/n/. For example, pretend was produced [antin], and

valentine was produced [d ae-lantzu n] . The process of

reduplication affected the determination of the intervocalic

realizations of some stops and the affricates. Additionally,

the data set did not provide adequate evidence for

determination of other intervocalic realizations of stops.

Word final voiced stops and affricates were omitted in all

instances, with one exception. There were three instances of

final /b/ produced correctly. The word final voiceless stops

and affricates were usually omitted, or replaced by the

glottal stop, or both. The final /t/ and /k/ were also

produced correctly in some examples.

The phonetic realizations of the nasals, liquids, and

glides are presented in Table 86. The labial and alveolar

nasals were produced correctly in all positions. Inter-

vocalic /rj/ was produced correctly, and final /n/ was

produced correctly in some examples, replaced by [n] , or

omitted in others. Liquid /l/ continued to be replaced by

the glide [w] ; however, the target appeared to be emerging in

the intervocalic position, with the realization of [l~w].

Final /l/ was produced correctly in some examples and omitted

in others. Initial /r/ remained the same with [w] serving as

the phonetic realization. Initial /w/ was realized as

[w-—' sw] at the follow-up compared to [w] only at the

pretraining sample. The palatal glide /j/ continued to be

produced correctly in the initial and intervocalic positions.
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Table 86. Summary of follow-up phonetic realizations of the
nasals, liquids, and glides for Subject 7.

Phoneme Position

Initial Intervocalic Final

~ n —< rj
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Phonological realizations for consonant clusters . A

summary of the Eric's cluster realizations at the follow-up

can be found in Table 81. By the follow-up evaluation,

Subject 7 was producing some correct clusters (Figure 20)

.

Percentage of clusters correct went from a pretraining level

of 1% to 12% at the follow-up. The /sp/ and /st/ clusters

(Figure 21) were realized correctly in some examples, and

reduced to the expected stop in others. There were no

correct productions at the pretraining sample; however, 56%

were correct at the follow-up. The /sk/ cluster (Figure 21)

continued to be affected by the velar fronting rule, and was

realized as [st— t~d] by the follow-up. The emergence of

/s/ in the /si/ clusters was observed in the follow-up

sample, with a realization of [h —-s:h~-s]. The /si/

cluster was still affected the ordering rule taking /si/ to

[h] , but not as much as at the pretraining sample. The /s/

plus nasal clusters were realized correctly in some examples,

and reduced to the expected nasal in others. The control

cluster /br/ (Figure 21) was affected by overgeneralization

of training, and was produced as [sp'—' b] by the follow-up.

Percentage of overall cluster occurrence (Figure 22) had

increased from a 3% level at the pretraining sample to 56% at

the follow-up. Examples of Eric's cluster attempts are

presented in Appendix L.

Homonym sets . Subject 7 produced homonyms for 34% of

the follow-up sample set compared with 46% at the pretraining
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evaluation. Intelligibility remained severely affected by

the loss of contrasts.

Phonological knowledge . From the pretraining sample to

the follow-up evaluation, changes were observed in the

phonological continuum (Table 87) . The fricatives /s/ and

/?/ had changed from Type 6 phonological knowledge to Type 5

at the follow-up. The stops /b/ and /t/ were assigned Type 3

knowledge, changing from Type 4 and Type 5, respectively.

Four phonemes, /v/, /%/ , /g/, and /tf /, moved from Type 5

phonological knowledge at the pretraining sample to Type 6

knowledge at the follow-up.

Performance summary for Subject 7

Subject 7 evidenced increases in correct cluster

production from 1% to 12% from the pretraining sample to the

follow-up. A significant increase in overall cluster

production (either correct or incorrect) was also noted with

a follow-up level of 56% compared with the pretraining level

of 3%. Whereas no correct productions of the untrained /sk/

cluster or the control cluster /br/ were evidenced across the

course of the investigation, the trained clusters /sp/ and

/st/ did show significant increases from at the pretraining

evaluation to 67% by the follow-up. No significant changes

occurred in the percentage of correct initial strident

singletons by the follow-up. However, the feature of

stridency did increase from 5% to 45% over the course of

training.
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Table 87. Phonological knowledge continuum for Subject 7 at
the follow-up evaluation.

Knowledge

Phonological Knowledge
Continuum Type Phonemes

m n
Most Type 1 h

J w

Type 2

Type 3 p b t

Type 4

k
Type 5 s r

1

g
Least Type 6 f v 9 ^ z

Knowledge tr 3-
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The continuum of phonological knowledge had changed at

the follow-up. Two fricatives, /s/ and /C / , and the

affricate /dsj/ moved toward the most-knowledge end of the

continuum. Four phonemes moved to Type 6 knowledge at the

follow-up. These phonemes, /v/, /&/ , /g/, and /tf / were not

evidenced in Eric's follow-up realizations.

Little change was seen in performance on the APP--R.

Subject 7 had a pretraining phonological deviancy score of 77

compared with a follow-up score of 76. Both scores place

Subject 7 in the profound range of severity.

In summary, Subject 7 did indeed maintain correct

production of the target clusters /sp/ and /st/. However,

generalization to untrained clusters did not occur. There

was some generalization of the feature of stridency due in

part to the increased percentages of correct /sp/ and /st/

clusters

.

Research Questions

The research questions posed for the purposes of the

investigation dealt with the relationships among severity of

phonological disability, amount of phonological knowledge,

and generalization learning. The research questions are

presented below with results summarized for all subjects and

implications discussed.

Question 1: Will there be differences in the amount of

generalization made by the subjects based on their severity

rating on the Assessment of Phonological Pr ocesses—Revised
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following an /s/ cluster training program ? The subjects with

phonological deviancy scores within the moderate range of

severity showed greater increases in the correct production

of clusters than did the subjects with severe ratings. No

other general statements that would be true across all three

subjects in the moderate group could be made. All three

subjects in the severe group evidenced improvements in their

phonological deviancy scores upon readministration of the

APP--R . This improvement occurred for Subjects 1, 3, and 7

also. Subject 2 evidenced a decrease in his phonological

deviancy score at the follow-up evaluation. Whereas some

differences occurred across the two groups (with Subject 7

excluded) , these may in fact be due to within-subject

differences rather than due to between-group differences.

However, there was more generalization of learning in the

performance of Group 1 than Group 2. Thus, the use of

severity as a gauge of possible amounts of generalization may

assist in making prognostic statements. Furthermore, the

APP--R may prove useful in other experimental situations

requiring the division of subjects into groups based on

severity of phonological disorder.

It is possible, however, that the training program did

not provide for the most effective use of the diagnostic

information provided by the assessment tool. However,

division into severity groups provides one means of testing

the hypothesis of differing performances based on degree of
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phonological disability. Greater changes in the children's

phonological systems may have be evidenced if the training

targets were individually chosen based on each child's APP R

results, rather than chosen prior to the complete analysis of

each child phonological system.

Question 2; will there be differences in the amount of

generalization made by subjects based on their phonological

knowledge following a phonological remediation program ?

Although positive changes were evidenced in the phonological

knowledge continua for all subjects, the amount of

generalization made by any given subject could not be

predicted by the pretraining knowledge continuum.

Additionally, no statements about overall generalization of

learning could be made based on comparison of the pretraining

and follow-up phonological knowledge continua. It must be

noted that the original purpose of the phonological knowledge

continuum as described by Elbert and Gierut (1986) was to

describe the individual systems of phonologically disordered

children and to explain individual differences in

generalization learning. The use of an assessment tool, like

the APP--R that is designed to identify phonological

processes, as the primary method of determining the presence

or absence of a given phonological process, may not allow the

phonological knowledge continuum to be utilized to its

fullest extent. Further evaluation and reanalysis of the

data set might provide insight into sound changes not
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highlighted in this investigation, but reflected in gradual

changes in the knowledge continuum.

Question 3: Will there be differences in the amount of

generalization when evaluated one month following termination

of training ? All subjects with the exception of Subject 6

showed increases in the frequency of correctly produced

target clusters /sp/ and /st/, with a range of 2% to 67%.

Subjects 7, 3, and 1 had the highest percentages of correct

production of /sp/ and /st/ with 67% reported for Subjects 7

and 3, and 59% reported for Subject 1. The overall training

program must be considered successful given these increases.

However, the generalization of the training to the untrained

/s/ plus stop cluster /sk/ occurred for Subjects 1 through 5

only. The range of correct /sk/ productions was 3% to 64%,

with the following individual percentages evidenced: 57% for

Subject 1; 4% for Subjects 2 and 5; 64% for Subject 3; and 3%

for Subject 4. It must be noted that for Subject 7, the

presence of a velar fronting rule precluded the correct

production of /sk/ clusters. However, by the follow-up,

Subject 7 produced [st] clusters for the /sk/ target. The

presence of such ordering rules was reported earlier by

Compton (1975)

.

All seven subjects showed increases in the frequency of

overall cluster production, as well as increases in the

amount of correct cluster production. For correct cluster

production, the percentages ranged from 3% to 49% with
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Subjects 1, 2, and 3, evidencing the greatest increases, with

49%, 14%, and 34%, respectively. For overall cluster

production (either correct or incorrect), Subjects 7, 3, and

1 had the greatest increases with 53%, 49% and 43% reported.

The range of increases for cluster production was 5% to 53%.

Thus, it can be stated that regardless of severity, all

subjects did generalize the training of /s/ plus stop

clusters. The phonological remediation program was

successful. Given its gradual nature, further generalization

may have occurred at a later date. Measurement of progress

at two months post-training may have revealed improved

cluster productions because the subjects would have had more

time to incorporate the training into their systems. This is

speculation, at best. However, Ingram (1983) reported that

perception of the target generally precedes production. In a

later work, Ingram (1986) mentioned that there was a lag of

several months between the first perception and production in

other aspects of language, as well as phonology. It is

possible that the subjects did change their perception of the

target but time constraints did not allow for an adequate

measure of the later occurring production changes.

Question 4: Can differences in the amount of

generalization be explained by individual differences among

children ? Although some possible differences among children

were identified in the previous chapter, it is not possible

to quantify these differences. The children showed differing
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patterns of learning, with some evidencing generalization to

the untrained /sk/ cluster as well as to other /s/ plus

consonant clusters. Other children correctly produced the

target clusters but no generalization was noted for other

untrained stimuli. Given that differing amounts of

generalization was evidenced between children, the notion of

individual differences becomes paramount in the the

determination of treatment goals, as well as treatment

program. Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985) emphasized the

importance of considering the phonologically disordered child

as a unique individual. Perhaps the application of a system

such as that proposed by Elbert and Gierut (1986) , which

determines a child's underlying knowledge of phonemes, would

be helpful in the explanation of individual differences.

This explanation of individual differences is the basic

principle underlying the use of the knowledge continuum.

An interesting change was noted for Subject 6. Although

there was little change in the production of correct clusters

or in the production of the /s/ plus stop clusters, the

consonant sequence reduction score on the APP--R dropped

considerably between the pretraining administration and the

follow-up. The pretraining percentage of occurrence was 125%

compared to 65% at the follow-up. Whereas these changes were

not reflected in the frequency counts for correct cluster

production, the frequency of occurrence of overall clusters

did increase from to 21%. At the initial administration of
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the APP—

R

, John deleted the entire cluster in most

instances, e.g., string > [m] . By the follow-up, one or

more members of the cluster was present, e.g. , string >

[twiq]. Further, John appeared to be in the process of

developing the consonant plus liquid clusters. In the early

stages of the study, these clusters were usually reduced to

the non-liquid consonant, e.g., braid > [bald]. In some

instances, coalescence was also observed, e.g., brew >

[fu] . However, later in the study, John produced an

epenthetic glide between the two elements of the cluster.

However, the liquid was usually replaced by the glide [w]

,

e.g., bring > [bawirj]. By the close of the investigation,

John was producing a cluster with the liquid still replaced

by the glide, bread > [bwtd] . This sequence was outlined

earlier by Gilbert and Purves (1977) . Thus, the phonological

system of Subject 6 did in fact change in relation to

clusters. However, these changes were not reflected in many

of the frequency counts reported.

The assessment tools used in this investigation, the

APP--R and the generative phonological assessment, are from

the works of Hodson (1986) and Elbert and Gierut (1986) ,

respectively. To develop some perspective about the findings

of this present research, it is necessary to review the basic

principles and strategies proposed by these individuals.

Although the two groups were determined by the use of the

APP--R, the treatment program outline by Hodson (1986) was
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not followed. The "cycle" approach refers to the targeting

of several phonological processes in a given time period and

then repeating the same treatment with different stimuli.

The present investigation did not provide for movement from

one process to another, nor did it allow for choice of the

target process to be based on individual performance on the

APP--R .

The use of the knowledge continuum for this study did

not appear to predict the extent of generalization learning

for any subjects. However, it must be emphasized that the

use of this continuum is only one part of a treatment program

outlined by Elbert and Gierut (1936) . The choice of a

"process" rather than a series of phonemes violates the basic

principles of the Elbert and Gierut remediation program. The

child's phonological knowledge is to be used to determine

therapy goals, and the choice for the clinician then becomes

which end of the continuum to target in the initial stages of

treatment.

Because three of the six subjects continued to be seen

at the University of Florida Speech and Hearing Clinic, brief

statements about their continued progress can be made.

Subjects 2, 5, and 7 continued in remediation programs during

the semester following the completion of this investigation.

The remediation target for Subject 2 was final consonants,

particularly stops, fricatives, and nasals. For Subject 6,

stridency in /s/ plus consonant clusters and initial strident
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singletons was targeted. The targets for Subject 7 were

initial and final strident singletons. All three children

continue to show positive changes in their phonological

systems

.

In summary, the use of a phonological remediation

program targeting elimination of cluster reduction was

sucessful and subjects did show differences in generalization

based on their severity ratings. It would be interesting to

reanalyze the data from these seven subjects to determine any

sound changes that occurred over time, e.g., during the

baselines and probes. The children may have actually

followed a gradual development with quantifiable sound

changes from the incorrect target to the final correct

production. The use of a numeric scoring system that would

allow for a ranking of correct, incorrect, and approximated

responses would serve to document these gradual changes.

Such a system has been outlined by Powell (1985) and was used

in a study of cluster production by Dyson and Stewart (1987).

Descriptions of the order of acquisition of various phonemes

or clusters could provide valuable data to the current base

of literature about phonological disorders.

In considering areas of needed research, there is a

recurring call for research that compares differing

approaches to phonological remediation. Although the broad

goal of facilitating development of normal speech is at the

root of all phonological remediation programs, the methods
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and principles differ with each individual program. It would

prove interesting to directly compare the cycle approach

proposed by Hodson (1986) with the treatment approach

outlined by Elbert and Gierut (1986) . Before such

comparisons can be made, more definite boundaries for the

determination of the phonological knowledge types are needed.

The word continuum does imply some flexibility; however, the

assignment of a discrete type appears to remove some of this

flexibility. As more research is conducted using the

phonological knowledge continuum, it is possible that

assignment to knowledge types will be made less difficult.

General Conclusions

1. All subjects evidenced increases in correct cluster

production following the training program when reassessed

one month following this training.

2. All subjects evidenced increases in overall cluster

production (either correct or incorrect) from the

pretraining sample to the follow-up.

3. All subjects evidenced increases in correct production of

the training clusters /sp/ and /st/ during the training

portion of the investigation. Increases from the

pretraining levels were evidenced at the follow-up for

Subjects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7.

4. Six of the seven subjects evidenced increases in the

feature of stridency from the pretraining sample until

the follow-up evaluation.
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5. Changes in the phonological knowledge continuum for all

subjects were noted. However, no significant changes

that could be used as predictors of generalization, were

observed in the placement of the fricative or stop

classes

.
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APPENDIX A: LETTER OF EXPLANATION FOR PARENT

This study is designed to investigate how children learn

certain speech sounds and whether learning one sound affects

the learning of others. Your child was chosen because

he/she has difficulty producing certain sounds and sound

combinations

.

Your child will be evaluated in the areas of speech,

language, and hearing. If he/she meets the criteria for the

investigation, treatment will begin. Your child will be

seen for twice weekly one-hour sessions until he/she is able

to produce the speech target with 90% accuracy. It is

expected that this will take from one to six sessions for

each of the two sounds. Following the treatment, your child

will be seen for a one-month follow up evaluation.

There are no unpleasant or unusual procedures and no

risks to your child. All techniques and procedures are

standard in the field of speech pathology. If at any time,

you wish to withdraw your child from this investigation, you

may do so with no penalty. There is no monetary

compensation for your child's participation. However, the

results from this investigation should add information about

the efficiency of certain training techniques, thus

benefitting children in later treatment.
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APPENDIX B: PARENTAL CONSENT FORM

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH LETTERHEAD

1/ , the parent or legal

guardian of , agree to

his/her participation in a phonology training study by Lori

Lee Stewart, MA, CCC-SLP and Alice Tanner Dyson, Ph.D. , CCC-

SP at the University of Florida Speech-Language and Hearing

Clinic. I have been informed of the purpose and projected

outcome of this study and agree to my child's participation.

I am aware that I may withdraw my child from this study at

any time and I have received a copy of the description of

the study.

Signature of Parent or Guardian Date

Signature of Second Parent or Guardian Date

Signature of Researcher Date

Signature of Supervisor Date
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APPENDIX C: ASSESSMENT OF PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES - REVISED
WORD LIST

Stimuli

1. baskit
2. boats
3. candle
4. chair
5. cowboy hat
6. crayons
7. three
8. black
9. green

10. yellow
11. feather
12. fish
13. flower
14. fork
15. glasses
16. glove
17. gum
18. hanger
19. horse
20. ice cubes
21. jumprope
22. leaf
23. mask
24. mouth
25. music box

26.
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APPENDIX D: WORD LIST FOR GENERATIVE PHONOLOGICAL
ASSESSMENT

back
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APPENDIX E: WORD LIST FOR BASELINE MEASUREMENTS

brad
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APPENDIX F: PHONOLOGICAL RULE STATEMENTS AND EXAMPLES FOR
SUBJECT 1

Subject 1

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic realizations of consonant singletons

Fr icatives

f — > b / #
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v > v

[v]

* —

/ V V

/ *

driving [draTvin]

waving [wel vin ]

shaving [Cei viq]

screwdriver [swubwaTva1

]

stove-i [touvi]



285



286

[h]

Stops

p > p

b > b

t > t

t — > 7 -

[?]

[t]

d > d

k

here



287



288

% —

:

I'

[<%

% — > <±5

Nasals

m > m

n > n

n > n

[n]

•3 — >

skinny



289

Liquids



290

w > d



291



292



293

f — > f

e -

9 —

* —



294

s > s

z > z

z > sw

[sw]

I -> I

3 — > r

h > h

Stops

p > p

V V

[dis] (15)

[diz] (6)

[bed*]

[anAdtf]

[swi p]

[swiptf] , [z
I
prf]

[swi pirj]

[f] television [telaifan]
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b > b / V V

#

t



296

d > d

k > k

g > g

Affricates

i
—>j~

itf]

$



297

[pi tf ]

[wtLtp, [wop

<*5 —>J"

[J]

ftf]

*J — > ^ ~

[d£] page-i

badge-i

cage-i

page

badge

cage

The examples presented below appear to represent a

morpheme-specific rule involving the base bridge .

[tf ] bridge-i [bwi tf I ]

br idge [bw i tf ]

Nasals

m > m
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n > n

o
—

>

Liquids



299



300



301

si -— >



302

[m] smog [mag]

smo c k [ ma k

]

br > bw~<br/^spw

[bw]

[br]

[spw]

brew
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APPENDIX G: PHONOLOGICAL RULE STATEMENTS AND EXAMPLES FOR
SUBJECT 2

Subject 2

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic realizations for consonant singletons

Fr icatives

f



305

->



306

e



307

[W]

> ?-

[?]

z > z

[z]

[31

:*$]

•> w

[w]

— > p

juicy



308

J > w-—

[w]

[0]

j— > 0^7

[0]

[?]

3 — > w

[w]

h > h

Stops

p > p

p > w

[w]

p > ~_, p

[0]

noise

rose

stairs

toes

#

V

fishing

brushing

fish

wash

brush

crash

toothbrush

push

V V

soupy

Snoopy

soapy

[noi
]

[wou]

[tee]

[too]

[f I wi

]

[bAi]

[fi] (2)

[via.]

[bwA]

[ k wel

]

[tubA]

[po7]

television [telawiwi]

[fuwi ]

[J"uwi]

[f ouwi ]

cup kA;



[p]
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d -

[?]

[X]

— > d

— > w

[w]

->

[0]

k > k

k -— > ~ ?

[01

vote

boot

cut

got

put

vat

shut

V

[?

spider

scooter

#

sad

sled

spade

speed

feed

#

V \

k~ x

duck

tack

cake

Vic

book

fake

[voir]

[bu]

[kA]

fga?] (2]

[pu?]

[waex]

[|AX]

[paiwa1

]

[kuwzf]

[/at]

t/ra]

[pel
]

[pi
1

[fwi]

[dA]

[tat]

[kei ]

[v. ]

[bA]

[fel?]
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[k]

[x]

[f*?]

[pou?]

[pe?]

[si?]

[sik]

[w«k] (2)

[bleTk]

[bae,x]

[Jeix]

[j'ei x] , [j"e7 ]

g > g

g — >

[0]

Affricates

tf
— > tf

tf
— >

[0]

% — > ^
% — > c^^J

[p»]

[fA]

[fa]

[bwae.]

[slA]

[kas.]

[pH



312

n > n

n > w

[w]

n > ~

[0]

[<ij ] cage-i [ket d$ i ]

[J]
page-i [pel

J"|]

[w] bridge-i [bwiwi]

[0] badge-i [baei]

dj — > / #

[0] cage [kel]

page [pel] (2)

bridge [bwi]

badge [bel]

Nasals

m > m

m >

[0] comb



313

stone [tou]

[n] queen [kwin]

plane [pleTn]

brown [fwaun]

zone [xoon]

one [w/\n] (2)

> w / V V

[w] hanger [haewzr]

rj >
^

—
' K) — n / #

[0] wing [w/ ]

string [ tr
i

]

washing [wawi

]

shaving [ Pe~i w i ]

fishing [ f i w
i

]

[rj] sting 1 1
»
^ ]

[n] going [g^n]

Liquids

1 — > 1 /#

1 > 1~ w~ j
J
V V

[1] yellow [dlou]

television [ttlawiwi]

skillet [ki I* ] , [kiwi]

[w] jelly [d^g-wi]

[j] valentine [vsejataT]

1 > i ^ v—

[1] tail [tell]



314



315

j > j ~ w



316

si -— > si -



317



318

— >

[0]

\

> e

•>

[0]

[d

>5 —

>

[3;

s > s

[s]

screwdr iver



319



320



321



322

:p]

b > b

b -->

[0]

t



323



324



325

[?]



326

[n]



327

1 -— > 1

[1]

1 > 1

tl]

[0]

r > w

[w]

laughing

V V

[1 aew i ]

valentine



Glides

w > w

328

j > j ~s dg

tj]

[%]

[0]

j — > d3

[<£]

"yeah"

you

yo-yo

yellow

V

[j*]

tju] (2)

[d? oucfcj oU
]

[alou]

V

yo-yo [cbjOudjou]

Phonetic realization of consonant clusters

sp -— > p ~



329

sk -

si -



330

br -
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APPENDIX H: PHONOLOGICAL RULE STATEMENTS AND EXAMPLES FOR
SUBJECT 3

Subject 3

Pretraining phono



333

z > z

J -> I

[5

[s]

#



334

wash [wa.s]

crash [kraes]

b > b

t > t

d > d

k > k

g > g

3 — > 3 /
V v

h — > h /#

Stops

p > p

/#
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Affricates

Nasals

m > m

n > n

i] >T

#



336

Glides

w > w

J — > J

V

Phonetic realizations for consonant clusters

sp > p



337

si



338

[sw] smog [swag]

small [swal] , [sawal]

br > br

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Phonetic realizations for consonant singletons

Fr icatives

f



339

*-

**"

1"

[s]

[d£»]

[diz]

ftis], (3), [d.s] (12)

[fsdtf]

shoe



340



341

k > k

g > g

Af f r icates

* — > ? '

ttf]

tstf ]

t[ — > tf

% — > <% ,

[45]

spade

slide

[stei ]

[swal ] , [swai d]

[tf I z]

[tfok]

[tf i kan]

[tf. p]

[tf» k]

[stj-£>], [tfe>;

[stp n]

[st|ap]

[stf u]

[ s tj" eT n ]

[c^i p]



342



343



344

st -

sk -

si -

> St —



345
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APPENDIX I: PHONOLOGICAL RULE STATEMENTS AND EXAMPLES FOR
SUBJECT 4.

Subject 4

Pretraining phono



348



349

\ > d

[d]

^—y-b

the



350



351

If]

J"— > j

[J]

[

S

S
-> s

f-

[s]

— > s ~-

[s]

3 -

V

-> *5

--> h

Claus



352

Stops

p > p

[Pi

[b;

p — > p

[it.r,]

[but'i ]



353

t



354

1 "

*f "

% —

d*, —

*5

[t]



355



356

r > w

[w]

T V



357



358

small [mal] (2)

smoke [mouk] (2)

smile [maizl], [maijl]

br > b



359



360

^ —

> f

[f]

> s~

[s]

[p]

> d

[d]

V V

nothing [rufin]

P /
#

teeth [tis]

mouth fmaup]

s — > j

[j]

[s]

[sj

the



361

s > s

z — > j

[j]

f
-

— > z

~>f~

'I
1



362

[j]



[b]

p > p

363

[b. ]

[bat] (2), [pat]

[bST^], [pSlf]

[b'.tf ]

[bodi ] , [pud i ]

b > b

t > t

d > d

k > k

g > g

Affricates

tf — > t-

[t] cheese

chip

[t,z]

[tip] (2;



364

1 -

1

*3

[d]

-> ?j-

t?j]

[tfj

[?P

[t]

> ?/

[?f]

[tf]

[t]

•> d ~
[d]

[t]

chicken

cheap

chew

chat

chop

chain

tj- — -?y ~
catching

watch-i

peachy

"pinchin"

punching

j tf ~ t

watch

peach

catch

#

gym

jack

jar

Jill

jump

j uice

gee

joke

ti ksn]

tip]

tu]

daet] , [tact]

dap]

de~Tn]

V V

ks.? j i ^ ]

wa? j i ]

pitfi ]

pi?jl n]

pi tig]

05 — > 3 ~ d3

wa?]"] (2)

bitf ]

ki t]

d Tam]

dae.k]

da]

dil]

dip]

tus]

ti]

took]

V



365

w



366

Liquids

1 > 1

r > w

[w]

Glides

w > w

j — > j

V



367

sk -

si -

[t]



368
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APPENDIX J: PHONOLOGICAL RULE STATEMENTS AND EXAMPLES FOR
SUBJECT 5

Subject 5

Pretraining phonol



371

f -— >



372

stove [toub]

-> t /



373

s > t

[t]



374

[z] zing [zirjg]

[t] zoo [tu] , [du]

[d] zebra [dzi ba] , [dibwa]

[dw] zipper [dwipu], [dipu]

z > d-~- jZi

[d]

[0]

J
— > a

[d]

I- > d

buzz



375



376

k

k

k



377



378

tf —

%

d3 —

*5 —



379

badge

cage

[bae.d]

[keTd]

Nasals

m > in

n > n

— > n

[n]

•3 — > ~

tn]

[0]

Liquids

1 > w

[w]

V



380

1 > 1~

[1]

iwj

1 > 1 <*

[1]

l<t]

[V]

r > w

lip



381

[w] roof [wup]

rose [wood]

rocky [wati

]

rosy [woUd i

]

robot [woubat]

zero [diwo]

orange [owind]

orange-i [owi nd^
i ]

Glides

w > w

J — > j

Phonetic realizations for consonant clusters

sp — > p

[p]



382

sk > k

[k] skinny [ki ni

]

skill [k i 1]

skip [kip]

skeleton [ktladan]

scoot [kup]

si > dw~ tw

[dw] slow [dwou]

sly [dwcud]

sleigh [dwe~i ]

slug [dw/\d]

slide [dwaid], [tw2Tid]

[tw] sleeping [tw'ipm]

sloppy [two.pl
]

slip [twip], [dip]

sleep [tw'ip] (2) , [dwi p]

There was also one occurrence of each of the followinc

[d]



383

sm



384

f -

1
S
—

[f]



385



386

icy [cut i]

s > t



387

z



388

pushing [pudirj
]

[tf ] washing [watfiw]

crashing [kwae-tprj]

[<%



389

p

b

b



390



391

[0]

— > k

— > t

[t]

k -— > t ->-

[t]

[k]

[d]

bread

br ide

slide

food

need

V

back-i

bookie

ducky

sock-i

sneaky

back

book

duck

rock

sock

cake

cupcake

fake

snack

jack

look

black

[f ween]

[f waT n]

[twai ] , [twaTd]

[fu]

[ n i ] , [ n i d ]

[bae-ti ]

[buti ]

[dAti ]

[dati ]

[niti]

#

[bae-t]

[but]

[dAt]

[wat] (2)

[dat]

[keTk]

[kApkeT k]

[felk]

[nsek] , [nse-t]

[dse-k]

[wud] (3)

[fwscd]

g > g #



392

g > d



393

d



394

rj > k]

Liquids

1 > w



395

r > w

[w]

#



396

spike [fart]

st -

sk -

si -

— > t ~



397

br -
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APPENDIX K: PHONOLOGICAL RULE STATEMENTS AND EXAMPLES FOR
SUBJECT 6

Subject 6

Initial phonolo



400

[d]

[0]

^ > ?

[?]

that



401

— > ? — <^~|

[?]

z >

[0]

[

i
]

[3]

:*>

^
zero

zinc

zoom

zing

zap

zipping

Ziggy

zone

zip

__ V

_ #

bA?|]

du?i ]

d5£?|]

g ae.? i ]

b*?]

du?]

mau?]

£?]

fel?]

mau i ]

vel ] , [vel ?]

di], [di?], [,?]

aiji]

off]

#

51 wo]

3"3 k]

3um]

3'^

3sePl

d^ 1 pm]

d5 1 g i ]

d^oun]

d^i p]



402

[0]

[z]

— >

[0]

z >

[0]

[?]

I —>J~ *

m

zipper



403

[0]

J— > ?

[0]

3 — > ?

[?]

h > h

Stops

p > p

b > b

shampoo



404

t > t

t —-> t ~

[t]

[?]

[0]

d > d

d > d~-

[d]

ifil

#



405



406

*5

[0]



407

Nasals

m > m

n > n

>rj

—>rj-

[n]



408

[0]

r > w

[w]

Glides

w > w

pull



409

st -

sk -

si -

[p]





411

[f] brim . [fun]

bright [.fSfit]

bribe [faif]

brat [fset]

brew [fu]

[b] braid [beTd]

bran [bsen]

bride [baT]

[fw] brick [fwik]

brad [fwaed]

broke [fwou]

[bw] brain [bweTn]

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Phonetic realizations for singleton consonants

Fricatives

f — > f

v > v

e —

>

:0] [Am]

[ir)k;

[tu]



412

mouth

•% ___> d ^>t I
#

[d~ 3] that

there

this

} > ?

[?] feather

[mau]

[dse.], [da^?] (2), [d«.t]

(3), fbact]

[dezf], [dta] (2), [deu]

(2), [*£*]

[dis] (4), [d.?]

(2), [S.s]

[f£?u]

— >



413



414

I —

j — > S~7



415

toothbrush [tubwA?]

[t[ ] wash [watf ]

3 — > <% / v v

[63] television [ttlsvi dzsn]

h > h

Stops

p > p

b > b

t > t

d > d

k > k

g > g

V



416

Affricates



417

r > w

Glides

w > w

j — > j

[kul]

[pil]

[fol]

[ki 1]

[neTl]

[a], [al]

[e#]

[keTe]

[ana] , [ail]

[p5i ja]

[wuf]

[woo]

[wou I
]

[wait]

[ wa k
i

]

[owed i

]

[awond]

[i wo]



418

Phonological realizations of consonant clusters

sp > p



419

sn
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APPENDIX L: PHONOLOGICAL RULE STATEMENTS AND EXAMPLES FOR
SUBJECT 7

Subject 7

Pretraining phonological evaluation

Phonetic realizations for consonant singletons

Fr icatives

f



422

[w]



423

> ^

[0]

[?]

n> > d ~

[d]

[1>]

s > h

[h]

teeth



424



425



426

[?]

b > b

b >

[0]

lip



427

Further, syllable deletion was evidenced in examples

containing medial /t/ in the target word. Examples are

presented below.



428



429



430



431

*) — > rj

trjl



4 32

r > w

[w]

Glides

w > w

J
— > J

all
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spin [b£] , [pi n] , [pi rj
]

sk -

si -

-— > t



434

Snoopy [nuni ]

sra > m

[m] smog [ma.]

smock [mo.7]

smart [mat]

smack [mae.?]

smile [malmST], [moll]

br > b -

—

'bw

[b] brew [bu]

broke [boo?]

brain [beTn]

brick [b»7]

bright [bail]

[bw] bread [bwea]

br idge [bwi

]

Follow-up phonological evaluation

Phonetic realizations for consonant singletons

Fr icatives

f



435

fan [s:haen]

phone [srhoun]

Reduplication was evidenced in examples containing

intervocalic /f/.

[f]



436

10}



437



4 38



439



440



441

evidenced in Eric's realization. The rule involved /t/

produced as [t] only in the environment of [n V] .

Examples are presented below.



442

k -

k -



443



444



445

[n]



446



447

st -

sk -

[sp]



448



449

br -

[n]
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